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Optogenetics and computer vision for \textit{C. elegans} neuroscience and other biophysical applications

\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This work presents optogenetics and real-time computer vision techniques to non-invasively manipulate and monitor neural activity with high spatiotemporal resolution in awake behaving \textit{Caenorhabditis elegans}. These methods were employed to dissect the nematode’s mechanosensory and motor circuits and to elucidate the neural control of wave propagation during forward locomotion. Additionally, similar computer vision methods were used to automatically detect and decode fluorescing DNA origami nanobarcodes, a new class of fluorescent reporter constructs.

An optogenetic instrument capable of real-time light delivery with high spatiotemporal resolution to specified targets in freely moving \textit{C. elegans}, the first such instrument of its kind, was developed. The instrument was used to probe the nematode’s mechanosensory circuit, demonstrating that stimulation of a single mechanosensory neuron suffices to induce reversals. The instrument was also used to probe the motor circuit, demonstrating that inhibition of regions of cholinergic motor neurons blocks undulatory wave propagation and that muscle contractions can persist even without inputs from the motor neurons.

The motor circuit was further probed using optogenetics and microfluidic techniques. Undulatory wave propagation during forward locomotion was observed to depend on stretch-sensitive signaling mediated by cholinergic motor neurons. Specifically, posterior body segments are compelled, through stretch-sensitive feedback, to bend in the same direction as anterior segments. This is the first explicit demonstration of such feedback and serves as a foundation for under-
standing motor circuits in other organisms.

A real-time tracking system was developed to record intracellular calcium transients in single neurons while simultaneously monitoring macroscopic behavior of freely moving C. elegans. This was used to study the worm’s stereotyped reversal behavior, the omega turn. Calcium transients corresponding to temporal features of the omega turn were observed in interneurons AVA and AVB.

Optics and computer vision techniques similar to those developed for the C. elegans experiments were also used to detect DNA origami nanorod barcodes. An optimal Bayesian multiple hypothesis test was deployed to unambiguously classify each barcode as a member of one of 216 distinct barcode species.

Overall, this set of experiments demonstrates the powerful role that optogenetics and computer vision can play in behavioral neuroscience and quantitative biophysics.
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xv
To cross the threshold from where we are to where we want to be, major conceptual shifts must take place in how we study the brain. One such shift will be from studying elementary processes—single proteins, single genes, and single cells—to studying systems properties—mechanisms made up of many proteins, complex systems of nerve cells, the functioning of whole organisms, and the interaction of groups of organisms. Cellular and molecular approaches will certainly continue to yield important information in the future, but they cannot by themselves unravel the secrets of internal representations of neural circuits or the interaction of circuits—the key steps linking cellular and molecular neuroscience to cognitive neuroscience.

Eric R. Kandel

Introduction

How do a collection of neurons work together to receive information from the environment, encode that information, and then process it to generate purposeful behavior? This is the fundamental question confronting researchers in the field of systems neuroscience, and is the singular focus of many laboratories around the world. While much progress is being made to answer this question, our understanding has been limited in part by the lack of tools to simultaneously probe and observe the activity of individual neurons and their effect on whole-organism behavior. In particular, there is a distinct need for non-invasive techniques to stimulate and record from ensembles of neurons across an organism with single-cell resolution in awake, intact, unrestrained animals whose behavior can be observed simultaneously.

This need has motivated my thesis work and prompted me to develop new tools and techniques combining optogenetics, microscopy, and computer vision, to optically monitor and manipulate neural activity in freely behaving Caenorhabditis elegans. Using the tools presented in this work, I provide new insights into how a network of neurons drives locomotion. That work is covered in Chapters 2, 3, and
Along the way, I employed similar techniques toward the development of novel fluorescent reporter constructs for next-generation microarray and lab-on-a-chip technologies. That work is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. The neuronal basis of behavior, however, remains the primary focus of the thesis and of this introduction.

1.1 Background

The neuron is the fundamental unit of the brain. Neurons are responsible for encoding information from an organism’s environment and performing computations to transform that information into behavior. How this chain of events takes place has been studied with different approaches at different length scales, depending on the tools available at the time [50, 81].

At the end of the 19th century, the development of the Golgi stain enabled Ramón y Cajal to approach this question by studying neuron morphology. Cajal examined how individual neurons connected to one another, providing the first insights into the structure and function of neural circuits. Around the same time, the study of macroscopic lesions in the brain provided another class of insights. Researchers like Pierre Paul Broca and Carl Wernicke were able to correlate lesions in human brains with defects in cognition, and thus were able to posit macroscopic models for how different brain regions interact with the nervous system. Single neuron function was again the focus of study as a new tool—electricity—was harnessed. Luigi Galvani and Alessandro Volta in the 18th century, Hermann von Helmholtz and David Ferrier in the 19th century, and Charles Sherrington in the early 20th, used electrodes to probe the electrical activity of individual neurons. Once op-amps were developed from radar work during World War II, it became possible to clamp an individual neuron at a precise voltage or current. Alan Hodgkins, Andrew Huxley, Bernard Katz and others used voltage clamps to rigorously characterize signaling within a single neuron. In a combination of microscopic and macroscopic investigation, the recent development of laser killing and genetic engineering have allowed researchers to systematically kill and ablate neurons or classes of neurons from a neural circuit while observing the resulting behavioral defects.

None of these techniques however, have enabled researchers to non-invasively
perform cell-specific intracellular manipulations across an entire organism while simultaneously observing unrestrained behavior. Such an approach is ideal to address the systems neuroscience goal of understanding how neurons across an entire organism transform an environmental input to motor output. Recently, a confluence of advances has made such an investigation possible. The first is the advent of C. elegans as a powerful model organism.

1.1.1 C. elegans as a Model Organism

Invertebrate model organisms have yielded many universal principles of neuroscience. Our understanding of the molecular basis of learning and memory, for example, came initially from studies of Aplysia, a giant sea slug. Similarly, our understanding of motor circuits was informed by early studies of leech and lamprey.

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has emerged as a popular and robust model organism and natural tool to study systems neuroscience. With only 602 neurons, its nervous system is compact but tractable. The 1 mm-long nematode exhibits a rich array of behaviors. It senses its environment, navigates toward food and temperatures that it prefers, avoids chemicals that it dislikes, and responds to touch. The worm even exhibits associative learning–it can associate odors with foods that make it sick, and avoid them accordingly, for example.

Starting in the 1970’s, White et al. mapped the entire wiring diagram of the C. elegans nervous system. The individual neurons are morphologically identifiable and their connectivity is stereotyped from one worm to the next. The scientific community has therefore been able to systematically study individual neurons and use tools such as laser ablation and transgenics to identify which neurons are part of which neural circuits.

Critically, C. elegans is also a major platform for molecular genetics and genetic engineering. It was the first organism into which the fluorescent reporter gene GFP was cloned, and it was the first multicellular eukaryote to have its genome sequenced. The nematode is especially convenient for genetic engineering. The worms have a fast generation time (a worm grows from egg to egg-laying adult at room temperature in about four days). They are also naturally hermaphroditic and can self reproduce, making it trivial to maintain isogenic lines.
New genes can be added to the worm by injecting plasmids which are incorporated into an extrachromosomal array. The worms are then irradiated, and their DNA damage repair pathway incorporates the plasmids into their chromosomes to form stable transgenic lines. In the hands of a skilled geneticist, the whole process—including outcrossing—takes less than a month.

Importantly, *C. elegans* is also optically transparent, and thus particularly amenable to advances in optical physiology and microscopy, the primary tools used in this work.

These attributes have made *C. elegans* extremely well studied. As a result, there is a rich repository of knowledge and resources available to the *C. elegans* research community. Among the resources used commonly in the course of this work are: WormBase, an online database of genes, phenotypes and publications [65]; WormAtlas, a comprehensive online anatomical resource providing details of every neuron and cell [4]; WormBook, a curated collection of review articles and methods [151]; WormWeb, an online interactive network of neural connectivity [12]; and the *Caenorhabditis* Genetics Center at the University of Minnesota, which acts as a central repository and distributor for transgenic *C. elegans* lines.

*C. elegans*, with its compact nervous system, genetic tractability, optical access and well-mapped neural circuitry, is an ideal candidate for studying the neural dynamics underlying behavior.

### 1.1.2 Optical Neurophysiology

Traditional electrophysiology is challenging to perform in the nematode *C. elegans* [57, 138]. The worm's small size and pressurized fluid-filled body make it difficult for electrodes to gain access to neurons. As a result, electrophysiology experiments are performed on worms that are partially dissected and immobilized. These preparations make it extremely difficult to correlate neural activity with behavior. Advances in optogenetics and fluorescent reporters, however, offer a viable alternative to electrophysiology. When used with transparent organisms, optical techniques are entirely non-invasive, making them the optimal choice for this work.
Optogenetics

Optogenetics is an emerging field that refers to optical tools based on genetically encoded proteins that manipulate neural function. Karl Deisseroth and Ed Boyden founded the field of optogenetics with their joint development of Channelrhodopsin as an optical method for neural stimulation in 2005 [14] and their simultaneous but independent development of Halorhodopsin as a method of neural silencing in 2007 [64,174]. For a riveting historical account, see [13]. Optogenetic proteins like Channelrhodopsin and Halorhodopsin are light-activated transmembrane ion channels that open in response to light stimuli at a particular wavelength [48,117,171]. These optogenetic proteins were immediately employed in C. elegans, and an early experiment showed how illuminating worms expressing Channelrhodopsin in their mechanosensory neurons evoked a touch-like response [118]. The field has seen explosive growth in the past five years. For a review of optogenetics in C. elegans, including some of the work presented here, see [167] and [171]. This work uses optogenetics as a tool to probe neural activity in a freely moving worm.

Fluorescent Reporters of Neural Activity

Just as optogenetic proteins allow optical stimulation or inhibition of neural activity, genetically encoded fluorescent reporters provide optical readouts of neural activity. The first class of genetically encoded reporters were calcium indicators that altered their fluorescent properties in response to intracellular calcium levels. Calcium in a neuron is often used as a proxy for its membrane potential, and thus calcium indicators serve as an indirect measure of neural activity. The first genetically encoded calcium indicator was cameleon [115], a calmodulin protein modified by the addition of a Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) pair of fluorophores. As intracellular calcium levels increase, the calmodulin component of cameleon contracts and pulls the two attached fluorescing proteins closer together, changing their fluorescence properties. The past decade has seen steady improvement in genetically encoded calcium indicators that are brighter, more sensitive, and have greater dynamic range and faster response times [111,116,168]. In this work, I use one of the most recent indicators, GCaMP3 [153].

Both optogenetics and calcium indicators are non-invasive for transparent an-
imals. This, in principal, allows *C. elegans* to remain intact and unrestrained. Previously the Samuel Lab was the first to manually track a worm and observe its calcium transients as it moved freely [30]. In this thesis I develop an automated system to track the worm and either apply optogenetic stimuli or monitor calcium transients.

### 1.1.3 Real-Time Computer Vision

Conducting optical physiology on individual neurons in a moving worm requires significant ancillary hardware and software to identify the worm’s outline, track it and keep it centered, identify targeted neurons within the worm and precisely illuminate and image those neurons in real-time—all while simultaneously recording the worm’s macroscopic behavior. A number of technological advancements make this now possible. In addition to the development of optogenetics and fluorescent indicators, the ever decreasing cost of computer power, the availability of high power CW lasers in a variety of wavelengths, the advent of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), and the development of powerful open source-computer vision libraries have conspired to make such a purely-optical system feasible for the first time.

It has only been in the past decade that the field of real-time computer vision algorithms has advanced to the point that libraries are now readily accessible to perform real-time video analysis using standard computer hardware. For example, this work utilizes hardware-optimized routines from the open-source OpenCV library [13, 16]. That library was only recently developed, in part, to address the DARPA Grand Challenge autonomous vehicle competition in 2004 and 2005 [43, 52]. Fortuitously, many closed-loop real-time image processing techniques for such applications can be applied to solve the optogenetic instrumentation problems of interest here. Consequently, this work builds upon prior computer vision developments from the DARPA Grand Challenge and elsewhere.

### 1.1.4 Applications to Behavioral Neuroscience

This work brings together advances in optogenetics and real-time computer vision to systematically perturb and monitor neural activity across an entire organism while it is behaving. At the time this thesis work began, it was the first successful
effort to bring these disparate strands together in the study of neural activity in
*C. elegans*.

I have used the tools developed here to study neural activity driving *C. elegans*
locomotion. The worm crawls on its side and propels itself forward by propagating
bending waves from its head to tail. The worm has 95 muscles and 302 neurons at
its disposal. Of those 302 neurons, 113 are classified as motor neurons, that di-
rectly enervate muscles. For successful locomotion, all of these muscles and neu-
rons must work together in a coordinated and coherent fashion, interacting with
sensory neurons and networks of neighboring neurons to process and respond to
environmental conditions. For an excellent review of the *C. elegans* motor circuit
see [456]. While it is fairly well understood which neurons in *C. elegans* are re-
quired for forward and backward locomotion, respectively, the dynamics of neural
activity are largely unknown. In fact, many of the community’s assumptions de-
rive from leech and lamprey experiments [52, 82] and it is unclear to what extend
those findings apply to *C. elegans*. Open questions include: Where are the oscilla-
tions that drive undulatory motion generated? Are the undulatory waves propa-
gated through neurons or muscles? To what extent is feedback from the animal’s
environment required for locomotion?

Chapters 2 and 3 provide answers to some of these questions, and place strong
experimental constrains on future models for *C. elegans* locomotion. Chapter 6
takes these questions to an even higher level, and asks how the worm’s nervous
system transitions between forward and backward locomotion.

1.1.5 Additional applications of computer vision for molecular
biophysics

The computer vision techniques that I have developed here can also be applied
to a wide variety of applications beyond behavioral neuroscience. In Chapters 4
and 5, I develop related software to automatically locate and identify fluorescing
DNA origami nanorod barcodes. Unlike the chapters devoted to *C. elegans*, which
focus primarily on the work in relation to *C. elegans* neuroscience, the chapters on
DNA barcodes include rigorous descriptions of the software algorithms used and
their mathematical underpinnings. All of the software described in this thesis
is freely available under an open-source license. In general, the approach taken to
analyze images of DNA barcodes is representative of the approach to the computer vision problems in the remaining chapters. In particular, the number of steps in the algorithms in Chapter 5 offers a window into the complexity and challenge of quantitatively analyzing biological systems.

1.1.6 Onwards

Systems neuroscience is approaching a critical juncture. Arguably for the first time, the tools are becoming available to enable the complete characterization of how the neural activity of an entire organism drives behavior. Not only do the tools presented here allow for direct observation of neural activity, they also provide the means to perturb neural activity—both while simultaneously observing behavior. We now turn to the work itself.
Optogenetic manipulation of neural activity in freely moving *Caenorhabditis elegans*

### 2.1 Introduction

Researchers in systems neuroscience aim to understand how neural dynamics create behavior. Optogenetics has accelerated progress in this area by making it possible to stimulate or inhibit neurons that express light-activated proteins like channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and halorhodopsin (also known as Halo/NpHR) by illuminating them [14, 27, 64, 117, 150, 173, 174]. The nematode *C. elegans* is particularly amenable to optogenetics due to its optical transparency, compact nervous system and ease of genetic manipulation [60, 98, 118, 146].

The ability to deliver light to one cell with spatial selectivity is essential for targeted optogenetic perturbation in *C. elegans* for the many cases where genetic methods do not provide adequate specificity. In the worm motor circuit, for ex-
ample, there are no known single neuron-specific promoters that would drive expression of light-activated proteins in only one or a few neurons of the ventral nerve cord (VNC). Optogenetics has been applied to the mechanosensory circuit in *C. elegans*, but only through simultaneous stimulation of all touch receptor neurons because promoters specific to each neuron are unavailable [17]. Researchers can use laser killing to study the contribution of single touch receptor neurons to overall behavior by removing neurons, but it is often preferable to work with intact circuits [22, 86, 162].

Recently, a digital micromirror device (DMD) has been used to deliver light with high spatial selectivity in immobilized *C. elegans* and immobilized *Danio rerio* zebrafish [164]. Each element of a DMD may be independently controlled to deliver light to a corresponding pixel of a microscope’s field of view. In many cases, however, the normal operation of neural circuits can be studied only in freely behaving animals, requiring a more sophisticated instrument.

Here we describe an optogenetic illumination system that allows perturbations of neural activity with high spatial and temporal resolution in an unrestrained worm, enabling us to Control Locomotion and Behavior in Real Time (CoLBeRT) in *C. elegans*. In the CoLBeRT system, a video camera follows a worm under dark-field illumination while a motorized stage keeps the worm centered in the camera’s field of view. Machine-vision algorithms estimate the coordinates of targeted cells within the worm body and generate an illumination pattern that is projected onto the worm by a DMD with laser light. The cycle repeats itself for each subsequent frame. Because the worm is a moving target, the faster an image can be captured and translated into DMD directives, the more accurately an individual cell can be targeted. The CoLBeRT system carries out all of these functions in ~20 ms, providing a spatial resolution of ~30 μm in optogenetic control for freely swimming *C. elegans*. We analyzed the motor circuit and mechanosensory circuit of unrestrained worms, demonstrating the performance of the CoLBeRT system, a new tool that enhances the flexibility and power of optogenetic approaches in *C. elegans*. 
2.2 Results

2.2.1 Experimental Setup

To stimulate neurons using ChR2 or inhibit neurons using Halo/NpHR, we used a 473-nm or 532-nm wavelength diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) laser, respectively (Fig. 2.1a). Either laser was incident onto a DMD with 1,024 × 768 elements. Laser light was reflected onto the specimen only when an individual micromirror was turned to the 'on' position. We illuminated the specimen under dark-field illumination by red light to avoid exciting ChR2 or Halo/NpHR. Filter cubes reflected the wavelengths for optogenetic illumination from the DMD onto the sample, while passing longer wavelengths for dark-field illumination to a camera. A motorized stage kept the specimen in the field of view.

To accelerate real-time image analysis of worm posture, we developed the MindControl software package using the open-source OpenCV computer vision library[15]. With the graphical user interface (GUI), the user can dynamically target specific regions of freely moving worms. The MindControl software and documentation are available at http://github.com/samuellab/mindcontrol.

The MindControl software carries out a sequence of image analysis operations on each frame received from the camera (Fig. 2.1b). An image is captured by the computer, filtered and thresholded. Next, the boundary of the worm is calculated, and head and tail are identified as local maxima of boundary curvature (the head is blunt and the tail is sharp). The worm centerline is calculated and the body is divided into 100 evenly-spaced segments. These segments define a worm coordinate system invariant to worm posture or orientation, within which the user may define target positions. The software maps the position of targets onto the coordinates of the real image and, finally, sends the appropriate pattern to the DMD for illumination.

For our current system, the total latency between image acquisition and DMD illumination is 20 ms: image exposure, 2 ms; data transfer to computer, 3 ms; image analysis, 10 ms; and data transfer to DMD, 5 ms. Given the size and speed of a swimming worm at 10× magnification, our system working at ~50 frames per second (FPS) delivers optogenetic illumination with a spatial resolution of ~30 µm,
Figure 2.1 (following page): High-resolution optogenetic control of freely moving *C. elegans*. (a) An individual worm swims or crawls on a motorized stage under red dark-field illumination. A high-speed camera images the worm. Custom software instructs a DMD to reflect laser light onto targeted cells. (b) Images are acquired and processed at 50 FPS. Each 1,024 × 768 pixel image is thresholded and the worm boundary is found. Head and tail are located as maxima of boundary curvature (red arrows). Centerline is calculated from the midpoint of line segments connecting dorsal and ventral boundaries (blue bar) and is resampled to contain 100 equally-spaced points. The worm is partitioned into segments by finding vectors (green arrows) from centerline to boundary, and selecting one that is most perpendicular to the centerline (orange arrow). Targets defined in worm coordinates are transformed into image coordinates and sent to the DMD for illumination (green bar). (c) Schematic of body-wall muscles. Anterior, to left; dorsal, to top. Bending wave speed of swimming worm expressing Halo/NpHR in its body-wall muscles subjected to green light (10 mW mm⁻²) outside or inside the worm boundary (n = 5 worms, representative trace). (d) Schematic of HSN. A swimming worm expressing ChR2 in HSN was subjected to blue light (5 mW mm⁻²). Histogram, position at which egg-laying occurred when a narrow stripe of light was slowly scanned along the worm’s centerline (n = 13 worms). Once an egg was laid, the worm was discarded.
Figure 2.1: (continued)

(a) Acquire image, Threshold, Identify head, tail, boundary, and centerline, Define coordinate system, Illuminate selected target.

(b) Acquire image, Threshold, Identify head, tail, boundary, and centerline, Define coordinate system, Illuminate selected target.

(c) Body wall muscle cells.

(d) Bending wave speed (body length s⁻¹) vs. Time (s) and Fractional distance along centerline (head = 0; tail = 1) vs. Number of egg-laying events.
not far from the spatial resolution limit imposed by the pixel density of the DMD (~5 µm at 10× magnification).

### 2.2.2 Spatial resolution of the illumination system

First, we confirmed that illumination is restricted to the targeted area. We examined a transgenic worm expressing Halo/NpHR::CFP in all body-wall muscles. Whole-animal illumination of transgenic *Pmyo-3::Halo/NpHR* worms causes all muscles to relax. We placed individual swimming worms in the CoLBERT system and used green light (532 nm, 10 mW mm⁻²) to alternately illuminate the entire region outside or inside the worm boundary (Fig. 2.2b and Video 2.6.1). Illuminating the entire region outside the worm boundary had no effect—the bending waves propagated from head to tail at normal speed. Illuminating the entire region inside the worm boundary, however, arrested locomotion—the body relaxed and the speed of bending waves dropped to zero.

To quantify the spatial resolution of the CoLBERT system, we measured its targeting accuracy in evoking egg-laying events by stimulating the HSN motor neurons. We used transgenic worms expressing ChR2 under the *egl-6* promoter, which drives expression in the bilaterally symmetric HSN neurons (HSNL and HSNR) as well as glia-like cells in the worm’s head. Optogenetic stimulation of the HSN neurons, which innervate the vulval musculature, evokes egg-laying behavior (L. Emtage and N. Ringstad, personal communication).

The two HSN neurons lie on top of one another when the worm is viewed laterally, so our system targets both neurons. We projected a thin stripe of blue light (473 nm, 5 mW mm⁻²) on the body of swimming *Pegl-6d::ChR2* transgenic worms. The long axis of the stripe was orthogonal to the worm centerline and spanned its diameter. The stripe width corresponded to 2% of the anterior-posterior length of the worm centerline (that is, ~20 µm of the ~1-mm-long young adult worm). We used narrow stripes so that our illumination would less likely stimulate HSN when illuminating its process. We slowly moved the illumination stripe along the centerline of swimming worms while recording egg-laying events. Of 14 worms studied, we observed 13 egg-laying events, eight in which the stripe started at the head and five in which the stripe started at the tail. Egg-laying frequency sharply peaked when the center of the stripe coincided with the centerline coordinate of
the HSN cell bodies, or 49.6% of the total distance from the anterior to the posterior of the body with 3.2% s.d. (Fig. 2.1d and Video 2.6.2). The width of this distribution suggests that the CoLBeRT system provides at least ~30 µm of spatial resolution.

2.2.3 **Optogenetic manipulation of muscle cells**

In *C. elegans*, forward movement is driven by motor neurons in the VNC, which coordinate the activity of 95 body wall muscle cells along the dorsal and ventral sides of the VNC [15]. The circuit for worm locomotion is poorly understood in comparison to that of other undulatory animals such as the leech and lamprey [18, 82, 113]. Because this circuit probably operates normally only during normal movement, technology such as the CoLBeRT system is necessary to dissect cellular activity in unrestrained animals.

We used the CoLBeRT system to suppress muscle activity in a region of the body in *Pmyo-3::Halo/NpHR::CFP* transgenic worms (Fig. 2.2 and Video 2.6.3). This perturbation of undulatory dynamics can be shown graphically using a red-blue color map to represent the curvature of the body centerline in nondimensional units (that is, the curvature calculated at each point along the centerline, κ, multiplied by worm length, L) as a function of time and fractional distance along the centerline, s, from head (s = 0) to tail (s = 1) (Fig. 2.2a). Notably, hyperpolarizing muscle cells in one segment had no effect on undulatory dynamics anterior to the segment, but lowered the amplitude of the bending wave posterior to the illuminated segment (Fig. 2.2b). Representative data from one of five worms that we studied are shown in Figure 2.2. Thus, the bending of posterior body segments seems coupled to the bending of anterior body segments. One possibility is that muscle activity in posterior segments is directly promoted by muscle activity in anterior segments, perhaps by gap junction coupling between muscle cells [103]. Another possibility is that the motor circuit contains a proprioceptive mechanism that makes the activity of posterior segments directly sensitive to the bending of anterior segments.
Figure 2.2: Optogenetic inactivation of muscle cells. (a) Kymograph of time-varying body curvature along the centerline of a \textit{Pmyo-3::Halo/NpHR::CFP} transgenic worm. Between 0 s and 4 s, the worm was illuminated with green light (10 mW mm$^{-2}$) in a region spanning the worm diameter and between 0.38 and 0.6 of the fractional distance along the centerline. (b) For the kymograph in a, time-varying curvature at two points along the worm centerline, both anterior (top) and posterior (bottom) to the illuminated region.
2.2.4 Optogenetic manipulation of cholinergic motor neurons

The cell bodies of motor neurons in *C. elegans* are distributed along the VNC [156, 162]. Ventral muscles are innervated by the cholinergic VA, VB and VC motor neurons and GABAergic VD motor neurons. Dorsal muscles are innervated by the cholinergic DA, DB and AS motor neurons and GABAergic DD motor neurons [25, 160]. A current model is that VA and DA drive muscle contraction during backward locomotion, VB and DB drive muscle contraction during forward locomotion and VD and DD motor neurons drive muscle relaxation during both forward and backward locomotion [67, 156, 162]. A repeating motif of synaptic connectivity between the motor neurons runs along the worm body and allows for contralateral inhibition [156]. During forward locomotion, for example, the DB (or VB) motor neurons can simultaneously excite a dorsal (or ventral) muscle cell while exciting the GABAergic VD (or DD) motor neurons that inhibit the opposing ventral (or dorsal) muscle cell [25, 160]. How this network drives the rhythmic undulatory wave, however, is poorly understood.

We analyzed the contributions of cholinergic neurons to forward locomotion using transgenic worms expressing Halo/NpHR in all cholinergic neurons under the control of the *unc-6* promoter [134]. In *unc-6::Halo/NpHR::CFP* transgenic worms, illumination of a short segment of the VNC suppressed propagation of the undulatory wave to the entire region posterior to the illuminated segment without affecting the undulatory wave anterior to the illuminated segment (Fig. 2.3a,b and Video 2.6.4). Representative data from one of five worms that we studied are shown in Figure 2.3a,b. This suggests that the activity of posterior VB and DB neurons is coupled to the activity of anterior VB and DB neurons, consistent with a wave of neuronal excitation that propagates from head to tail during forward movement.

Using the CoLBeRT system, we can also specifically illuminate either the dorsal nerve cord or the VNC (Video 2.6.5). The VNC contains the cell bodies of the cholinergic motor neurons, whereas the dorsal nerve cord contains only nerve processes. Illuminating the entire VNC was particularly effective in hyperpolarizing the cholinergic motor neurons of *unc-6::Halo/NpHR::CFP* worms, inducing paralysis. Illuminating the entire dorsal nerve cord, however, produced only a
Figure 2.3: Inhibition of motor neurons. (a) Schematic of cholinergic DB and VB motor neurons. Anterior, to left; dorsal, to top. Kymograph of time-varying body curvature along the centerline of a Punc-17::Halo/NpHR::CFP transgenic worm illuminated by a stripe of green light (10 mW mm$^{-2}$) along its VNC between $t = 0$ s and 1.6 s. In the dorsal-ventral direction, the stripe width was equal to 50% of the worm diameter and centered on the ventral boundary. In the anterior-posterior direction, the stripe length was between 0.14 and 0.28 of the fractional distance along the body. (b) For the kymograph in a, time-varying curvature at two points along the worm centerline, both anterior (top) and posterior (bottom) to the illuminated region. (c) Video sequence of worm illuminated by a long stripe of green light (10 mW mm$^{-2}$) spanning the VNC between $t = 0$ s and 1.8 s. Scale bar, 100 µm. (d) Bending wave speed of a swimming worm illuminated by a long stripe of green light (10 mW mm$^{-2}$) lasting 1.8 s and spanning the VNC (top) and dorsal nerve cord (bottom).
small (~15%) drop in the speed of wave propagation (Fig. 2.3c,d). The asymmetric effect of illuminating the ventral and dorsal nerve cords is probably due to the higher density of optogenetic protein in the cell bodies.

Surprisingly, the paralysis evoked by illuminating the VNC can occur without allowing relaxation of the worm body. In this instance, as long as the entire cholinergic network within the VNC was deactivated, the worm retained the posture it had immediately before illumination (Fig. 2.3c). When the muscle cells of a swimming worm were hyperpolarized, on the other hand, the body straightened (Video 2.6.1). This observation suggests that muscle cells can remain in contracted or relaxed states without requiring continuous cholinergic input.

2.2.5 Optogenetic manipulation of single touch receptor types

Next, we applied the CoLBeRT system to the touch receptor system in *C. elegans*. Six cells are specialized for sensing gentle touch in *C. elegans*: the left and right anterior lateral microtubule cells (ALML and ALMR, respectively); the left and right posterior lateral microtubule cells (PLML and PLMR, respectively); the anterior ventral microtubule cell (AVM); and the posterior ventral microtubule cell (PVM) [22]. Gently touching the worm near its anterior stimulates reversal movement dependent on ALML, ALMR and AVM. Gently touching the worm near its posterior stimulates forward movement dependent on PLML and PLMR. The role of PVM remains unclear.

Channelrhodopsin can be expressed in all six touch receptor cells using the *mec-4* promoter. Illuminating the whole body of transgenic worms with blue light evokes reversal responses, presumably by simultaneously activating ALM, AVM and PLM1. With the spatial resolution afforded by the CoLBeRT system, we could individually activate the ALM, AVM and PLM cell types. The left and right lateral cells (ALML and ALMR; PLML and PLMR) lie on top of one another when the worm is viewed laterally. Illuminating the anterior end containing both the AVM and ALM neurons triggered reverse movement (Fig. 2.4a and Video 2.6.6). Illuminating the posterior end containing the PLM neurons triggered forward movement (Fig. 2.4b and Video 2.6.7). Representative data from one of five worms that
we studied are shown in Figure 2.4a,b.

Using the CoLBeRT system, we also induced reversals by targeting just AVM or ALM with an illumination box (20 µm in the dorsal-ventral dimension; 30 µm in the anterior-posterior direction for a young adult worm) that was centered on each cell body (Fig. 2.4c,d and Videos 2.6.8 and 2.6.9). Representative data from one of 14 worms that we studied are shown in Figure 2.4c,d. Using these illumination boxes, we could avoid illuminating the axon of the nontargeted neuron. These observations are consistent with earlier work showing that single touch receptor types are sufficient to drive behavioral responses [9].

To confirm that the CoLBeRT system can specifically target either AVM or ALM, we used transgenic worms expressing the photoconvertible fluorescent protein Kaede in the mechanosensory neurons [8]. Upon illumination by UV or violet light, Kaede converts from a green to red fluorescent state. We used the CoLBeRT system with 405-nm light to specifically illuminate either the AVM or ALM cell bodies for 60 s in freely moving Pmec-4::Kaede worms. We found that worms in which AVM or ALM had been targeted showed only detectable red fluorescence in AVM or ALM, respectively, whereas all mechanosensory neurons showed green fluorescence (Fig. 2.5a,b). When targeting ALM, a transient segmentation error owing to an omega turn by the worm caused the system to illuminate PLM and PVM for 1 s, producing slight photoconversion in those neurons (Fig. 2.5b). By quantifying the ratio between the red and green fluorescence signals, we estimated that the nontargeted neurons were illuminated for less than ~1 s (Methods).

It has been shown that the mechanosensory circuit habituates to repetitive optogenetic stimulation [18]. We used the CoLBeRT system to quantify the rate of AVM and ALM habituation over 40 minutes by repeatedly stimulating either AVM or ALM every 60 s. We observed comparable rates of habituation for both ALM and AVM (Fig. 2.5c,d). Others have studied loci for habituation in the mechanosensory circuit by laser-killing touch receptor cells and/or downstream neurons and quantifying rates of habituation to gentle touch [164]. If habituation partly occurs at interneurons that are downstream of both ALM and AVM, then we might expect cross-habituation of the AVM response to repeated ALM stimulation, and vice versa. Cross-habituation may also be mediated by an electrical gap junction between AVM and ALM [166]. To test whether cross-habituation
Figure 2.4 (following page): Optogenetic analysis of mechanosensory neurons. (a) Top, schematic of anterior and posterior touch receptor cells. Anterior, to left; dorsal, to top. Kymographs (left) of time-varying curvature of centerline of worms expressing ChR2 in mechanosensory neurons (Pmec-4::ChR2::GFP) subjected to rectangles of blue light (5 mW mm$^{-2}$) targeting different groups of touch receptor neurons. Plots of bending wave speed (right) indicate stimulus-evoked changes in direction or speed. AVM and ALM neurons are subjected to 1.5 s of stimulation. Given a coordinate system where $x$ specifies dorsal-ventral location (–1, dorsal boundary; 0, centerline; 1, ventral boundary) and $y$ defines fractional distance along the worm’s centerline (0, head; 1, tail), the rectangle of illumination has corners ($x,y$) = ((-1.1,0),(1.1,0.46)). (b) PVM and PLM neurons are subjected to 2.5 s of stimulation with a rectangular illumination ($n$ = 5 worms, representative trace) with corners at ($x,y$) = ((-1.1,0.62),(1.1,0.99)). (c) ALM cell body is specifically stimulated by illuminating a small rectangle with corners at ($x,y$) = ((-0.3,0.38), (-0.9,0.46)). (d) AVM cell body is specifically stimulated by illuminating a small rectangle with corners at ($x,y$) = ((0.3,0.3),(0.9,0.38)).
Figure 2.4: (continued)
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Figure 2.5: Habituation of individual touch receptor neuronal types. (a,b) Schematic showing anterior and posterior touch receptor neurons (top). Anterior, to left; dorsal, to top. A freely swimming worm expressing Kaede in touch receptor neurons was continuously tracked and illuminated with a small rectangle of 405 nm light (2 mW mm\(^{-2}\)) centered on either AVM or ALM (as in Fig. 2.4) for 60 s. Red and green fluorescence images are shown. Scale bars, 100 µm. (c–e) Individual ALM and AVM neurons were repeatedly stimulated with blue light (5 mW mm\(^{-2}\)) for 1.5 s every 60 s for ~40 min, either alone (c,d) or interleaved within each experiment (e; ALM, 30 s; AVM, 30 s; ALM, 30 s; and so on). Fractional response to stimulus of each neuronal type was fit to an exponential, \(a + b \exp(t/\tau)\), using maximum likelihood estimator. Time constant for habituation, \(\tau\), was extracted from each fit. Error bars, s.e.m. Fractional response of ALM when stimulated alone (c; \(n = 7\) worms). Fractional response of AVM when stimulated alone (d; \(n = 8\) worms). Fractional response of ALM (left) and AVM (right) during interleaved stimulation of both (e; \(n = 7\) worms).
occurs, we subjected a worm to interleaved AVM and ALM stimulation every 30 s, such that each neuron type was stimulated every 60 s. We found that the rates of habituation to both AVM and ALM stimulation were indeed more rapid with interleaved stimulation than with individual stimulation. This effect was particularly pronounced in the case of AVM stimulation (Fig. 2).

2.3 Discussion

At present, the spatial resolution of CoLBeRT is ~30 µm when tracking a swimming worm. The system has better resolution when tracking the slower movements of a crawling worm, but is ultimately limited to ~5 µm resolution due to the pixel resolution of the DMD. Higher spatial resolution could be reached by tracking a specific region of the worm (for example, the nerve ring) at higher magnification. This modification to CoLBeRT would require a different approach to image analysis and targeting— for example, analysis of cell body fluorescence instead of analysis of the posture of the whole worm.

CoLBeRT may be adapted to the optogenetic analysis of other genetically tractable, transparent animals such as the larvae of *Drosophila melanogaster* or *D. rerio*. A simplified version of CoLBeRT may also be used to facilitate optogenetic illumination in other settings like studies of mammalian brain slices or exposed brain surfaces. Variants of CoLBeRT, using its capacity for rapid closed-loop feedback, may be used to trigger optogenetic stimulation based on simultaneous recordings of neural activity in addition to animal posture.

CoLBeRT is a flexible and easy-to-use platform for designing and projecting arbitrary spatiotemporal patterns of illumination with closed-loop sensitivity to the real-time behavior of the worm.

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 Strains

We cultivated transgenic worms in the dark at 20 °C on nematode growth medium (NGM) plates with OP50 bacteria with all-trans retinal. We made OP50-retinal plates by seeding 6-cm NGM plates with 250 µl of a suspension of OP50 bacteria.
in LB, to which we added 1 μl of 100 mM retinal in ethanol immediately before seeding. Plates were stored in the dark and all worms were handled in the dark or under red light.

Strain FQ10 (Pegl-6::ChR2::YFP) was a gift of Nials Ringstad. Strain QH3341 (vdEx128(Pmec-4::Kaede)) was a gift of Brett Neumann and Massimo Hilliard. Strains ZX444 (lin-15(n765ts); zxE29 (Pmyo-3::NpHR::ECFP; lin-15+)) and ZX422 (lin-15(n765ts); zxE33 (Punc-17::NpHR::ECFP; lin-15+)) were gifts of Alexander Gottschalk. Strain Pmyo-3::Halo::CFP used in our experiments was generated by integrating the transgene in ZX444 by cobalt-60 irradiation and outcrossing the resulting strain three times to the wild-type N2 strain. Strain Punc-17::Halo::CFP used in our experiments was generated by Mei Zhen by irradiating ZX422 using UV radiation and outcrossing twice to the wild-type N2 strain. The Pmec-4::ChR2 strain (QW309) was generated by injection of Pmec-4::ChR2::YFP plasmid at 100 ng μl⁻¹ into lin-15(n765ts) worms along with the lin-15 rescuing plasmid (pL15 EK) at 50 ng μl⁻¹. The extrachromosomal array was integrated using gamma irradiation and outcrossed four times to wild-type N2.

2.4.2 MICROSCOPY

The setup was built around a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U inverted microscope. We carried out dark-field imaging using annular illumination of the specimen through a Ph3 phase ring. A filter transmitting red light (Hoya) was mounted to the microscope illumination optical pathway to minimize inadvertent activation of ChR2 or Halo/NpHR owing to dark-field illumination.

We imaged worms using a 10×, numerical aperture (NA) 0.45 Plan Apo objective. We used a custom optical system composed of two camera lenses (Nikon) to reduce the size of the image on the camera by a factor of 3.5. This allowed us to capture almost all of the 2.5-mm-diameter field of view on the camera sensor. We used a PhotonFocus MV2-D1280-640CL camera and BitFlow Karbon PCI Express x8 10-tap Full Camera Link frame grabber to capture images.

The microscope stage was controlled by a Ludl BioPrecision2 XY motorized stage and MAC 6000 stage-controller. During data acquisition, computer software kept the worm centered in the field of view via an automated feedback loop.
2.4.3 Optics and Illumination

To stimulate ChR2, we used a DPSS laser (LP473-100, 473-nm wavelength, 100-mW maximum power, LaserShowParts). Similarly, to stimulate Halo/NpHR we used a DPSS laser (LP532-200, 532-nm wavelength, 200-mW maximum power, LaserShowParts). To photoconvert Kaede, we used a DPSS laser (EL-405B, 405-nm wavelength, 100-mW maximum power, Laserworld). The beams from the 473-nm and 532-nm lasers were aligned to a common path by a dichroic beamsplitter. The beam from the 405-nm laser was aligned to the common path with a retractable mirror. For each experiment, however, only one of the three lasers was used. The laser beam was expanded using a telescope composed of two plano-convex lenses and incident onto a 1,024 × 768 pixel digital micromirror device (Texas Instruments DLP, Discovery 4000 BD VIS 0.55-inch XGA, Digital Light Innovations) attached to a mirror mount. Using a series of mirrors, the laser was aligned so that the reflected beam for the ‘on’ state of the DMD was centered on the optical axis of the illumination pathway.

The plane of the DMD was imaged onto the sample via the epifluorescence illumination pathway of the microscope using an optical system composed of two achromatic doublet lenses. We used a dichroic filter, FF580-FDio1-25X36 (Semrock), to reflect 405-nm, 473-nm or 532-nm laser light onto the sample while passing wavelengths used for dark-field illumination (λ > 600 nm). We used an emission filter, BLP01-594R-25 (Semrock), to prevent stray laser reflections from reaching the camera. The dichroic and emission filters were mounted in a custom filter cube in the microscope filter turret.

2.4.4 Software

The microscope and all its components were controlled with custom MindControl software running Windows XP on an Acer Veriton M670G computer with an Intel Core 2 Quad processor running at 2.83 GHz with 3 GB of RAM. MindControl enables the user to define arbitrary illumination patterns for optogenetic stimulation, and to deliver illumination patterns either manually or automatically. For rapid operation, MindControl was written in the C programming language using the open-source OpenCV computer vision library, along with Intel’s Integrated Performance Primitives for maximal speed. To further increase speed, we used
For motor circuit experiments, we washed each young adult worm in NGM solution before transferring it to a chamber composed of \(\sim 100 \mu l\) of a 30\% dextran (wt/vol) in NGM solution sandwiched between two microscope slides separated by 0.127 mm. In this chamber, the worm was approximately confined to two dimensions but otherwise able to move freely. We then placed the chamber on the microscope for data collection.

To analyze egg-laying, we selected gravid adult worms, washed them in NGM and transferred them to chambers as described above. Each worm was subject to sequential pulses of 4 s of blue light illumination. Each pulse illuminated a stripe orthogonal to the worm centerline, spanning the worm diameter with width corresponding to 2\% of total body length. The stripe progressed along the worm centerline from head to tail or from tail to head until the first egg was laid. After an egg was laid, the trial ended and the worm was killed. Out of 14 worms studied, one did not lay any eggs.

For mechanosensory circuit experiments, we prescreened young adult \textit{Pmec-4::ChR2} worms on a fluorescence stereo microscope (Nikon SMZ 1500) by illumi-
nating the anterior of the worm with blue light from a 50-W mercury lamp through a GFP excitation filter. Only worms that responded with a reversal were chosen for further experiments. We carried out this prescreening procedure because the Pmec-4::ChR2 strain (QW309) showed noticeable worm-to-worm variability. Only ~70% responded robustly and consistently. The reasons for this variability are unclear. Worms that passed this prescreening were then transferred to an unseeded NGM agar plate and allowed to crawl for ~30 s to free themselves of bacteria.

We then transferred worms onto a plate containing a 1 to 2-mm-thick layer of NGM agar and covered with mineral oil to improve optical imaging quality. Specific regions of each worm were targeted with blue light and illuminated for 1.5 s. We scored anterior touch responses by quantifying the bending wave speed 2 s before stimulus onset and 3 s after stimulus onset. We classified a successful response to stimuli as a reduction in wave speed by > 0.03 body lengths per second. To calculate habituation rates, as in Figure 2.5–e, multiple worms were repeatedly stimulated over time. Fractional response, as plotted, is the total number of observed responses divided by the total number of stimuli in a ~4 min window for all worms in a given experiment.

2.4.6 Quantifying locomotory behavior

The locomotory behavior of individual worms was analyzed by quantifying time-varying worm posture in each video sequence. A least-squares cubic smoothing spline fit to the body centerline was calculated. Curvature was calculated at each point along the centerline as the derivative of the unit vector tangent to the centerline with respect to the distance along the centerline. To graphically display locomotory gait, we use kymographs of curvature as a function of distance along the centerline and time. We calculated the speed of the bending wave along the centerline within the reference frame of the worm body by measuring the displacement of curvature profiles along the centerline (Δx) at successive points in time (Δt) according to \( \nu = \frac{\Delta x}{\Delta t} \).
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2.6 Accompanying Videos

2.6.1 Video

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S2.mov (5 MB)

A Pmyo-3::Halo::CFP worm expressing Halorhodopsin in muscle is induced to relax only when the CoLBeRT system illuminates within the worm’s body. The movie shows the same individual as shown in Figure 2.4c. During frames 6707 to 6771, the entire region outside the worm’s boundary is illuminated with green light (10 mW mm²) and the worm continues locomotion. During frames 6,847 to 6,917, only the region inside the boundary of the worm is illuminated and the worm relaxes. During frames 7,052 to 7,117 only the region outside the worm’s boundary is illuminated and the worm continues moving normally. The frame number is indicated at the bottom right. Light green shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright green shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the targeted area.

2.6.2 Video

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S3.mov (8 MB) An Pegl-6::ChR2::GFP worm is induced to lay eggs when a stripe of blue light reaches HSN. The video shows the same individual as in Figure 2.4d. A narrow stripe of light (5 mW mm²), 0.02 of the fractional length along the
worm centerline and twice the width of the worm, progresses from the worm’s head toward its tail. The stripe takes steps of 0.02 fractional worm lengths and illuminates for 4 s at each step. At frame 8,828, the illumination band reaches HSN and the worm lays eggs. The frame number is indicated at the bottom right.

### 2.6.3 VIDEO

[http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S4.mov](http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S4.mov) (960 kB) The bending waves of a Pmyo-3::Halo::CFP transgenic worm are dampened and the anterior relaxes when a portion of the worm is illuminated with green light. The video shows the same individual as in Figure 2.2. The illumination is turned on 4 s into the video. The worm recovers after the illumination is turned off. Light green shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright green shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the target.

### 2.6.4 VIDEO

[http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S5.mov](http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S5.mov) (3 MB) The bending waves of an Punc-17::Halo::CFP are abolished when a small ventral region near the worm’s head is illuminated. The video shows the same individual as shown in Figure 2.3a,b. During frames 9,075 to 9,141, the worm is illuminated with green light (10 mW mm²) and no bending waves are propagated from the head to the tail. On the contrary, the worm is paralyzed posterior to the region of illumination and its curvature is frozen. Only after the stimulation ends are bending waves again able to propagate from the anterior to posterior of the worm. The frame number is indicated at the bottom right. Light green shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright green shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the target.

### 2.6.5 VIDEO

[http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S6.qt](http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S6.qt) (5 MB) An Punc-17::Halo::CFP transgenic worm is paralyzed only when the
ventral nerve cord is illuminated, but not when the dorsal nerve cord is illuminated. The video shows the same individual as in Figure 2.3c,d. The ventral nerve cord is illuminated with green light at 10 mW mm² (frames 37,909 to 37,971) and then the dorsal nerve cord is illuminated (frames 38,233 to 38,295). Note that during paralysis the worm does not relax to a neutral position. Light green shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright green shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the target.

2.6.6 VIDEO

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S7.mov (988 kb) The anterior of a Pmec-4::ChR2::GFP worm is illuminated for 1.5 s, inducing a reversal. The video shows the same individual as in Figure 4a. During frames 7,645 to 7,709, the anterior 46% of the worm is illuminated with blue light at 5 mW mm², which includes the neurons AVM and ALM and their associated processes. The frame number is indicated in the bottom right hand corner. Light blue shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright blue shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the target.

2.6.7 VIDEO

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n2/extref/nmeth.1554-S8.mov (8 MB) The posterior of a Pmec-4::ChR2::GFP worm is illuminated with blue light, inducing forward movement. The video shows the same individual as in Figure 4b. During frames 13,655 to 13,733, the posterior 38% of the worm—which includes the neurons PVM and PLM and their associated processes—is illuminated with blue light (5 mW mm²) for 1.5 s. The worm, initially in a resting state, moves forward. The frame number is indicated in the bottom right hand corner. Light blue shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright blue shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the target.


2.6.8 Video

The cell bodies of ALM in a Pmec-4::ChR2::GFP worm are illuminated with blue light, inducing a reversal. The video shows the same individual as in Figure 2.4c. During frames 2,013 to 2,079, ALM is illuminated with blue light (5 mW mm²) for 1.5 s. The worm subsequently reverses. The frame number is indicated in the bottom right hand corner. Light blue shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright blue shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the target.

2.6.9 Video

The cell body of the single neuron AVM in a Pmec-4::ChR2::GFP worm is illuminated with blue light, initiating a reversal. The video shows the same individual as in Figure 2.4d. During frames 1,925 to 1,994, AVM is illuminated with blue light (5 mW mm²) for 1.5 s and the worm subsequently undergoes a reversal. The frame number is indicated in the bottom right hand corner. Light blue shading indicates the area the system is targeting. Bright blue shading and the appearance of the words “DLP ON” indicate that the system is illuminating the target.

2.7 Design Considerations

The CoLBeRT system demands a delicate balancing of competing design criteria and pushes the limits of speed and computational power on multiple fronts. Moreover, the CoLBeRT is the first of its kind, so at the time of its design there were no existing templates upon which to follow. In this section I discuss tradeoffs and decisions that informed the CoLBeRT system’s development.

2.7.1 Guiding Principles

When developing the system, the following principles served as a guide:
1. **Low latency is crucial.** The accuracy of the CoLBeRT system depends on the time that elapses between imaging the worm and using that image to aim the laser light. Every component and system was designed to minimize latency. Note that latency is not the same as the inverse of the system's frame rate.

2. **Eschew obfuscation.** There are often hidden costs to complexity. Wherever possible I pursued the simplest available solution.

3. **Iterate and modularize.** Complicated tasks were broken into small ones. For example, before building the CoLBeRT system to work with microscopic worms, I first built a prototype version that projected light onto targeted regions of 8½” by 11” photographs of worms.

4. **Promote rapid prototyping.** Scientific objectives and experimental conditions are apt to change. I chose flexible technologies that enabled rapid prototyping over technologies that may have been more optimal but also more brittle.

5. **Maintain transparency in software, data and development.** The software, instruments and experiments are complicated and produce large quantities of data. Where possible, I have sought out systems that make it easier to understand what a given piece of code does or what a given snippet of data means and when and under what conditions that data was created.

In the following I highlight how these principles have guided CoLBeRT’s design.

### 2.7.2 Choosing a DMD

A DMD Can be obtained by either modifying an off-the-shelf projector, or purchasing a commercial DMD developer’s kit directly from a Texas Instruments distributor. Initially, using an off-the-shelf projector appeared attractive. Off-the-shelf projectors are inexpensive and can interface to a computer over a simple VGA cable, whereas the developer’s kit requires writing custom software to interface with the DMD controller over USB. I decided on using a developer’s kit (see Section 2.4.3) for a number of reasons.

---

¹For a video of the early tabletop prototype, see [http://vimeo.com/18840631](http://vimeo.com/18840631).
First, an off-the-shelf projector has additional unnecessary complexity. Any off-the-shelf projector is designed to project color images and thus employs considerable extraneous machinery. For example, in an off-the-shelf projector the DMD adjusts its mirrors multiple times within a frame so as to shine three temporally distinct images, one each under a red, green and blue filter. This is often synchronized to a spinning filter wheel that lies in the path of the projected light. Therefore, to use an off-the-shelf projector for monochrome illumination, as desired here, would require removing the spinning filter wheel while keeping the rest of the project intact and then compensating for any artifacts introduced by the conversion from monochrome to color images. Additionally, off-the-shelf projectors are designed to work only at a single frame rate (usually 30 Hz or 60 Hz), and it was likely that I would require much higher frame rates. Moreover, an off-the-shelf projector would restrict our illumination source to the lamp built into the projector, while using a developer’s kit DMD would allow us to supply our own laser illumination source of any desired wavelength or power. Consequently the developer’s kit proved to be more modular and flexible and better suited to our needs.

Importantly, the developers kit proved to have much lower latency than an off-the-shelf projector. It is well known amongst the computer gaming community that off-the-shelf projectors often have long latencies in excess of 100 ms [106]. Such long latencies would severely the accuracy of the CoLBeRT system, and in fact, such latency did limited the accuracy of an optogenetic illumination system developed by Stirman et al., [147]. That group reports overall latencies of 111 ms to which the projector presumably contributes significantly [148]. Worse, off-the-shelf projectors force the computer to send high-bitdepth full-color images which inherently require higher bandwidth and longer transfer times. CoLBeRT, however, only requires single bit monochrome images, and the DMD developer’s kit is able to take advantage of this.

The developer’s kit employs fast lossless compression to send images over USB from the computer to a DMD FPGA controller at very high data transfer rates [154]. We estimate that the transfer of one 1024 by 768 pixel monochrome binary image is roughly 5 ms (an effective transfer rate of ~157 Mbit/s). This estimate is based on the time it takes for the DMD software API call to return, so it cannot be ruled out that the latency is in fact larger. For example, the function
call could return before the binary image arrives at the DMD. Nonetheless, 5 ms
is consistent with our other measurements. A 5 ms transfer time from computer
to DMD is consistent with the overall accuracy of the system as measured in the
Kaede experiments in Figure 2.5a,b and it is further consistent with the advertised
data rate of up to 1.2 Gbit/s provided by the vendor of the developer’s kit [154].
In addition to its simplicity, the developer’s kit also offers orders of magnitude
improvement in latency.

2.7.3 Schemes for Segmentation and Targeting

To identify target neurons, I wrote computer vision software that segments the
worm based on its outline. However, I also considered schemes to segment the
worm based on optical features of the worm’s body, such as the location of its eggs
or vulva, or based on the fluorescence of individual neurons or markers. Segment-
ing based on the worm’s outline has immediate advantages: under darkfield illumina-
tion there is high contrast between the worm and its background which makes
locating the worm’s outline fairly robust. Additionally, identifying the outline of
the worm is computationally simple and is already implemented in many exist-
ing computer libraries. Consequently, segmentation based on the worm’s outline
can be implemented very quickly. In my implementation using OpenCV and In-
tel’s Integrated Performance Primitives, the segmentation completes in under a
millisecond.

Segmentation based on outline, however, also has obvious drawbacks. The seg-
mentation fails whenever the worm touches itself, curls on itself or interacts with
any object in its environment. Additionally, the high contrast images that can theo-
retically be attained from darkfield illumination degrade dramatically if the worm
is crawling on a substrate that has optical scattering. For this reason much of the

---

²The overall closed-loop latency of the CoLBert system could be measured precisely by perform-
ing the following experiment inspired by discussions with Marc Gershow: Develop software that
instructs CoLBert to rapidly generate illumination patterns such that the left side of the illumi-
nation image displays a timestamp, e.g. the face of a digital stopwatch, and the right side of the
illumination image displays the left region of the most recently acquired video frame. Because the
illumination image is projected into the field of view of the camera, every image after the first will
show visually the precise time lag between acquisition of one image and the generation of the next.
The CoLBert system records each of these images. Therefore, to measure the time lag between any
two adjacent frames, simply review the recorded images and subtract the timestamp on the right
side of the image from the timestamp of the left.
experiments presented here were performed on worms crawling in a viscous liquid which has excellent optical properties. In some experiments, however, it was necessary to image the worm on agar, which acts as a scatterer. In those experiments the segmentation was slightly degraded. Segmentation based on anatomical features or neuronal fluorescence would circumvent these problems.

I concluded that segmentation based on optical features of the worm, such as the location of eggs, the pharynx or the vulva were too algorithmically complex and computationally intensive. Segmenting based on fluorescence, however, remains appealing. The key challenge posed by segmenting via fluorescence is to acquire enough photons from fluorescing cells to form an image given short exposure times. 1.7 ms exposures were used to capture dark field images of the moving worm. Normal fluorescent imaging, however, requires exposure times of at least 30 ms. Increasing the power of the excitation light or choosing a camera that is more sensitive at low-light may help, but both come with their own tradeoffs. Shining more light on the sample can damage the worm or cause photobleaching, and low-light EMCCD cameras suffer from slower readout times than the faster less sensitive CMOS cameras. As camera technology improves, however, I suspect that segmenting based on fluorescence expression will become a viable option.

2.7.4 Computer vision implementation

Programming Language

In principle, the MindControl computer vision software to segment the worm could have been implemented in any computer programming language. If there were no closed-loop real-time requirements, could have been implemented in a high-level interpretive language such as MATLAB or Python that lends itself to rapid prototyping and that has many pre-existing image processing routines. If latency were less of a priority, LabVIEW would have been a good choice because it lends itself well to graphical user interface (GUI) design, image acquisition and hardware control. The combination, however, of real-time closed-loop processing requirements and the demand for very low-latencies made the programming language C the best option.

C is unparalleled in its speed and in the power it provides to fine-tune all aspects of the code including memory allocation and multithreading. In C I wrote
my own algorithms that performed only the exact computations I necessary, and I was able to optimize the code so as to perform certain computations and memory management tasks immediately prior to acquiring data. Moreover, C worked well with the OpenCV computer vision library \cite{15, 16} which permitted certain operations, such as such gaussian blurs or finding the boundary of the worm, to be hardware accelerated on the central processing unit’s (CPU’s) onboard vector processing.

C, however, has its own disadvantages. C is a more complex and less forgiving language than most high-level alternatives. It is also ill-suited for writing GUIs and few built-in routines. Moreover, unlike LabVIEW, C is not regularly used amongst scientists for acquiring images or controlling external hardware. This required me to write my own wrapper libraries to interface with our camera and with the DMD controller hardware. Nonetheless, the low-latency requirements superseded other considerations and made C the best choice.

**CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs**

The MindControl software for CoLBeRT is implemented on an Intel x86 CPU. However, graphical processing units (GPUs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are increasingly becoming popular as a way to complement or replace the CPU for high-performance computing applications. GPUs take advantage of dedicated graphics processors to perform vector computations rapidly and in parallel. They are particularly well suited for massively parallelizable computations such as video rendering. Low-latency closed-loop computer vision as required here, however, does not lend itself to massive parallelization. On the contrary, the CoLBeRT system is highly serial– the value of each frame degrades as each millisecond passes, so it only makes sense to process the most recent frame or frames at any given time. As such, the opportunity for GPU acceleration is more limited. Moreover, there are certain disadvantages that come with using a GPU. GPUs can only be interfaced through special programming language frameworks or libraries. Additionally GPUs could potentially increase latency because images have to be loaded from RAM onto a GPU’s dedicated memory before the GPU could access it. It remains unclear whether GPUs would provide an overall speed-up over a CPU approach for this application.
Field programmable gate arrays offer another alternative for fast dedicated computations and they have been successfully employed for real-time closed-loop biophysical applications previously [49]. I chose not to explore FPGAs for the following reasons: First, FPGAs require longer development and programming time than CPUs. Second, my software needed to interface with third-party hardware such as the camera and DMD through proprietary APIs. It is unclear whether an FPGA would easily be able to interface with such hardware. FPGAs remain a technology to explore in the future, but for the initial development of ColBeRT I chose to pursue a CPU-based hardware platform.

**Naive or Predictive Models of Worm Position**

The MindControl software segments worms and sends illumination patterns to the DMD based solely on the most recently acquired image. With few exceptions, the system is entirely “memoryless,”—each frame is segmented independently with no memory of the previous frame. Tossing out such information is inherently a missed opportunity. Moreover, the system is not predictive. There is no model in place to predict where the worm will be 20 ms after an image was acquired.

In the spirit of iterating and rapid prototyping, I chose to pursue a naive segmentation system for this version of the MindControl software. In future versions, however, I hope to implement a predictive model, like the Kalman filter, that takes advantage of the prior state of the worm and uses it to more accurately predict the current position of the worm or even the position of the worm in the near-future. This could dramatically increase accuracy, and it would also allow for sending updated illumination patterns to the DMD device even between acquiring new frames. If such a predictive model proved accurate, it might relax some of the stringent low-latency requirements which would, in turn, open new possibilities for acquiring images and segmenting the worm.

**2.7.5 Camera Selection**

The ColBeRT system requires a camera that operates at high frame rate and low latency. This restricted our camera options to those cameras that supported a CameraLink interface, as opposed to USB, Firewire or GiGE. Compared to these
other interfaces, the CameraLink interface provides the highest bandwidth and lowest latencies. The CameraLink interface operates direct connects the camera to a dedicated framegrabber that sits in a computer’s PCI Express port. The “10-tap Full” CameraLink standard provides a total bandwidth of 5.44 Gbit/s or roughly 680 MB/s. Of the CameraLink cameras, I chose a PhotonFocus CMOS camera, as described in Section 2.4.2. CMOS cameras have a reputation for having faster readout times, but poorer low-light performance compared to EMCCD cameras. Under bright field illumination low-light conditions was not of concern, while fast readout time was.

2.7.6 Data Storage and Organization

For every minute of operation the, CoLBert system generates roughly 200MB of video and data to be processed and analyzed at a later date. Additionally, the Mindcontrol software is constantly being developed and improved. Keeping track of such large amounts of data from multiple versions of the software was of important consideration. To preserve size, video was downsampled and stored in motion JPEG format, which can be easily imported into MATLAB or played on the open source VLC media player [123].

Data streams were stored in human- and computer-readable YAML formatted text files. [44] The YAML format makes it easy for a human to read out information about each recorded frame such as the time the frame was recorded, the frame number, the state of the CoLBert system, the location of the worm’s head and tail, the worm’s centerline and whether the laser was on or off. YAML is also computer readable and can be imported into MATLAB, C or other programming languages with pre-existing YAML bindings.

Additionally, each data file is automatically stamped with a version hash that uniquely identifies the version of the software that generated it. This allows researchers, after the fact, to reconstruct the state of the software as it was when a given experiment was conducted. This is useful in tracking down bugs and preserving the integrity of the data. The versioning system leverages the open source version control system Git [108]. Code snippets that I wrote to allow C or MATLAB to programatically access the Git version hash are available at http://stackoverflow.com/a/1843783/200688 and http://www.
mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/32864-get-git-info, respectively.
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Motor behaviors are built out of a sequence of movements that evolve through time. From the most basic, such as locomotion, to the most complex, such as playing the piano, the timing of movements is crucial.

Michael A. Long and Michale S. Fee, [109]

Bending waves during *Caenorhabditis elegans* locomotion are driven and organized by proprioceptive coupling

3

3.1 Introduction

How neural circuits give rise to coordinated rhythmic behaviors such as locomotion remains a fundamental question in systems neuroscience [37]. Classic studies sought the neuromuscular basis of locomotion in aquatic swimmers such as lamprey and leech [31, 42, 53, 80, 113]. In these systems, the concept of a Central Pattern Generator (CPG) is commonly evoked to explain rhythmic behavior [37, 113]. The CPG hypothesis is supported by observations that motor neurons in each body segment continue to exhibit rhythmic activity even after pruning all inputs [31, 53, 125].

Whereas a CPG could produce rhythmic behavior, motor circuits still need to respond to sensory inputs to deliver precise and flexible control of body move-
In leech, muscle activity can be coordinated among segments by sensory feedback even after cutting neuronal couplings between segments [172]. In *Drosophila* larva, specific classes of mechanosensory neurons that tile the body contribute to organizing peristaltic waves during locomotion [26, 75, 142]. In *C. elegans*, the shape and speed of bending waves adapt to the mechanical load imposed by the environment [10, 45], and mutations in a mechanosensitive channel (TRP-4) acting in the DVA interneuron perturb the amplitude and frequency of body undulation [64].

Here, we sought a biophysical characterization of the role of proprioceptive feedback in the *C. elegans* locomotory circuit by combining microfluidics and optical neurophysiology [28, 30, 98, 107, 174]. We discovered that stretch-sensitive coupling between adjacent body regions represents the key mechanism for driving bending waves along the worm body during forward locomotion.

### 3.2 Results

#### 3.2.1 The Bending of One Body Region Requires the Bending of Its Anterior Neighbor

*C. elegans* moves forward by propagating dorsal-ventral body bending waves from head to tail. The detailed kinematics of bending waves can be quantified using the time-varying curvature measured at each point along the body centerline over time (Fig. 3.1a). To compare data from different worms, we normalized distance along the centerline by measuring fractional distance from head to tail (head = 0; tail = 1). Each body region alternates between positive (red) and negative (blue) curvature, and bands of curvature propagate from head to tail as shown in a kymograph (Fig. 3.1b).

First, we sought to determine whether the motor activity in one body region depends on the bending of neighboring body regions. To test this, we designed microfluidic devices that enabled us to immobilize body regions of varying length along the middle of a young adult worm (Fig. 3.1d-e and Video 3.5.1). Our first device trapped the center of a worm in a narrow straight channel. The region of the worm’s body inside the channel was restrained, while regions of the worm’s
Figure 3.1 (following page): Bending of posterior regions requires anterior bending. (a) Video images of a worm swimming forward. Bending is quantified by measuring the radius of curvature $R$ at each point along the centerline. Position along the centerline is measured in normalized coordinates using the fractional distance from head to tail (head = 0; tail = 1). A red-blue colormap illustrates alternating curvatures at fractional distance = 0.5. (b) Kymograph of time-varying curvature illustrating retrograde bending waves along the worm represented in non-dimensional units. To do this, the curvature at each point along the centerline, $\kappa = 1/R$, is multiplied by worm length, $L$. (c) Bending magnitude along the body of a wide-type free swimming worm, measured as the standard deviation of normalized curvature over time. $n = 18$ worms, mean ± one standard error. (d) Schematic of microfluidic device. a stands for anterior region, p stands for posterior region, and t stands for trapped region of a worm. (e) Video images of a wide-type young adult worm exhibiting forward undulatory gait inside the microfluidic device (also see Video 3.5.1). The channel divides the worm body into unrestrained anterior, posterior, and trapped middle regions. (f) Kymograph of time-varying curvature along the body of the worm shown in (e). Gray lines mark the anterior and posterior limits of the straight channel. (g) Bending magnitude of a posterior and an anterior body region (~0.15 worm length) adjacent to the channel, measured as the standard deviation of time-varying normalized curvature, is plotted as a function of the length of the trapped region. $n \geq 10$ worms for each condition, mean ± one standard error. Position of the posterior limit of the channel is 0.7 ± 0.1 (mean ± standard deviation) for each condition, measured as the fractional distance from head to tail. $*P < 0.05$, $***P = 0.0001$, Mann-Whitney U test. (h) Bending magnitude of a posterior body region (mean ± one standard error) as a function of the position of the posterior limit of the channel. We measured 64 bouts of forward movement trapped in different channel positions from 20 worms. Channel length is 300µm.
Figure 3.1: (continued)

(a) Images showing the deformation of a PDMS fluid in a channel over time, with 
η = 300 mPa•s. Time points at 0 s, 0.6 s, 1.2 s, and 1.8 s are shown.

(b) A graph showing the normalized curvature (κ·L) as a function of fractional distance along the centerline (head = 0, tail = 1).

(c) A bar graph showing the bending magnitude as a function of fractional distance along the centerline.

(d) A diagram illustrating a PDMS fluid channel with dimensions and time points.

(e) Sequential images of fluid deformation over time with a scale bar of 250 μm.

(f) A graph showing anterior bending magnitude as a function of channel length (mm).

(g) A graph showing posterior bending magnitude as a function of channel posterior limit (head = 0; tail = 1).

(h) A graph showing posterior bending magnitude as a function of channel length (mm).
body either anterior or posterior to the channel were free to bend (Fig. 3.1d-e). We used a channel diameter (40 µm) that was sufficient to immobilize the trapped region (worm diameter is 54 ± 4 µm; mean ± SD) with minimum constriction.

We consistently recorded bouts of forward movement (> 10 s) when we set the posterior limit of the channel at 0.7 ± 0.1 in fractional worm length along the body. Bending waves would propagate normally to the anterior limit of the channel (gray data points in Fig. 3.1g). Short channels (100 µm long) did not affect wave propagation along the worm body; the bending wave that emerged from the posterior limit of the channel (black data points in Fig. 3.1g) exhibited similar amplitude as a free swimming worm (Fig. 3.1c). However, increasing channel length beyond 200 µm significantly diminished the bending amplitude in the posterior body region (Fig. 3.1e-g). Fixing the channel length, but moving it toward the tail also reduced the posterior bending amplitude (Fig. 3.1h, $R = -0.24, p < 0.05$, Spearman’s rank correlation test).

To determine whether immobilization directly affects muscle activity in body regions within and posterior to the channel, we quantified intracellular calcium dynamics in the muscle cells of transgenic worms (Pmyo3::G-CaMP3::RFP) expressing the calcium indicator G-CaMP3 [153] and RFP in all body wall muscles (Supplementary Fig. 3.4 and Video 3.5.2). While muscle cells anterior to the channel exhibited strong rhythmic intracellular calcium dynamics during the propagation of bending waves, muscle cells within and posterior to the channel had much lower levels of calcium dynamics (Supplementary Fig. 3.4).

Taken together, these results suggest that immobilizing a body region lowers motor activity within and posterior to that region, thereby disrupting bending wave propagation. Motor activity in one body region seems to require active bending of anterior regions extending ~200 µm.

### 3.2.2 Muscle activity is positively correlated with the curvature of adjacent anterior neighbors

To further explore how the bending of adjacent body regions is coupled, we designed microfluidic devices that trapped the middle region of a worm at defined curvatures (Fig. 3.3a,c). Here, we used channels that were at least 250 µm long to prevent bending waves from propagating into the unrestrained posterior part. The
unrestrained posterior region exhibited static curvature in the same direction as that imposed on the middle region trapped by the channel (Fig. 3.5.3). By using channels with different curvatures, we found that the curvature of the posterior region increased linearly with the imposed curvature on the trapped middle region with slope \(0.62 \pm 0.03L\) (Fig. 3.5.4).

We sought to verify that the static curvature of the posterior unrestrained region was driven by muscle activity, and not through passive mechanical properties of the worm body. First, we used transgenic worms (\(P_{myo3::NpHR}\)) that express halorhodopsin \(\text{HR}\) in all body wall muscles. When we induced muscle relaxation in the unrestrained posterior region with green light, we found that the tail reversibly straightened during illumination (Fig. 3.2e-g and Video 3.5.4). Second, we directly monitored muscle activity in the curved posterior region using 5 transgenic worms (\(P_{myo3::G-CaMP3::RFP}\)) that expressed both G-CaMP3 and RFP in all body wall muscle cells (Fig. 3.2h). Using this strain, intracellular calcium levels within a cell can be inferred from the ratio of green to red fluorescence—the higher the ratio, the higher the intracellular calcium concentration. In the posterior region emerging from the channel, we consistently measured higher calcium levels in the muscle cells on the inner side than the outer side of the curved body (Fig. 3.2i-k). Third, when the whole animal was paralyzed with sodium azide, the body regions emerging from the curved channel remained straight (Video 3.5.6). These experiments suggest that the static curvature of the posterior unrestrained region is due to a fixed pattern of motor circuit activity.

Taken together, our results suggest that proprioceptive coupling contributes to propagating the bending signal along the worm body during forward movement. Through positive stretch-sensitive feedback, posterior regions are compelled to bend in the same direction and in proportion to the bending of adjacent anterior regions.

### 3.2.3 Post-channel body curvature follows channel curvature with a viscosity-dependent delay

To characterize the temporal dynamics of proprioceptive coupling, we measured the time lag between the bending in one body region and the induced bending in
Figure 3.2 (following page): Bending of posterior regions is positively correlated with anterior bending. (a) Video images of a worm exhibiting forward undulatory gait while partially constrained in a curved microfluidic channel (also see Video 3.5.3). (b) Kymograph of normalized curvature of the worm shown in (a). Gray lines show anterior and posterior limits of the curved channel. (c) Positions of the posterior limit of the curved channel (mean ± standard deviation). \( n \geq 8 \) worms for each condition. (d) The curvature of the unrestrained posterior body region, measured as a spatial average from the posterior limit of the channel to the tail and a temporal average over bouts of forward movement, is plotted as a function of channel curvature. Each data point (mean ± one standard error) represents data from at least 8 animals. Magenta line is the linear least square fit of the data with a slope 0.62 ± 0.03 \( L \). (e) Video images of a transgenic worm (\( P \)-\( myo3::NpHR \)) partially constrained in a curved microfluidic channel. The green bar indicates a 2 s interval during which the posterior body region emerging from the channel was illuminated by green light (also see Video 3.5.4). (f) Kymograph of normalized curvature of the animal shown in (e). Green shading indicates the body region and duration of green light illumination. (g) Mean curvature ± one standard error of the posterior region emerging from the curved channels as shown in (a) during green light illumination (~30 measurements using 6 worms). (h) Calcium imaging of body wall muscles in a partially constrained transgenic worm (\( P \)-\( myo3::G-CaMP3::RFP \)) in a curved channel. Red fluorescence from RFP constitutes the reference signal. Green fluorescence from G-CaMP3 indicates intracellular calcium levels. The contours of the microfluidic channel are drawn in white (also see Video 3.5.5). (i) Comparison of the ratio of green fluorescence to red fluorescence intensity emitted from inner and outer muscles of the posterior body region. Each data point represents a spatial average of the ratio over a posterior body region (~0.2 worm length) adjacent to the channel and a temporal average over a bout of forward movement. Solid lines indicate population mean. Among 14 measurements from six worms, six measurements restrict dorsal muscles on the inner side. *** \( P = 0.00001 \), Mann-Whitney U test. (j,k) Representative ratiometric kymograph of calcium levels in inner (j) and outer (k) muscle cells of a worm trapped in the device shown in (h). Higher/lower ratios of green fluorescence to red fluorescence in each set of body wall muscles indicate higher/lower intracellular calcium levels. Arrows highlight one calcium wave that propagates from the head to the anterior limit of the curved channel along the inner musculature (j) and outer musculature (k).
Figure 3.2: (continued)
the neighboring posterior region. To do this, we designed pneumatic microfluidic devices to rapidly change the curvature of one region of a worm. We flanked both sides of a thin channel with two independently controllable inflatable chambers (Fig. 3.3a). By simultaneously pressurizing one chamber while depressurizing the other, we were able to induce rapid curvature changes in a specific region of a trapped worm.

As with the static curved channels, we found that the curvature of the worm body posterior to the dynamic channel was positively correlated with channel curvature. Switching channel curvature to either side induced a switch in the curvature of the posterior body region (Fig. 3.3b-c and Video 3.5.7). This result also underscores dorsal-ventral symmetry in the coupling mechanism between adjacent body regions.

We found that the switch in curvature of the posterior unrestrained region propagated with measurable speed from the posterior limit of the channel to the tail, consistent with the flow of a retrograde bending signal (Fig. 3.3c-f). We sought to determine whether the delayed bending of the posterior region represented mechanical damping by the external viscous fluid and/or internal delays within the neuromuscular network. To do this, we studied worms that were immersed in fluids of different viscosity (Fig. 3.3d-f). We found that the bending delay was roughly constant, ~300 ms, in fluids ranging from 1 mPa·s (the viscosity of water) to ~100 mPa·s. In more viscous fluids, the bending delay began to increase, becoming ~1 s at 300 mPa·s. These results suggest that ~300 ms represents an upper bound for delays within the neuromuscular network, which become rate-limiting at low viscosities. Interestingly, ~300 ms also coincides with the undulation period for *C. elegans* swimming in water, and may represent the time constant that sets the upper limit to undulation frequency. Delays within the neuromuscular network might reflect signaling delays in synaptic transmission and/or the limiting speed of muscle contraction.
Figure 3.3 (following page): Pneumatic microfluidic device for manipulating body curvature. (a) Schematic of the pneumatic microfluidic device. The channel is flanked by two chambers. By alternatively pressurizing one chamber while depressurizing the other, the curvature of a region of a trapped worm is rapidly switched. (b) Video images of a partially immobilized wild-type worm. At $t = 0$ s, the channel starts to change its curvature (also see Video 3.5.7). (c) Two representative curvature kymographs of a worm trapped in the pneumatic channel. Gray lines mark the anterior and posterior limits of the curved channels. White dashed lines at $t = 0$ s mark the induced change in channel curvature from negative (color blue) to positive (color red). While the unrestricted anterior body region exhibits opposite bending activities in the two kymographs, this difference did not affect the dynamics of the induced curvature change in the unrestricted posterior body region. The bending wave that shifts the posterior region from negative to positive curvature propagates with velocity equal to the slope of the zero crossing in curvature (color black) as shown. (d) The time course of curvature change in the immediate posterior region (~0.1 worm length) emerging from the pneumatic channel after the switch of channel curvature at $t = 0$ s. The two curves correspond to experiments conducted in two different viscosities (NGM buffer and 20% dextran in NGM). Error bars indicate one standard error. (e) The time constant for relaxation of the posterior region to new curvatures obtained by fitting exponentials to time courses as shown in (d). Each data point represents at least 30 measurements from five worms. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval to the exponential fits. (f) The speed of the bending wave following induced changes in channel curvature as a function of fluid viscosity. Error bars indicate one standard error.
Figure 3.3: (continued)
3.2.4 Stretch-sensitive feedback requires cholinergic motor neurons

Cholinergic motor neurons that innervate the ventral and dorsal muscle cells are required for *C. elegans* locomotion [22, 92]. B-type cholinergic motor neurons are required for forward locomotion, whereas A-type cholinergic motor neurons are required for backward movement [22]. We asked whether the cholinergic neurons play a role in the proprioceptive coupling that propagates the bending signal along the worm body. First, we trapped transgenic worms (Punc17::NpHR) that expressed halorhodopsin in all cholinergic motor neurons in the pneumatic microfluidic devices and illuminated them with green light. We found that deactivating the cholinergic neurons prevented posterior body regions from following induced changes in the curvature of the anterior region (Fig. 3.4 and Video 3.5.8). Instead, optogenetic inactivation of the cholinergic neurons arrests the worm in the posture immediately preceding green light illumination.

Next, we studied *vab-7* mutants, whose dorsal B-type cholinergic motor neurons (DB) reverse the direction of their processes [43]. During unrestrained forward movement, the bending wave in the anterior of *vab-7* mutants exhibits both dorsal and ventral curvatures, whereas the bending wave that propagates to posterior regions exhibits only ventral curvatures (Supplementary Fig. 3.7a, c-d and Video 3.5.9). In other words, only ventral bending waves propagate through the worm body. When we trapped *vab-7* mutants in the pneumatic microfluidic device, we found that the posterior region of the worm was unable to follow the bending of the channel to the dorsal side (Supplementary Fig. 3.7b, e-f and Video 3.5.10). Taken together, these results suggest that the B-type cholinergic motor neurons are required to close a proprioceptive feedback loop that drives the bending signal along the motor circuit during forward movement.

3.2.5 Body wall muscles exhibit hysteresis

Deactivating cholinergic motor neurons in transgenic worms (Punc17::NpHR) locked the worm in whatever bending posture the worm had adopted immediately preceding illumination (Fig. 3.4 and [92]). Accordingly, we ask whether
Figure 3.4: Optogenetic inactivation of cholinergic motor neurons. (a) Video images of a transgenic worm (Punc17::NpHR) partially trapped in a pneumatic microfluidic channel. Green bar indicates the duration of green light illumination of the middle portion of the worm before and after induced change in channel curvature at $t = 0$ s. As a result, the curvature of the tail failed to follow the curvature change of the channel (also see Video 3.5.8). (b) Curvature kymograph of the transgenic worm trapped in the channel as shown in (a). Green shading indicates the body region and duration of green light illumination. (c) Curvature of the posterior body region, measured as an average from the posterior limit of the channel to the tail, during onset of illumination (green shading) and the induced change in curvature of the middle region at $t = 0$ (dashed line). Representative data from five worms were shown. Red curve corresponds to the experiment shown in (a) and (b).
C. elegans muscles can sustain contraction even in the absence of motor neuron inputs.

To test this possibility, we optogenetically stimulated body segments in transgenic worms (Pmyo-3::ChR2) expressing Channelrhodopsin-2 in body wall muscles while eliminating motor neuron inputs. To remove motor neuron inputs, we treated transgenic worms with ivermectin, which hyperpolarizes the motor circuit by activating glutamate gated chloride channels [54, 58], but does not directly affect muscle cells [66]. When we optogenetically induced body bending in paralyzed worms, the bend would persist long after turning off the illumination (Supplementary Fig. 3.3a-b and Video 3.5.11). The bend would gradually relax over ~40 s, but often in a series of abrupt jumps (Supplementary Fig. 3.3c). We observed similar a phenomenon when ivermectin treated worms are in the unc-13(s69) background (Video 3.5.12), a loss of function mutation that prevents synaptic transmission from both GABAergic and cholinergic motor neurons to muscles [102]. Taken together, these results suggest that C. elegans body wall muscles indeed exhibit a form of hysteresis: they can maintain stable levels of contraction long after stimulation.

3.3 Discussion

Russell and Byerly noted that the cholinergic motor neurons have long and synapse-free processes that extend along the ventral and dorsal nerve cords. They speculated that these processes might represent stretch-sensitive antennae to detect changes in body posture (cited in [24, 161] and Supplementary Fig. 3.3). In theoretical models of the worm motor circuit, Niebur and Erdos [121] used proprioceptive coupling hypotheses as a mechanism to propagate bending signals. Here, we have shown that cholinergic motor neurons are required to transduce stretch-sensitive signals, and that this form of proprioceptive coupling represents a key mechanism for propagating bending signals along the C. elegans body during forward locomotion. Posterior body segments are compelled to bend in the same direction as anterior segments through stretch-sensitive signals transduced by cholinergic motor neurons. Proprioceptive coupling could explain the organization of the undulatory gait without the need to invoke ensembles of center pattern generators (CPG) along the motor circuit, like body segments in lamprey
and leech are thought to behave [42].

The small size and experimental accessibility of the *C. elegans* motor circuit suggest that it might be possible to build computational models of locomotion that integrate the dynamics of all neuronal and muscle components. Our results suggest that any computational framework for the *C. elegans* locomotory circuit must integrate the biomechanics of undulatory movement itself with neuromuscular activity. In *C. elegans*, the motor circuit organizes the undulatory gait for forward locomotion by both detecting and driving bending activity.

### 3.4 Material and Methods

#### 3.4.1 Worm strains

Wild-type worms (N2 Bristol) were cultivated at 20 °C using standard methods. We performed all experiments using young adult worms within a few hours after their final molt. The *vab-7* mutant strain was obtained from the *C. elegans* Genetics Center (Minneapolis, MN, US). The *unc-13(s69)* mutant strain was a gift from E. Jorgensen.

Transgenic worms carrying extrachromosomal arrays (*Pmyo-3::G-CaMP3::RFP*) were used for calcium imaging in body wall muscle activities. The promoter sequence of the *Pmyo-3* gene [91] and the coding sequences of *GCaMP3* and *tagRFP-T* were ligated to the pSM backbone. The *G-CaMP3* and *tagRFP-T* sequences were separated by a SL2 trans-splicing site. The construct was injected into N2 worms to obtain extrachromosomal arrays.

The transgenic worms used in all optogenetic experiments were cultivated in the dark at 20 °C on NGM plates with Escherichia coli OP50 and all-trans retinal. We made OP50-retinal plates by seeding each 6-cm NGM plate with 250 μl OP50 and 1 μl 100 mM retinal in ethanol. Strains used are ZX444 [lin-15(n765ts); zxE29 (*Pmyo-3::NpHR::ECFP; lin-15+)], ZM 5016 *hpls178* [*Punc-17::NpHR::ECFP*] and ZM5398 *hpls199* [*Pmyo3::ChR2::EGFP*]. ZX444 was a gift from A. Gottschalk and the extrachromosomal array was integrated by cobalt-60 irradiation and outcrossing three times to wild-type worm. Strains ZM 5016 and ZM5398 were gifts from M. Zhen. The strain *unc-13(s69); hpls199* [*Pmyo3::ChR2::EGFP*] was made by crossing *unc-13(s69)* with *hpls199*.
3.4.2 Microfluidic devices

Microfluidic devices were fabricated using standard soft lithography. Each design was drawn in Clewin and sent to a laser-printing service (CAD/Art Services, Inc. Bandon, OR). A master was created by patterning features of SU-8 negative photoresist (Microchem Corp., Newton, MA, US) on a silicon wafer using photolithography. This master was then used to mold microfluidic channels in PDMS. To facilitate the release of the PDMS device from the master, we treated the master with vapor of tridecafluoro(1,1,2,2 tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane (Gelest, Inc., Philadelphia, PA, US) inside a vacuum chamber. The PDMS prepolymer was mixed with Sylgard 184, its curing agent, at specific weight ratios (20:1 for the 10 pneumatic microfluidic device and 10:1 for other devices). After pouring the PDMS prepolymer over the master, we cured the PDMS at 60 °C for 8 h and peeled the PDMS slab from the master. A circular biopsy punch (1.5 mm in diameter, Shoney Scientific Inc., Waukesha, WI, US) was used to create inlets and outlets for the microfluidic channels. The PDMS slab was bonded to a glass coverslip by treating the surfaces of the glass and the PDMS slab with air plasma for two minutes and 30 s respectively. The PDMS was bonded to another PDMS slab in the pneumatic microfluidic device.

We loaded the microfluidic channel with NGM buffer or dextran solution (~20 channel and worm position within each channel was manually controlled by syringes connected to polyethylene tubing (1.57 mm outer diameter and 1.22 mm inner diameter). In the calcium imaging experiments, channel depth was ~38 µm. In all other cases, channel depth was ~85 µm. In the pneumatic microfluidic device, the channel was flanked by two chambers that could be alternatively pressurized and depressurized with a valve system under computer control using custom software written in LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, US).

3.4.3 Measuring locomotion of partially immobilized worms

Experiments were performed on Nikon microscopes (TE2000 or Eclipse LV150) under 4X magnification with dark field illumination. Image sequences were taken by a CCD camera (Imaging Source) and recorded on a computer at 30 Hz using IC Capture software (Imaging Source).

Image analysis was performed using custom software written in MATLAB.
(MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA, US) following methods described in [45]. Briefly, we identified image sequences in which the worm persistently exhibited its forward undulatory gait, i.e., bending waves propagated backward from the head. After background subtraction to eliminate features of the microfluidic channel, we filtered and thresholded each image to obtain a binary image. The head and tail were identified as the points of maximum convex curvature on the worm boundary. A centerline extending from the head to the tail of the worm was calculated so that each point is roughly equidistant to nearest boundary points on two sides of the animal. The centerline was then fit by a least-squares cubic smoothing spline. Curvature, by definition, was calculated as the magnitude of the derivative of the unit vector tangent to the centerline with respect to the body coordinate along the centerline. In the experiment using pneumatic microfluidic devices, the speed of the bending wave of the body region posterior to the channel was calculated using least-square linear fits to the zero crossings of curvature (Fig. 3.4c).

3.4.4 Ivermectin-induced paralysis.

Young adult transgenic worms (hpls199 [Pmyo3::ChR2::EGFP] or unc-13; hpls199) were placed in ivermectin solution (0.02 mg/mL in NGM) sandwiched between two glass sides separated by 127 μm. Worms were free to swim until completely paralyzed after ~30 min, when they were used for optogenetic stimulation.

3.4.5 Calcium imaging of body wall muscle activities.

GCaMP3 and RFP were excited by LEDs filtered at 448-492nm and 554-572nm respectively using Semrock single-bandpass filters. Fluorescence emission was recorded through an Olympus MVX Plan Apochromat 2X objective (working distance 20mm, numerical aperture 0.5). The fluorescence image was split by a Cairns Optosplit II Image Splitter and the two images (green channel, 499-525 nm; red channel, 581-619 nm) were projected onto two halves of an Andor iXon 885 EM-CCD camera. A DinoLite Pro AM413T USB camera was used to track the worm using Worm Tracker 2.0 software developed by the Schafer lab. Zaber T-LSR075A Motorized Linear Slides give automated x-y stage movement. Imaging sequences were recorded on a computer at 10 Hz using Andor Solis software and converted into TIFF files using ImageJ. Images were then analyzed using custom-written
MATLAB scripts. Briefly, the two split images were re-aligned and the calcium activities of muscles were calculated as the ratio of green to red fluorescence emission intensities. The true emission intensities from the two channels were calculated using the following formulas: True green = green measured – green background; True red = red measured – red background – 0.153*True green. There is 15.3% bleedthrough from the green to the red channel.

3.4.6 Optogenetic stimulation.

We used two optical setups to stimulate transgenic worms expressing Channelrhodopsin (ChR2) or Halorhodopsin (Halo). Experiments with the pneumatic microfluidic device were conducted on a Nikon microscope (Eclipse LV150) under 10X magnification with dark field illumination. A mercury arc lamp with green filter and field 12 diaphragm was used to illuminate the worm with controlled spot size. Rhodamine in the microfluidic channel (10 μM) allowed us to directly visualize the area and duration of green light illumination. Other optogenetic experiments were conducted on a modified version of the CoLBeRT system, described in [92]. Briefly, the CoLBeRT system consists of an inverted Nikon microscope (TE2000), blue and green diode pumped solid state lasers, a high speed CCD camera, and a digital micromirror device all under the control of the open source MindControl software. Each worm was imaged under red light with dark field illumination, and the digital micromirror device reflected laser light to shine on targeted cells or regions of the worm. For the unc-13; Pmyo3::ChR2 and ivermectin-treated worm experiments, the CoLBeRT system was modified to programmatically control laser intensity. To do this, the MindControl software interfaces with custom-written LabVIEW software that modulates the analog voltage signal sent to the laser power controllers via a LabJack U3-HV digital-to-analog converter. MindControl and associated software is available at http://github.com/samuellab.

3.5 Accompanying Video

3.5.1 Video 1

A young adult N2 worm was swimming forward in dextran solution [20% dextran in NGM (wt/vol)] while the middle region of its body was constrained in
a straight microfluidic channel. Body undulation can propagate to the anterior limit of the channel, but bending waves emerging from the posterior limit of the channel were hardly detected and the unrestricted posterior body region remained straight (QuickTime; 12.2 MB).

3.5.2 VIDEO 2

A young adult transgenic worm expressing calcium indicators in body wall muscle cells (Pmyo3::G-CaMP3::RFP) was swimming forward in dextran solution [15% dextran in NGM] while the middle region of its body was constrained in a straight microfluidic channel. White lines show the boundary of the channel. Pseudo-color shows the ratio of green fluorescence (emitted from G-CaMP3) to red fluorescence (from RFP). Higher ratio, which indicates higher calcium activities, is represented by a larger value of the red component in the muscle color map. Muscle cells within and posterior to the channel had lower levels of intracellular calcium dynamics than muscle cells anterior to the channel that drove bending waves (QuickTime; 0.56 MB).

3.5.3 VIDEO 3

A young adult N2 worm was swimming forward in dextran solution (20% dextran in NGM) while the middle region of its body was constrained in a curved microfluidic channel. The unrestricted posterior region of the worm exhibited static curvature in the same direction as that imposed on the middle region by the channel (QuickTime; 0.82 MB).

3.5.4 VIDEO 4

A young adult transgenic worm expressing halorhodopsin in its body wall muscles (Pmyo3::NpHR) was swimming forward in dextran solution (20% dextran in NGM) while the middle region of its body was constrained in a curved microfluidic channel. A bright circular spot appeared when the posterior body region was illuminated by green light. During illumination, the unrestrained posterior body region was reversibly straightened (QuickTime; 1.6 MB).
3.5.5 Video 5

A young adult transgenic worm that expresses calcium indicators in body wall muscle cells (Pmyo3::G-CaMP3::RFP) was swimming forward in dextran solution (15% dextran in NGM) while the middle region of its body was constrained in a curved microfluidic channel. White lines show the boundary of the channel. Pseudo-color shows the ratio of green fluorescence (from G-CaMP3) to red fluorescence (from RFP). Higher ratio is represented by a larger value of the red component in the muscle color map. During forward locomotion, the muscle cells at the inner side of the posterior body region emerging from the channel consistently exhibited higher calcium activities than the outer side (QuickTime; 5.5 MB).

3.5.6 Video 6

After being fully paralyzed by sodium azide, a young adult N2 worm was partially constrained in a curved pneumatic microfluidic channel. The unrestrained body regions emerged from the channel always remained straight (QuickTime; 0.46 MB).

3.5.7 Video 7

Young adult N2 worms were moving forward while the middle regions of their bodies were constrained in pneumatic microfluidic channels. In the first half of the video, a worm was swimming forward in NGM buffer solution. Switching the bending direction of the channel quickly induced the switch in the bending direction of the posterior body region. In the second half of the video, a worm was swimming forward in more viscous fluid (20% dextran solution in NGM). In this case, there was a more significant delay between switching the bending of the channel and switching the bending direction in the posterior body region (QuickTime; 5.7 MB).

3.5.8 Video 8

A young adult transgenic worm (Punc17::NpHR) that expressed halorhodopsin in all cholinergic motor neurons was moving forward while the middle region of the body was constrained in an pneumatic microfluidic channel. During green light
illumination, the unrestrained posterior body region failed to follow the switch of channel curvature (QuickTime; 1.7 MB).

3.5.9 VIDEO 9
A young adult vab-7 mutant was moving freely in 20% dextran solution. The ventral and dorsal side of the worm can be identified by the location of eggs from the dark field illumination. During forward locomotion, dorsal bending waves could not propagate throughout the body and the posterior body region always curved ventrally (QuickTime; 1.3 MB).

3.5.10 VIDEO 10
A young adult vab-7 mutant was moving forward while the middle region of its body was constrained in an inflatable microfluidic channel. Bending the channel to the dorsal side failed to induce the switch in the bending direction of the posterior body region (QuickTime; 1.2 MB).

3.5.11 VIDEO 11
This video shows 2 s blue light illumination of an ivermectin-treated paralyzed transgenic worm (Pmyo3::ChR2) that expressed Channelrhodopsin-2 in body wall muscles. When DLP was on, blue light illuminated a rectangular region near the middle of the worm and induced body bending. When DLP was off, there was no light stimulation but the bending persisted for a long period (QuickTime; 3.8 MB).

3.5.12 VIDEO 12
This video shows 2 s blue light illumination of an ivermectin-treated paralyzed transgenic worm (Pmyo3::ChR2) in the unc-13(s69) background. When DLP was on, blue light illuminated a rectangular region near the middle of the worm and induced body bending. When DLP was off, there was no light stimulation but the bending persisted for a long period.
3.6 Supplementary Materials

3.6.1 Parallels to Songbird Motor Pathway

The work presented here tries to address previously open questions about how the sequential activation of muscles in C. elegans is coordinated and controlled and what role muscles, motorneurons and feedback play, respectively. Prior to this work, existing data was insufficient to discriminate between conflicting models. For example, in one model sequential activation of motorneurons could drive muscle contraction without any proprioceptive feedback. In another model, muscles could propagate bending waves by sequentially activating neighboring muscles via gap junctions without any need for proprioceptive feedback and with motorneurons playing only a modulatory role. Yet other models suggested that proprioceptive feedback was the driving force behind wave propagation, which is in fact consistent with the observations shown here.

By selectively inhibiting regions of muscles, motorneurons and physical restraining different regions of the worms body, this work rules supports a model based on proprioceptive feedback. Namely, motorneurons are thought to be activated by yet-to-be discovered stretch sensors which in turn drive muscles in one region to contract, which in turn activate stretch sensors, which finally induce posterior motorneurons to contract— perpetuating a cycle that propagates bending waves.

The questions posed and the experimental approach taken in this work has parallels to prior work done by Michael Long and Michale Fee studying birdsong in zebra finch [109]. In that work, Long and Fee were interested in similar types of questions related to songbird motor pathway. They asked what role interneurons in a brain region HVC and motorneurons in a region RA played, respectively, in sequential muscle activation required for birdsong. Prior to their work, it was hypothesized that HVC sequentially initiated small subsequences of shorter time-scale motor activation that were handled entirely within RA. By selectively cooling either RA or HVC and observing slowing in the resulting birdsong they show that HVC directly induces each motorneuron activation in RA, even on short time scales. They also show that two independent hemispheres of HVC take turns controlling the motor sequence and they provide evidence that feedback downstream
of RA is used to keep the two hemispheres synchronized.

Both works use selective inactivation of different subcircuits to explore the temporal dependence of sequential activation of motor activity. Both works also point to the importance of feedback from downstream areas back to high level interneurons and motoneurons in coordinating complex motor sequences. Together these two works pave the way for future experiments exploring motor sequence generation in further detail.
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Figure 3.5 (following page): Schematic of the motor circuit in *C. elegans*. 

(a) Worms undulate by alternating contraction and relaxation of dorsal and ventral muscle cells lining the body. Dorsal bending is achieved when dorsal muscle cells contract (filled cells) and ventral muscle cells relax (open cells). Ventral bending is achieved when ventral muscle cells contract and dorsal muscle cells relax. 

(b) General patterns of connectivity in the wiring diagram for forward movement adapted from [75, 142]. Arrows indicate excitatory chemical synapses from the cholinergic motor neurons (VB and DB, in light and dark blue, respectively). Blunt ended lines indicate inhibitory chemical synapses from GABAergic motor neurons (DD and VD, in red and orange, respectively). GABAergic neurons are dispensable for the propagation of the bending wave along the worm body. Dashed lines indicate gap junctions between neighboring muscle cells and neighboring neurons of each cell type. Six to twelve neurons of each cell type are distributed along the worm body. 

(c) Schematic of the morphology of B-type cholinergic motoneurons that are required for forward movement and A-type cholinergic motor neurons that are required for backward movement. Arrows indicate synapses, circles represent somas and lines indicate the direction and path of neuronal processes. B-type motor neurons extend long processes without synapses in the posterior direction. A-type motor neurons extend long processes without synapses in the anterior direction (adapted from [24]).
Figure 3.5: (continued)
Figure 3.6 (following page): Intracellular calcium dynamics in muscle cells of a transgenic worm (Pmyo3::G-CaMP3::RFP) partially constrained in a straight microfluidic channel.

(a) Video images of a worm exhibiting forward locomotory gait while partially immobilized in a straight microfluidic channel. Red fluorescence constitutes the reference channel emanating from RFP in the muscle cells. Green fluorescence constitutes the calcium-sensitive signal emanating from GCaMP3. White lines show the boundary of the channel (also see Video 3.5.2). (b) Ratiometric analysis of intracellular calcium dynamics within the ventral and dorsal muscle cells of the worm trapped in the straight channel shown in (a). Higher ratios of green to red fluorescence indicate higher intracellular calcium levels. Intracellular calcium levels in both the ventral (upper kymograph) and dorsal muscles (lower kymograph) of the posterior region emerging from the straight channel are lower than in the anterior region. Representative result from one of the five worms studied. (c) Kymograph of time-varying body curvature for the worm trapped in the straight channel shown in (a).
Figure 3.6: (continued)
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Figure 3.7 (following page): Undulatory wave propagation disrupted in vab-7 mutants. (a,b) Video images of a vab-7 mutant worm freely swimming in water (a) and trapped in a pneumatic microfluidic device (b). Ventral and dorsal side of the worm are distinguished by using the eggs as markers. (c) Kymograph of a freely swimming vab-7 mutant worm show bending waves propagate from head to tail. Anterior regions alternate between dorsal curvature (red) and ventral curvature (blue). Posterior regions alternate between null curvature (black) and ventral curvature (blue) (also see Video 3.5.9). (d) Curvature of the posterior body region (0.6-0.8 body length), average over an integer number of undulation periods, in a free swimming worm. n=6 for each data point. ***p = 0.0002, Mann-Whitney U test. (e) Kymograph of vab-7 mutant worm trapped in the pneumatic microfluidic device as shown in (b). Changing the curvature of the trapped middle region towards the dorsal side (red) does not induce dorsal curvature in the posterior region (also see Supplemental Video 10). (f) Curvature of the posterior body region, measured as an average from the posterior limit of the channel to the tail, before and after the induced curvature change in the trapped middle region at t = 0. Representative trials from six worms. Orange curve corresponds to the experiment shown in (b) and (e).
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**Figure 3.8:** Muscle hysteresis induced by optogenetic illumination. (a) Video images of an ivermectin-treated transgenic worm (Pmyo3::ChR2). In a 2 s interval, a targeted rectangular region near the middle of the worm (blue rectangle superposed on video images) was illuminated by blue light to induce body bending (also see Video 3.5.11). (b) Curvature kymograph of the animal shown in (a). White rectangle marks the region and duration of blue light illumination. (c) Normalized curvature of the targeted region before and after illumination. Data from three different worms are shown. Orange data points correspond to the experiment shown in (a) and (b).
Sub-micrometer Geometrically Encoded Fluorescent Barcodes Self-Assembled from DNA

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In biology and medicine, researchers often use fluorescence microscopy to visualize nanometer- to micrometer-sized entities. In many cases, it is desirable to visualize more than one class of objects simultaneously and unambiguously. Accordingly, there is a need to develop suitable fluorescent tags—barcodes—for multiplexed imaging applications. Most previously described fluorescent barcodes are constructed using either intensity encoding [51, 63, 96, 99, 105, 112, 166] or geometrical encoding [17, 58, 59, 65, 126, 128, 165]. Intensity encoding relies on the combination of multiple spectrally differentiable fluorophores in a controlled molar ratio. Geometrical encoding, on the other hand, is obtained by separating optical features beyond the microscope’s resolution limit (typically ~250...
nm for diffraction-limited imaging and ~50 nm for current super-resolution imaging) and arranging them in a specific geometric pattern. Here, we combine both intensity and geometric methods. The multiplexing capability of geometrically encoded barcodes increases exponentially as additional spatially distinguishable fluorophores are incorporated. Therefore, larger barcode libraries may be more easily accessible through geometrical encoding, provided that a rigid structural scaffold capable of defining the spatial arrangement of the fluorescent molecules is available.

To date, despite the remarkable success in synthesizing fluorescent barcodes for in vitro multiplexed detection, very little effort has been made to create robust single-molecule barcodes suitable as in situ imaging probes. In addition, most existing fluorescent barcodes range from 2 µm to 100 µm in size, leaving the construction of fluorescent barcodes with the largest dimension less than 1 µm an underexplored research area (with only a few reports [93, 95, 96, 99] and no more than 11 distinct barcodes experimentally demonstrated). Here, we report a group of geometrically and intensity encoded fluorescent barcodes self-assembled from DNA that can be used to tag yeast cells. These barcodes are 400 to 800 nm in length, structurally rigid, biocompatible, reprogrammable in a modular fashion and easy to decode using epi-fluorescence, total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) or super-resolution fluorescence microscopy. As evidence of the multiplexing power of the system, 216 distinct barcode species were constructed and resolved using diffraction-limited TIRF microscopy. This is 20 times more than in previous experimentally demonstrated systems.

Structural DNA nanotechnology takes advantage of the well-defined double helical structure of DNA and the highly predictable Watson-Crick base-pairing rules to self-assemble designer nano-objects and devices [2, 100, 119, 139, 141]. In recent years, DNA origami has emerged as a prominent method to fabricate two- and three-dimensional structures with sizes of tens to hundreds of nanometers [5, 39, 41, 61, 62, 84, 97, 135]. By folding a long, single-stranded DNA molecule (a scaffold strand, often a M13 viral genomic DNA or its derivatives) with the help of many short synthetic DNA oligonucleotides (staple strands), this approach generates complex, shape-controlled, fully addressable nanostructures. With certain functional groups attached to selected staple strands or their extensions, such nanostructures can be used to organize fluorescent guest
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molecules, including small organic molecules \cite{79, 110, 145} as well as metallic \cite{124} and semi-conductive nano-particles \cite{19}. In addition, individual DNA-origami nanostructures can be joined together in a programmable way to make micrometer-sized structures while maintaining their unique nanometer-scale spatial addressability \cite{104, 163}. These properties make DNA origami promising material to build robust fluorescent barcodes, especially as control over the exact ratio of different fluorophores allows intensity encoding while spatial positioning of fluorophores facilitates geometrical encoding and can help minimize undesired inter-fluorophore quenching.

### 4.2 A Simple DNA Origami Barcode

As a proof-of-concept demonstration, we first designed a family of 27 barcodes based on six-helix bundle DNA nanotubes \cite{40} that are ~800 nm long. Figure 4.1a illustrates the design of such barcodes. Three 84-base pair (~28 nm) zones on the nanotube were selected for fluorescent labeling, with inter-zone distances of 450 nm and 270 nm between the first and the last two zones, respectively. In this design, the fluorescently-labeled zones were separated beyond the diffraction limit of visible light (~250 nm) and the symmetry of the nanotube was broken so that the barcodes could be geometrically encoded with a distinguishable "head" and "tail." For example, labeling the three zones (from left to right in Figure 4.1a) with "Blue" (B, Alexa Fluor 488), "Red" (R, Alexa Fluor 647) and "Green" (G, Cy3) fluorophores (the pseudo-colors were assigned to reflect the excitation wavelength of the fluorophores) resulted in a BRG barcode that should be distinguishable from a GRB barcode. Therefore, a total of $3^3 = 27$ different barcodes can be made from three spectrally distinguishable fluorophores. Within each zone (Figure 4.1b), fluorescently modified oligonucleotides were hybridized to the twelve 21-base long staple extensions protruding out from the main body of the nanotube. The distance between adjacent staple extensions was ~6 nm. To image these prototype barcodes, ten additional staple strands (five per monomer) were designed with 5’ biotinylated extensions to enable surface attachment See Supplementary Figure S.1.1 for a strand diagram of the full design.
Figure 4.1: Design of the DNA-nanotube-based barcode. (a) Two schematic drawings of the Blue–Red-Green (BRG, “–” and “-” denotes larger and smaller inter-zone distance in the barcode, respectively) barcode with a segment diagram on the top and a 3D view at the bottom. The main-body of the barcode is a DNA nanotube formed by dimerizing two origami monomers, each consisting of 28 segments of length 42-bp (13.6 nm). The grey segment in the middle represents the junction where the two monomers are joined together through cross-hybridization between their scaffolds and staples. Three 84-bp zones of the nanotube are fluorescently labeled (shown as blue, red and green segments) to produce the BRG barcode with an inter-zone distance of 450 nm between the first two zones and 270 nm between the last two. Note that each zone is only labeled with one fluorophore species. The resulting barcodes are thus referred as single-labeled-zone barcodes. (b) 3D cartoons showing the details of one fluorescently labeled zone. Left: a scaffold-plus-staple model of such an 84-bp zone before labeling. Each of the twelve 63-base-long staples (shown in rainbow colors) contains two parts: the 42-base region at the 5’-end weaves through three double-helices to fold the scaffold (shown in black) into a six-helix bundle nanotube; and the 21-base extension at the 3’-end protrudes out for fluorescent labeling. Middle: an identical but simplified model to emphasize the six-helix bundle structure (each helix shown as a semi-transparent grey cylinder) and the positioning of the twelve 21-base staple extensions (each shown as a light-grey curl). Right: Cartoon representation of a “green” 84-bp zone. The labeling is achieved by hybridizing the Cy3 (shown the glowing green spheres at the 3’-ends) modified strands to the staple extensions.
4.2.1 Construction of Simple Barcode

We assembled the DNA-origami nanotubes following the protocol in [40] with slight experimental modifications (see Materials and Methods in SI). Briefly, two structurally identical but chemically distinct nanotube monomers (~400 nm each) were assembled in two separate test tubes by slowly cooling a mixture of 7.3-kb scaffold strands and a set of ~200 staple strands from 80 °C to 24 °C over 15 hours. After folding, excessive staple strands were removed from the folded nanotubes through polyethylene glycol fractionation. The nanotube monomers were then incubated with the desired fluorescently-modified oligonucleotides and the labeled monomers were mixed at an equimolar ratio to form the final barcode structure. The barcodes were subsequently purified via agarose-gel electrophoresis and immobilized on streptavidin-coated coverslips before imaging with epi-fluorescence (Supplementary Figure S.1.2) or TIRF microscopy (Figure 4.2 and 4.3) in the presence of oxygen scavenging reagents.

4.2.2 Inspecting the Simple Barcodes

In order to validate our system, we randomly chose five distinct barcodes from the 27 members in the barcode family for quality control experiments. The barcodes were assembled and purified separately and imaged under the same experimental conditions. Two distinct features of the barcode were clearly visible from the TIRF images (Figure 4.2a, top panel and Supplementary Figure S.1.3). First, each fluorescently-labeled zone on a barcode was resolved as a single-color spot, and each complete barcode consisted of three such spots. Second, two of the neighboring spots were separated by a small gap while the other two neighbors sat closely together. One can visually recognize and decode those geometrically-encoded barcodes based on the color identity of the spots and their relative spatial positions, even without the aid of specialized decoding software. Using custom-written software that localizes the center of each spot on the BRG barcodes (Supplementary Figure S.1.4), we measured the average center-to-center distance between the neighboring spots to be 433±53 nm (mean±s.d., N=70; larger distance) and 264±52 nm (mean±s.d., N=70; smaller distance), confirming the correct for-
Figure 4.2: Single-labeled-zone fluorescent barcodes. (a) Superimposed TIRF microscopy images of five barcode species (top) and the statistics from manual counting (bottom). From left to right are the BBB, BRG, BRR, GRG and RGB barcodes with a representative image on top of the corresponding bar-graph. Each bar-graph is generated based on the manual sorting and counting of the objects found in a $50 \times 50 \ \mu m^2$ image (~40 barcodes, the exact sample size $N$ is noted beside the corresponding bar-graph). (b) A representative image of the equimolar mixture of 27 barcode species. (c) Statistics obtained by analyzing twenty-seven $50 \times 50 \ \mu m^2$ images of the 27 barcode mixture (~1,500 barcodes in total). Left: barcode counts of the 27 species (average count of 55 with a standard deviation of 9). A representative TIRF image ($1.4 \times 0.7 \ \mu m^2$) of each barcode type is placed underneath the corresponding bar. Right: sorting result of the observed objects shown as a pie-chart. Color scheme used for the bar-graphs and the pie-chart (unrelated to the pseudo-colors of the fluorophores): blue, correct barcodes (qualified barcode with expected identity); green, incorrect barcodes (qualified barcode with unexpected identity); red, monomer nanotubes (one spot or two connecting spots); purple, barcodes with wrong geometry (i.e., bending angle $<120^\circ$, see methods in SI); and orange, barcodes containing at least one spot with two colors. Note that in the 27-barcode pool, correct vs. incorrect barcodes were not distinguishable because all barcode types are expected. As a result the bars and pie representing the qualified barcodes in (c) are shown in blue. Scale bars: 5 \mu m.
mation of the barcodes. These experimentally measured distances were slightly smaller than the designed values (478 nm and 298 nm). We attribute this discrepancy to random thermal bending of the nanotubes (persistence length of ~1–2 µm), which has been observed previously by others [61, 135] and confirmed by us (Supplementary Figure S.1.5) using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It is important to note that unlike some other geometrically-encoded barcoding systems (e.g., NanoString nCounter [53]), there was no molecular combing involved in sample preparation. The separation between the fluorescent spots was exclusively created by the inherently rigid structure of the six-helix bundle nanotube. It is also notable that the spot intensities were not perfectly uniform across the whole image, which can be explained by factors such as the uneven illumination of the sample stage and differences in labeling efficiency. Nevertheless, the TIRF images proved that the barcodes were successfully assembled and can be resolved unambiguously.

4.2.3 Quantification of the yield of the simple barcodes

We subsequently manually investigated TIRF images with an area of 50×50 µm² for the five selected barcodes (Figure 4.2a, bottom panel). The objects found within the images were first sorted into qualified (i.e., three single-color spots arranged in a nearly linear and asymmetric fashion as designed) and unqualified (i.e., all other objects) barcodes. The qualified barcodes were further categorized into correct and incorrect (false-positive) barcodes based on the fluorescent signatures of the composing spots to reflect whether the barcode was the expected type. The unqualified barcodes were further sorted into (1) monomer nanotubes (single spot or two “kissing” spots), (2) barcodes with “wrong” geometry (i.e., extreme bending), and (3) barcodes containing at least one spot with multiple colors. Our statistics revealed that more than 70% of the visible objects were qualified barcodes, which we further determined to be exclusively the expected type (i.e., zero false-positive out of 188 qualified barcodes observed). The unqualified barcodes likely arose from folding defects, sample damage during handling and overlapping nanotubes on the surface. These errors can be reduced by optimizing the sample preparation and imaging protocol.

To be useful for multiplexed imaging system, a number of different barcode
species must coexist in one pool. Thus, it is important to examine the robustness of our system by mixing different types of barcodes together. In an initial test, we synthesized BRG and RGB barcodes separately, mixed them together at equal molar ratio and co-purified them via gel electrophoresis. The TIRF analysis of the purified mixture (Figure S.1.6) confirmed the 1:1 stoichiometry of the two barcodes and the overall assembly success rate (qualified barcode/all objects) of ~80%, suggesting that both barcodes maintained their integrity in the mixing and co-purification process. In addition, over 98% of the qualified barcodes fell into one of the two expected types (BRG and RGB). The 2% false-positive rate was due to an unexpected barcode, namely BGB (Supplementary Figure S.1.6), which could be attributed to a rare occasion in which the front monomer of the BRG barcode lays in proximity to the rear monomer of the RGB barcode. We believe this can be eliminated in the future if a more stringent purification condition is applied to minimize the amount of leftover monomers.

We next inspected barcodes when all 27 members of the barcode family were mixed at equimolar amount. The TIRF images (Figure 4.3b and Figure S.1.7) showed that all types of barcodes were resolved. Statistical analyses of 27 50×50 μm² images (~1,500 barcodes in total) revealed an average count of 55 per barcode type with a standard deviation of 20 (Figure 4.2c), fitting well with the expected stoichiometry given pipetting and sampling errors. The distribution of observed objects over the four categories (note that here correct vs. incorrect barcodes were not distinguishable as all 27 types were included) was consistent with the values measured from the single-type barcode samples. The above observations suggest that the sub-micrometer-long DNA nanotube represents a reliable platform to construct geometrically-encoded barcodes with built-in structural rigidity.

4.3 Dual-labeled DNA origami Barcodes

Our modular design enabled straightforward reengineering of the barcode to enhance its multiplexing capability through a variety of ways. For example, we changed the sequence of six staple extensions per zone. Instead of using 12 identical fluorescent oligonucleotides for labeling, we had the ability to use a combination of up to two fluorophores to create more unique fluorescence signatures
Figure 4.3 (following page): Dual-labeled-zone fluorescent barcodes. (a) Typical TIRF microscopy images of five selected barcode species, shown both in separate channels and after superimposing. Scale bar: 5 µm. (b) Statistics obtained by analyzing two 50×50 µm² images of each barcode species (~85 barcodes, the exact sample size N is noted beside the corresponding bar-graph). The barcode types are noted under the x-axis of the diagram. Color scheme (unrelated to the pseudo-colors of the fluorophores): blue, correct barcodes (correct geometry and color identity); green, incorrect barcodes (correct geometry but incorrect color identity); red, monomer nanotubes (one spot or two connecting spots); and purple, barcodes with wrong geometry (i.e., bending angle <120°, see methods in SI). (c) Computer-aided barcode counting results of the 72-barcode pool (N=2,617) and the 216-barcode pool (N=7,243) plotted as bar-graphs with descending barcode counts from left to right (see Supplementary Tables S.1.6 and S.1.7 for the numeric counting results). A computer-generated reference barcode image is placed underneath the corresponding bar. (d) A table containing one representative TIRF image (1.4×0.7 µm²) for each of the 216 dual-labeled-zone barcode species.
(pseudo-colors) for each zone. Six pseudo-colors (B, R, G, BG, BR, and GR) were generated by this "dual-labeling" strategy using three spectrally differentiable fluorophores. Consequently, the total number of distinct barcodes was raised from $3^3 = 27$ to $6^3 = 216$, an order of magnitude increase in the multiplexing capability.

4.3.1 Inspecting the dual-labeled barcodes

Similar to the single-labeled-zone barcode family, five members from the dual-labeled-zone barcode family were chosen for quality control purposes. The barcodes can be visually decoded either solely from the superimposed image or by examining all different channels simultaneously. For example, as shown in the first column of Figure 4.3a, the barcode “BG–GR-BR” (“–” and “-” denotes larger and smaller inter-zone distance in the barcode, respectively) exhibits two spots each in the blue, green and red channels but with descending gaps between them, matching its design. In the superimposed image, the barcodes are seen as Cyan–Yellow-Pink, an expected consequence of color mixing caused by the dual-labeling strategy. In similar fashion, we further verified the correct formation of the other four selected barcodes (Figure 4.3a and Supplementary Figure S.1.8). Although the final pseudo-color from the dual-labeled zones was not always uniform (e.g., some yellow spots were green-tinted while the others were red-tinted) due to inconsistent labeling efficiency and minor sample displacement during imaging, the fluorescence signature of any given spot could be identified by checking the raw images acquired from the three imaging channels. We manually analyzed two $50\times50\ \mu m^2$ images of each dual-labeled-zone barcode and plotted the statistical data in Figure 4.3b. Here, objects were sorted into qualified barcodes and unqualified barcodes based on their geometry. The qualified ones were further categorized as either correct or incorrect. We found that 75 to 95% of the objects were qualified barcodes, among which 80–90% were the correct type (percentage varies depending on the exact type of barcode). Compared to the single-labeled-zone barcode family, the percentage of qualified barcodes remained the same, while the false positive rate increased significantly from zero (Figure 1a) to 10–20.

We further tested the dual-labeled-zone barcoding system by imaging a mixture containing 72 barcode species that were individually assembled and co-purified
(Supplementary Figure S.Ǫ.Ǫ). Custom MATLAB scripts were used to assist the decoding process (See Methods, Section 4.9.9) in two steps. In step one, a three-channel (red, green, blue) TIRF image containing barcodes was pre-processed to remove background and thresholded so that only pixels containing qualified barcodes remained. The resulting three-channel binary image was merged to generate a single-channel binary image. Next, the software identified the location and orientation of geometrically-legitimate barcodes based on their shape in the binary image. In step two, for each barcode located in step one, the corresponding region of the three-channel image was compared against a library of all possible reference barcodes. The observed barcode was assigned the identity of the reference barcode with the highest correlation. The fully-automated decoding process (unsupervised mode) ended after the above two steps. In an optional supervised mode, the software presented the user with the observed barcode and its most likely identity for approval. Comparison between supervised and unsupervised decoding results confirmed >80% agreement between the computer and the user (Supplementary Figure S.Ǫ.Ǫ). The computer-aided (supervised mode) analysis of thirty six 64×64 µm² three-channel images registered ~2,600 qualified barcodes that belonged to ǪǪ different species (Table S.Ǫ.Ǫ and Figure Ǫ.Ǫc, top panel). The expected 72 species constituted ~98% of the total barcode population with an average barcode count of 36 per species and a standard deviation of 8. In contrast, the unexpected species averaged only ~1.4 barcodes per species (maximum Ǫ counts). Finally, we analyzed a mixture containing all the ǪǪ members of the dual-labeled-zone barcode (Supplementary Figure S.Ǫ.Ǫ). Sixty 64×64 µm² images of this mixture were processed by the decoding software in the unsupervised mode. The fully-automated analysis registered a mean barcode count of ~34 per species (~7,200 barcodes total) with a standard deviation of Ǫ (Supplementary Table S.Ǫ.Ǫ and Figure Ǫ.Ǫd, bottom panel). Our study demonstrates that Ǫ barcode species were successfully constructed and resolved (Figure Ǫ.Ǫd).

**4.4 DNA origami barcode system requiring super-resolution microscopy**

Increasing the number of spatially differentiable fluorescently-labeled zones on the origami nanotube is another way to enhance the multiplexing capability of the
barcoding system. A straightforward solution that keeps the inter-zone distances larger than the diffraction limit would require longer (e.g. a few micrometers long) nanotubes, which would likely result in lower assembly yield and decreased mechanical rigidity. Alternatively, one can add more fluorescently-labeled zones on the 800 nm tube and image the barcode using super-resolution fluorescence microscopy. As a feasibility demonstration of the latter approach, we applied DNA-PAINT [79], a recently developed super-resolution fluorescence technique, to image the barcodes.

4.4.1 Introduction to super-resolution microscopy techniques

In recent years, several techniques have been developed allowing imaging beyond the diffraction limit using far-field fluorescence microscopy [69, 76, 74, 153, 158]. In most super-resolution implementations, fluorophores are switched between fluorescence ON and OFF states, so that individual molecules can be localized consecutively. In methods relying on targeted readout schemes such as in Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy (STED) [71] or other Reversible Saturable Optical Fluorescence Transitions (RESOLFT) techniques [69], fluorescence emission is actively confined to an area below the diffraction limit. The switching of fluorescent molecules can also be carried out stochastically such as in Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy [68, 136] (STORM, dSTORM), Photoactivated Localization Microscopy [13] (PALM) and Blink Microscopy (BM) [144], where most fluorescent molecules are “prepared” in a dark state and only stochastically switched on to emit fluorescence. In Point Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (PAINT) [140], fluorescence switching is obtained by targeting a surface with fluorescent molecules. In all stochastic approaches, fluorescence from single molecules is localized in a diffraction-limited area to yield super-resolved images [165, 170].

DNA-PAINT uses transient binding of fluorescently-labeled oligonucleotides (imager strands) to complementary “docking” strands on DNA nanostructures to obtain switching between a fluorescence ON and OFF state, which is necessary for localization-based super-resolution microscopy (See Figure 4.4a). By adjusting the length of the imager/docking strand duplex and the concentration of imager strands in solution, fluorescence ON- and OFF-times can be tuned independently.
4.4.2 DNA-PAINT-based DNA origami barcodes

For this study, we extended the DNA-PAINT technique to three-color imaging using orthogonal imager strand sequences coupled to three spectrally-distinct dyes (Atto488 for blue, Cy3b for green and Atto655 for red excitation). To demonstrate the feasibility of the three-color super-resolution barcode system, we designed a DNA nanotube monomer with four binding zones in a symmetric arrangement. The neighboring zones were separated by ~114 nm (i.e. well below the diffraction limit). Each binding zone consists of 18 staple strands, which can be extended to display three groups of orthogonal sequences (six per group) for the red, green or blue imager strands to bind. As a proof-of-principle experiment, we designed five different barcodes (Figure 4.4a and top panel of b). The bottom panel of Figure 4.4b shows the super-resolution reconstruction of the five barcodes for each channel separately as well as an overlay of all channels. Figure 4.4c shows a larger area containing all five barcodes. The unique pattern of the barcodes in all three channels can be resolved. Some of the barcodes can move during the sequential imaging (100 s acquisition time per channel) of all three color channels (see overview image in Supplementary Figure S.1.14). Image conditions could still be improved by alternating excitation and faster image acquisition to prevent this effect. The transient, repetitive binding of imager strands to docking sequences on the nanotube not only creates the necessary “blinking” behavior for localization, but also makes the imaging protocol more robust, as DNA-PAINT is not prone to photo-bleaching or incorrectly labeled strands (Supplementary Figure S.1.13). With the microscope setup we used, DNA-PAINT provides a resolution of ~27 nm (FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the reconstructed PSF) in the red, ~22 nm in the green and ~23 nm in the blue channel. The obtainable resolution and imaging specificity suggests that 6 positions on one nanotube monomer could be robustly resolved while keeping the geometrical asymmetry of the barcode, which would lead to $7^6 = 117,649$ different possible barcodes. Furthermore the modularity of the nanotube design enables the customized reengineering of barcodes with inter-zone distances tailored to the resolving power of the used microscope, thus making it applicable for a wide range of microscope setups.
**Figure 4.4:** Super-resolution fluorescent barcodes. (a) Scheme of DNA-PAINT used for super-resolution barcode imaging. The 400 nm nanotube consists of 4 binding zones spaced by ~114 nm. Each zone can be decorated with the desired combination of “docking” sequences for red, green or blue imager strands. The orthogonal imager strands bind transiently to their respective “docking” sites on the nanotube, creating the necessary “blinking” for super-resolution reconstruction. (b) Top: segment diagram (similar to the one used in Figure 4.1) of the DNA nanotube monomers used for creating five barcodes for super-resolution imaging. Bottom: super-resolution images of the five barcodes shown in each channel separately and as an overlay of all channels. Scale bar: 100 nm. (c) Super-resolution image showing all five barcodes in one mixture. The inset shows the diffraction-limited image of one of the barcodes. Scale bar: 250 nm.
4.5 More Complex Geometries

DNA nanostructures with non-linear geometry could be assembled to generate more sophisticated barcodes. Figure 5 shows how three ~400 nm DNA tubes were linked to the outer edge of a ~60 nm DNA ring through hybridization between staple extensions (Figure 4.5a, inset). Fluorescently labeling the ring and the far end of the nanotubes generated a three-point-star-like structure clearly resolvable under fluorescence microscopy. TIRF microscopy and TEM studies (Figure 4.5b, Supplementary Figures S.1.15 and S.1.16z) revealed that about 50% of successfully folded barcodes featured three nanotubes surrounding the ring with a roughly 120° angle between each other as designed, while many other barcodes had significantly biased angles between neighboring nanotubes due to the semi-flexible double-stranded DNA linker between the ring and the nanotubes. It is conceivable that by using a similar design to connect three identical “satellite” linear barcodes to a central hub (here the three satellite barcodes may share the hub as a common fluorescently labeled zone), one can construct barcodes with triplicated encoding redundancy with reliability. In addition, more rigid linkers between the ring and the protrusions (e.g. multi-helix DNA with strand crossovers) can be employed to enforce better-defined barcode geometry.

4.5.1 DNA-PAINT-based DNA origami barcodes

4.6 DNA Barcodes attached to cells

Modifying barcodes with functional ligands such as antibodies and aptamers would allow them to tag specific biological samples and serve as multiplexed in situ imaging probes. In a proof-of-principle experiment, the GRG barcode was used to tag wild-type Candida albicans yeast. The yeast cells were first mixed with a biotinylated polyclonal antibody specific to C. albicans, then coated with a layer of streptavidin and incubated with biotinylated GRG barcodes (Figure 4.6a). TIRF microscopy revealed the barcodes attached to the bottom surface of the yeast cells (Figure 4.6b, top panel and Supplementary Figure S.1.17). While some of the nanotubes landed awkwardly on the uneven cell walls of the yeast cells, a number of GRG barcodes can be clearly observed. In contrast, no barcode tagging was
Figure 4.5: Fluorescent barcode with non-linear geometry. (a) Schematic. Three identical ~400-nm long DNA nanotubes are linked to the outer edge of a DNA ring with diameter of ~60 nm through the hybridization between staple extensions. The ring and the end of the tube are labeled by Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red), respectively. (b) A representative TIRF microscope image of the barcode shown in (a). Scale bar: 5 µm.
observed when non-biotinylated antibodies or barcodes were used to treat the yeasts (Figure 4.6b, bottom panel and Supplementary Figure S.1.17), suggesting that little to no non-specific interaction existed between the barcode and the cell surface.

4.7 Discussion

In summary, we have constructed a new kind of geometrically-encoded fluorescent barcode using DNA origami-based self-assembly. We took advantage of the mechanical rigidity of the multi-helix-bundle architecture, the addressable surface and spatial organizing power of the DNA-origami nanotube, as well as the programmable linkage between multiple DNA nanostructures to build a modular, robust yet easy-to-handle barcoding system. It differs from previously reported optically decodable barcoding systems in the following three aspects: First, and most notably, the DNA origami-based barcodes are 400 to 800 nm in length, making them potentially useful to serve as in situ single molecule imaging probes to tag sub-cellular entities such as surface protein markers (as demonstrated in the yeast tagging experiment), chromosomes, mitochondria and microtubules, which generally range from 500 nm to 20 µm in size. Making use of the super-resolution barcode system, one could envision ex and in situ imaging of a wide variety of biomolecules such as mRNA or proteins simultaneously by using tagging techniques based on hybridization or SNAP tags [54, 78, 85, 87]. The system also fulfills a technological challenge to build robust finite-size optical barcodes with its smallest feature approaching or even smaller than the diffraction limit of visible light.

Second, the barcodes presented here are massively self-assembled in parallel (typically 1011 molecules per barcode species in one 50 µL folding reaction) exclusively through DNA hybridization. Unlike previous constructions, the synthesizing and purification processes require no enzymatic reactions [55], genomic engineering [105], photolithography [128], electrochemical etching [35] or microfluidic devices [51, 128]. This makes the barcodes easy to reproduce in a typical biochemistry lab. The barcodes could be functionalized to display sequence-specific probes simply through DNA-origami staple extensions. Third, the robustness and
Figure 4.6: Tagging yeast cells with the GRG barcodes as *in situ* imaging probes. (a) Cartoon illustrating the tagging mechanism. The biotinylated barcodes are anchored on the yeast cell through streptavidin molecules bound to biotinylated polyclonal antibodies coated on the yeast surface. Only two of the ten biotinylated staples on the barcode are shown here for clarity. (b) Overlaid microscope images (acquired in bright field and TIRF) of the yeast cells treated with the barcodes. Top: yeast cells treated as illustrated in (a). Bottom: negative control: yeast cells treated with non-biotinylated barcodes. Scale bars: 5 µm.
programmability of the DNA origami-based platform allows us to achieve high multiplexing capability.

Here, we successfully constructed 216 barcode species that were decoded in one pool, while the previously reported sub-micrometer-sized fluorescent barcodes contained no more than 11 distinct barcodes [51, 93, 75, 96]. Even compared to the prior art of producing multi-color fluorescent barcodes that are less than 10 µm in size, our system is among the few examples [51, 55] that demonstrated more than 100 codes in practice. To the best of our knowledge, the only system that demonstrated larger numbers of barcodes coexisting in a homogenous solution is the NanoString nCounter [55]. However, the reporter probes of the NanoString (~7 kb double-stranded RNA-DNA-hybrid molecules) require combing to make the codes resolvable, making them fundamentally unsuitable as in situ imaging probes. In contrast, the DNA origami-based barcodes maintain their structural integrity when applied to cell surfaces, suggesting their promising application as in situ imaging makers. Furthermore, the combination of the DNA-PAINT imaging technique and the DNA-origami-based nanotubes allowed us to create the first nanoscopic “super-resolution” barcodes while maintaining multiplexing power.

To give an idea of the number of achievable different codes consider the incorporation of 12 fluorescently-labeled zones into the 800-nm long dimer nanotube and using all possible equimolar combinations of the RGB fluorophore. An enormous number ($7^{12} \approx 1.4 \times 10^{17}$) of barcode species can be generated. Using DNA-PAINT as a readout technique also makes the system less prone to fluorescent labeling errors, as the “imager strands” are replenished from solution during the acquisition process. Finally, the fact that the barcodes can be resolved using epi-fluorescence microscopy makes them more adaptive and implies their possible application in deep tissue labeling in the future.

### 4.8 Future Directions

We note that barcode design and experimental procedures can be refined to minimize the false-positive rate of the dual-labeled-zone barcodes. For example, fluorophores with higher quantum efficiency and less susceptibility to photobleaching (e.g. Atto dyes or quantum dots) could be used to improve imaging quality.
Higher quality staples (e.g., enzymatically produced and HPLC purified) could be used to fold the barcode to enhance fluorescent labeling efficiency by minimizing the number of missing or truncated staple extensions in the binding zones. Barcodes could be purified under more gentle conditions (e.g. recover DNA from agarose gel through electro-elution \[8\] instead of crush-and-soak) to reduce the possibility of breaking a dimer nanotube into two monomers. The purified barcodes could be chemically cross-linked \[129\] to improve their thermal and mechanical stability. Redundant coding could be built into the barcode to generate more reliable readouts. In practice, it is likely that a small number of distinct codes could be sufficient to label the targets of interest. For those applications, one could selectively use the most robust subset of the barcode library. A larger library of barcodes may be achieved through more sophisticated geometrical and intensity encoding, which is made possible by our growing ability to build more complicated DNA nanostructures and to optically resolve features below the diffraction limit. As computational power and image-processing technology advance, future barcode analysis systems should run more accurately. In the future, we expect our barcode technology to interface with the rapidly growing protein/antibody library technology to yield a powerful imaging toolbox for single-molecule studies of biological events and biomedical diagnostics.

4.9 Materials and Methods

4.9.1 Materials

Non-modified DNA Oligonucleotides were purchased from Bioneer Inc. (Alameda, CA). Fluorescently-modified DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technology (Coralville, IA) and Biosynthesis (Lewisville, TX). Polyclonal antibodies to \textit{C. albicans} were purchased from Thermo Scientific (Rockford, IL). Streptavidin was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Glass slides and coverslips were purchased from VWR (Radnor, PA). All other reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). M13mp18 scaffold strand for the DNA origami drift markers was obtained from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA).
4.9.2 Design of the nano-barcodes

The main-body of the linear nano-barcode is a DNA six-helix-bundle (6hb) nanotube dimer designed using the caDNAno software (http://cadnano.org). The structure of the barcode is illustrated as a strand diagram in Figure S.1.1. Staples in the fluorescent labeling zones were extended at the 3' end with 21-base long single-stranded overhangs (handles) for fluorescent labeling (see table S.1.1 for staple extension sequences). In addition, ten staples (five per monomer, shown as magenta strands in the diagram) were extended at the 5' end with biotin. The three-point star-like barcode is self-assembled from three identical DNA 6hb nanotube monomers and a DNA 6hb ring. Here, 12 handles protrude out from a helix on the outer edge of the ring. Three of them serve as sticky-ends to link with the 6hb nanotubes while the other nine are used for fluorescent labeling. The 6hb nanotube carries a handle at the front end to serve as the complementary sticky-end and 24 handles at the rear end for fluorescent labeling. The design is illustrated as a strand diagram in Figure S.1.1, and the staple extension sequences used in this design are listed in table S.1.2.

4.9.3 Self-assembly of the nano-barcodes

To fold the ~800 nm DNA nanotube based barcode, the monomer nanotubes were each assembled and fluorescently labeled in a separate test tube and then mixed together to form the dimer. The assembly of the monomer was accomplished in a one-pot reaction by mixing 100 nM scaffold strands (7,308-base long, termed p7308, see table S.1.4 for sequence) derived from M13 bacteriophage with a pool of oligonucleotide staple strands (600 nM of each; reverse-phase cartridge purified) in folding buffer containing 5 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM MgCl$_2$, 50 mM NaCl (pH 8) and subjecting the mixture to a thermal-annealing ramp that cooled from 80 °C to 60 °C over the course of 80 minutes and then from 60 °C to 24 °C over 15 hours. Excessive staples were removed from the folded nanotubes by polyethylene glycol fractionation [102].

To fluorescently label the nanotubes, desired DNA oligonucleotides with complementary sequences to the handles (termed anti-handles, see table S.1.3 for sequences) were added to the monomers (1.2:1 molar ratio between anti-handles and handles) and the hybridization was carried out at 37 °C for two hours. For
dimerization, stoichiometric amounts of the two fluorescently-labeled monomers were mixed and incubated at 16 °C overnight. The final product was loaded on a non-denaturing, 1.5% agarose gel and electrophoresed at 3V/cm in ice-cold 0.5× TBE buffer containing 10 mM MgCl₂ for 3.5 hours. It is important not to expose the fluorescently-labeled nanotube dimers to elevated temperature, (>25°C) to avoid cross-contamination because some handles in different fluorescent-labeling zones share the same oligonucleotide sequence (Table S.1.1). The desired band was excised and the nanotube dimers were recovered from the agarose gel using a pellet-pestle method [96]. To prepare an equimolar mixture of 2, 27, 72 or 216 barcodes, all the barcode species involved were folded, labeled and dimerized separately and then mixed at equal molar ratio for agarose gel electrophoresis purification.

To produce the three-point star-like barcode, the DNA nanotube was folded and labeled as described above, and the DNA ring was prepared under similar conditions, with the p3024 scaffold (3,024-base long circular ssDNA derived from pBluescript vector, see table S.1.4 for sequence), staple and MgCl₂ concentration changed to 25 nM, 125 nM (each) and 10 mM, respectively. The labeled ring and the nanotube were then purified separately through agarose gel electrophoresis, mixed together at a 1:3 molar ratio and incubated at 37 °C overnight. The final product was purified via gel electrophoresis as described above.

4.9.4 Tagging yeast cells with nano-barcodes

C. albicans yeast cells were suspended in 150 μL of PBS buffer (cells per microliter). 1 μL of 4 mg/mL polyclonal antibody (with or without biotin label) was added to this suspension and allowed to bind to the cell surface for 15 min. The yeasts were then spun in a desktop centrifuge at 4000 rcf for 15 min to form a pellet and washed with 150 μL of PBS buffer twice. The antibody-coated cells were then resuspended in 150 μL of PBS buffer and mixed with 2 μL of 10 mg/mL streptavidin. After incubating for 10 min, the cells were again spun and washed as described above. The cell pellet was then resuspended in 150 μL of PBS buffer containing 10 mM MgCl₂ and 0.05% Tween-20 (termed PBS+ buffer here) and treated with 2 μL of 2 nM biotinylated or non-biotinylated GRG nano-barcode. After 30 min incubation on a desktop shaker, the yeast cells were pelleted and washed three times.
with 150 µL of PBS+ buffer.

4.9.5 Sample preparation for fluorescence imaging

A piece of coverslip (No. 1.5, 18 18 mm², ~0.17 mm thick) and a glass slide (3 1 inch², 1 mm thick) were sandwiched together by two strips of double-side tapes to form a flow chamber with inner volume of ~15 µL. First, 20 µL of biotin-labeled bovine albumin (1 mg/mL, dissolved in Buffer A (10 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20, pH 7.5) was flowed into the chamber and incubated for 2 min. The chamber was then washed using 20 µL of Buffer A twice. 20 µL of streptavidin (0.5 mg/mL, dissolved in Buffer A) was then flowed through the chamber and allowed to bind for 2 min. After washing twice with 20 µL of Buffer B (5 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05% Tween-20 pH 8, supplemented with 2.5 mM protocatechuic acid, 10 nM protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase and 1 mM Trolox), 20 µL of biotin-labeled nano-barcodes (10 pM in Buffer B) were finally flowed into the chamber and incubated for 2 min. The chamber was washed using 20 µL of buffer B three times, sealed with nail polish and mounted on the sample stage of a microscope with the coverslip facing the objective. For DNA-PAINT imaging, samples were prepared as described above. The final imaging buffer solution contained 20 nM ATTO488, Cy3b and ATTO655 labeled imager strands in Buffer B, respectively. For the three-point star-shape barcode and the yeast cells, 5 µL of specimen was directly deposited on the glass slide, covered immediately with a piece of coverslip, sealed with nail polish and incubated for 5 min before being mounted onto the sample stage.

4.9.6 Diffraction-limited fluorescence imaging

Fluorescence imaging was carried out on an inverted Leica DM1600B, microscope (Buffalo Grove, IL) applying an objective-type TIRF configuration using a Leica TIRF illuminator with an oil-immersion objective (HCX PL APO 100/1.47 oil CORR TIRF). Additional lenses were used to achieve a final imaging magnification of ~112 fold, corresponding to a pixel size of ~71 nm. A 488 nm solid state laser (JDS Uniphase, FCD 488-10), a 561 nm solid state laser (LASOS YLK6110) and a 635 nm diode laser (BSR, ChromaLase 635) were used for TIRF excitation. Laser beams were filtered with cleanup filters (zet488x, zet561x, 635x) and coupled into
the microscope objective using a multi-band beamsplitter (zt488, zt561, zt635). Emitted light was spectrally filtered with emission filters (ET525/36, ET600/32, ET705/72) and imaged on an EMCCD camera (Hamamatsu C9100-02, Hamamatsu, Japan). Exposure times were 1 s for 488 nm excitation and 700 ms for 561 and 635 nm excitations. Two consecutive images were taken for the same area of sample, then averaged to yield the final image. The laser beam alignment and imaging processes were automatically controlled by the Leica LAS software. The TIRF images were processed using ImageJ and a custom software for decoding (see the decoding software section).

For epi-fluorescence imaging, the full-spectrum light generated from a mercury lamp was filtered through desired filters (470/40, 560/40 and 645/30 for blue, green and red channel, respectively) to serve as excitation source. The same beam splitter and emission filters were used as in the TIRF mode. The exposure time for all channels was 2 seconds. For the barcode treated yeast sample, an additional bright field image was taken to show the profile of the cells.

4.9.7 DNA-PAINT IMAGING

Super-resolution fluorescence imaging using DNA-PAINT was carried out on two different microscope systems. Figure 4 and Figure S.1.14 were acquired on an inverted Zeiss LSM 710 ELYRA PS.1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) applying an objective-type total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) configuration using an oil immersion objective (63x alpha Plan Apo, NA 1.46, Oil, Zeiss). An additional 1.6 magnification was used to obtain a final imaging magnification of ~160 fold, corresponding to a pixel size of 100 nm. Samples were imaged using custom made microscopic chambers. Three lasers (λ=488 nm, 100 mW, λ=561 nm, 100 mW and λ=642 nm, 100 mW) were used for TIRF excitation. The laser beam was coupled into the microscope objective using a multi-band beamsplitter. Emitted light was spectrally filtered with an emission filter (BP 495-575/LP 750 for ATTO488 imaging, BP 570-655/LP 750 for Cy3b imaging and LP 655 for ATTO655 imaging) and imaged on an EMCCD camera (Andor iXon 3, Andor Technologies, North Ireland). 5000 frames were recorded at a frame rate of 50 Hz for each color channel sequentially.

Figure S.1.13 was acquired on an inverted Nikon Ti-E microscope (Nikon
Instruments, Melville, NY) with the Perfect Focus System, applying an objective-type TIRF configuration using a Nikon TIRF illuminator with an oil-immersion objective (100 Plan Apo, NA 1.49, Oil, Nikon). An additional 1.5x magnification was used to obtain a final imaging magnification of ~150 fold, corresponding to a pixel size of 107 nm. Three lasers (\(\lambda=491\) nm, 100 mW, \(\lambda=561\) nm, 75 mW and \(\lambda=640\) nm, 30 mW, BSR) were used for TIRF excitation. The laser beam was filtered with a cleanup filter (488/20 for ATTO488 imaging, 561/20 for Cy3b imaging and 642/20 for ATTO655 imaging, all Chroma Technologies) and coupled into the microscope objective using a multi-band beamsplitter (zt635/640/561 for ATTO488 imaging, 660/561/638rpc, Chroma Technologies). Emitted light was spectrally filtered with an emission filter (525/50 for ATTO488 imaging, 600/50 for Cy3b imaging and 700/75 for ATTO655 imaging, all Chroma Technologies) and imaged on an EMCCD camera (Hamamatsu ImagEM C-9100-13, Hamamatsu, Japan). 5000 frames were recorded at a frame rate of 10 Hz for each color channel sequentially.

Super-resolution images were reconstructed using spot-finding and two-dimensional Gaussian fitting algorithms programmed in LabVIEW [144]. A simplified version of this software is available for download at www.e14.ph.tum.de. Images were drift corrected, and the different channels were aligned using DNA origami drift markers with binding sites for all three imager strands (see Figure S.1.d). The origami structure is based on Rothemund's rectangular-shaped origami [135]. The black staple strands in the strand diagram were randomly extended with two out of three docking/handle strands for DNA-PAINT imaging. The resulting structure displays ~80 binding sites on average for the red, green and blue imager strands, respectively. This high density of binding sites ensure that at any given time one or more image strands will be in the bound state. This makes the structures ideal for systematic drift correction in each channel. Because the structures are imaged in each channel at the same positions, they can be used to correct offsets and align the red, green and blue channel accordingly.

4.9.8 Automated characterization of the geometry of BRG and GRG barcodes

For the purpose of assessing barcode geometry, we chose BRG and GRG barcodes as examples. The software first determined the centroids of all visible spots in
the diffraction-limited TIRF images based on their fluorescence intensities. The centroid of a spot was defined as the brightest central pixel in a 3-pixel by 3-pixel region. The software processed blue, green and red fluorescence channels independently to identify all the centroids in each channel (Figure S.1.4). It then superimposed the three channels and found the correct barcodes based on the design blueprint. The distances between the neighboring fluorescently-labeled zones were calculated as the distances between the centroids of the adjacent spots on a barcode. The barcode bending angle \( a \) was calculated using the cosine formula as shown below, where \( a \) and \( b \) are the distances between neighboring centroids and \( c \) is the distance between the farthest two centroids within a barcode. The measured parameters are listed in Table S.1.5.

### 4.9.9 Decoding software for diffraction-limited TIRF images

Custom MATLAB scripts were used to decode barcodes from diffraction-limited TIRF images. The software can run in either a supervised or an unsupervised mode. In the supervised mode, each decoded barcode is presented to the user to accept or reject. In unsupervised mode, the software decodes all barcodes without any user input.

The software operates in two steps: First, the software identifies the location and position of barcodes. Second, the software actually decodes the barcode (See Figure 4.7). For step one, the software preprocesses the three-channel TIRF image containing the barcodes (one channel each for fluorescence in the red, green and blue). The image is spatially high-pass filtered to remove slowly spatially varying background illumination. Each color channel is then thresholded independently so that only pixels corresponding to putative barcodes remain. The three-channel thresholded image is then merged to generate a single-channel binary image. The software identifies shapes from the binary image that match the length and width criteria of a barcode. The position and orientation of these shapes are recorded. In step two, the software reads each barcode identified in step one. For each barcode, the software extracts the corresponding region of the original three-channel image. This constitutes the observed barcode. The software then performs a matched filter to compare the observed barcode against a library of all possible reference barcodes. For each reference, three simultaneous correlations are performed, one
in each color channel, while keeping all channels aligned. To reduce computations, these correlations are actually performed on one-dimensional projections of the two-dimensional image of the observed barcode in each channel, so that each fluorescent spot appears as a peak in a one-dimensional trace. The observed barcode is assigned the identity of the reference barcode with the highest combined correlation across all three color channels.

In supervised mode, the computer will present the user with the image of the barcode and its most likely identity. The user can either accept the computer's proposal or manually enter the correct identity of the barcode. In cases where the
software erroneously decodes misshapen or malformed barcodes, the user can reject the barcode entirely. The software finally outputs the counts of all barcode species as well as the coordinates and identity of each individual barcode. In supervised mode, the computer also registers the number of occasions when the user approves the its proposal. For the 72-barcode pool, this agreement rate is approximately 80%.
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Automated DNA origami barcode detection using Bayesian multiple hypothesis testing

5.1 Introduction

The development of next generation microarray and on-chip technologies will depend in part upon advancements in fluorescent reporter molecules and improvements in their detection.

Currently-accepted microarray techniques use at most two spectrally-distinct fluorophores to identify their targets. Recently, however, there has been an explosion in fluorescent reporter approaches that enable an observer to uniquely identify one out of many hundreds of distinct fluorescent encoded reporters. Researchers have explored both combining spectrally-distinct fluorophores in close proximity to create gradations of colors [51, 53, 55, 59, 105, 112, 166], and spatially separating fluorophores to create geometric optical barcodes [17, 36, 55, 59].
In particular, fluorescently-encoded DNA origami \cite{41,135} based nanorods (Chapter 2) provide a promising avenue for DNA based microarray techniques. Instead of identifying microarray targets largely by location, this raises the distinct possibility of also unambiguously identifying targets by fluorescent encoding.

However, programmatically identifying images of these fluorescently-encoded barcodes, presents unique computational challenges that have not yet been explored in the literature. Here, we describe a mathematical formalism that allows us to use computer vision to automatically optimally detect DNA origami-based nanorod barcodes. We take a bayesian inference approach and demonstrate that our implementation allows for $>95\%$ correct barcode identification when tested against barcodes pre-selected to be well formed and evenly labeled.

\section*{5.2 System and Methods}

\subsection*{5.2.1 DNA origami nanorod barcodes}

We chose to image DNA origami nanorod barcodes (see Chapter 4). These nanorods consist of mechanically rigid six-helix bundles of DNA with radius 5 nm and length 720 nm decorated with 12 molecules of up to two spectrally-distinct fluorophores at each of three distinct locations along the rod, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The three fluorescing sites are unevenly spaced, with a large gap of $\sim 450$ nm and a small gap of $\sim 270$ nm between the fluorescing sites on each rod, giving the barcodes a visible anisotropy. When using combinations of red, green and blue fluorophores, (Cy5, Cy3 and Alexa Fluor 647, respectively) this allows for a dictionary of six fluorescing symbols at each of the three barcode locations: \{Red, Green, Blue, RedGreen, RedBlue, GreenBlue\}, for a total of $6^3 = 216$ unambiguous species of barcode.

We chose to work with this particular form of fluorescently-encoded barcodes as opposed to others because this form offer the largest published number of distinct barcode species to date, has the advantage of being massively self-assembled in parallel and creates barcodes of suitably small size so as to be useful for future microarray applications.

The barcodes are, in fact, so small that the distance between fluorescing sites is
Figure 5.1: Cartoon of of DNA origami nanorod barcodes (not to scale) . (a) The barcode is a composed of a six helix-bundle of DNA, 5 nm in diameter and 720nm long, decorated at three fluorescing sites with 12 molecules of up to two spectrally distinct fluorophores per site. The barcode has an inherent anisotropy due to the uneven spacing of three fluorescing sites (large gap on the left, smaller gap on the right). The barcode shown is of species RedGreen–RedBlue-Blue. (b) The barcodes use a combination of red (R), green (G), and blue (B) fluorescent molecules, providing a dictionary of six fluorescing symbols at each of the three barcode locations \{R, G, B, RG, RB, GB\}, for a total of $6^3 = 216$ distinct barcode species. In composite images RG appears yellow, RB appears purple and GB appears turquoise.
often smaller than a wavelength of light. As a result, when the barcodes are imaged on a flat surface, the distinct fluorescent sites appear to blend into one another (see Figure 5.2). This becomes one of the primary challenges facing any computer vision barcode identification software—namely to decode the barcode even when there is overlap between individual diffraction-limited fluorescent spots.

**Figure 5.2:** Fluorescent images of DNA origami nanorod barcodes. (a) Composite image. Scale bar is 100 µm. (b) Inset of dashed region in a. Scale bar is 10 µm. (c) A single barcode of species RedGreen–RedBlue-Blue. (Inset of dashed region in c.) Scale bar is 500 nm.

### 5.2.2 Sample Preparation

Barcodes were prepared using the same technique described in Chapter 4. For imaging, the biotin-labeled barcodes were immobilized on a glass coverslide functionalized with biotin-streptavidin linkers.

### 5.2.3 Imaging

Barcodes were imaged on a Leica DM1600 microscope using a 100x oil-immersion objective, under total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF). For details, see
Chapter 4. Briefly, the red, green and blue channel images of the barcodes were recorded using 635 nm, 561 nm and 488 nm laser light, respectively, from diode pumped solid state lasers (BSR, ChromaLase 635; LASOS YLK6110; and JDS Uniphase, FCD 488-10) Emitted light was spectrally filtered with emission filters (ET525/36, ET600/32, ET705/72) and imaged onto an electron-multiplying CCD camera (Hamamatsu C9100-02, Hamamatsu, Japan). Table 5.1 lists exposure times and other image information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>1 px ≈ 71.4 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1,000 px × 1,000 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Depth</td>
<td>14 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>700 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Image properties.

5.2.4 Task at Hand

To be useful for microarray or other diagnostic applications, it is important for any computer vision software to be able to automatically detect and decode large quantities of barcodes robustly and accurately with little or no user input. Here, we restrict ourselves to immobilized barcodes laying flat on a glass slide, but we demand that our software solution tolerate likely real-world complexities including the presence of inhomogeneous spatial illumination, background fluorescence and modest flexing of the barcodes. Even so, we demand that the barcodes be evenly fluorescently labeled, so that the same number of fluorophores are present on each fluorescing spot. While only a modest percentage of barcodes manufactured using current techniques meet this criteria, DNA barcode technology is in its infancy, and we are confident that manufacturing quality and robustness will improve dramatically in coming years. For now, we pre-screen for barcodes that have even fluorescence.

In the following sections, we develop an optimal mathematical framework and software implementation for identifying the location and orientation of barcodes.
and then decoding them.

5.3 Theory

To automatically detect and decode a barcode from its three-channel image, the software must systematically scan through the image, detect the location of each barcode and decide which of the 216 reference barcode species best fits the observed barcode. Assigning the best fitting reference barcode is performed by the Bayesian multiple hypothesis tests to be described shortly. Before performing the tests, the raw image data must be conditioned to remove DC offsets and scaling introduced by the optical system and by the camera’s charge-coupled-device (CCD) detector.

5.3.1 Conditioning the Raw Image

The first step in processing the image is removing the offsets and correcting the scaling, both of which vary across the image as a consequence of the illumination and optical system properties (See Figure 5.3a). We begin by describing the signals and their sources.

The voltage $V(r)$ at a pixel $r$ in the detector is the sum of a term that is proportional to the number of incident photons, a DC offset $V_o(r)$ that can slowly vary from pixel to pixel, and thermal noise $v_t$ that we assume is Gaussian and zero-mean,

$$V(r) = V_o(r) + c \cdot \text{Photons}(r) + v_t,$$

where $c$ is the conversion constant that relates the number of photons to voltage.

In our system, laser light at one wavelength is incident on the sample and stimulates a fluorophore to emit photons at another wavelength that passes through a narrowband filter to reach the detector. Photons that reach the detector must have been emitted either from fluorophores located in the barcodes themselves $f$ or from contaminants and impurities in the background media $b$, which consists of a glass slide and buffer. In both cases, we model the number of photons that are emitted as proportional to the number of incident photons,
Figure 5.3: The raw image must be conditioned to remove offsets and to correct scaling. For all images, scalebar is 10 µm. (a) The raw red channel image (1000 px by 1000 px) of DNA origami barcodes is shown along with its projections onto the $x$- and $y$-axes of the image. The raw image has a large offset and the background varies slowly. (b) The conditioned red channel image is shown with projections onto the $x$ and $y$ axes. The background of the conditioned image has a mean that is constant and nearly zero. (c) Image of only the red channel background, at magnified scale. This image, which has been smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian of width $\sigma = 10$ px, was taken under the same conditions as a. It contains slide and buffer, without any barcodes. This image is used to correct for uneven illumination, visible as the glowing spot towards the left. (d) Dark red channel image taken with neither slide, nor buffer, nor illumination, is used to correct for DC camera offset. This image has also been smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian of width $\sigma = 10$ px.
\[ f(\mathbf{r}) = \gamma_{ex}(\mathbf{r}) q_f(\mathbf{r}) \] (5.2)
\[ b(\mathbf{r}) = \gamma_{ex}(\mathbf{r}) q_b. \] (5.3)

Here, \( \gamma_{ex}(\mathbf{r}) \) is the slowly varying position-dependent intensity of the excitation laser; \( q_f(\mathbf{r}) \) describes the position-dependent fluorescent efficiency of the barcodes independent of illumination; and \( q_b \) is the background fluorescent efficiency of the media which is assumed to be independent of position and illumination. The term \( q_f \) is itself composed of light from fluorophores at positions \( \mathbf{r}_i \), each modulated by the point spread function (PSF) \( h \) of the optical system

\[ q_f(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_{j} a_j \delta(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_j) \ast h(\mathbf{r}). \] (5.4)

Here \( a_j \) is a factor that accounts for intensity variations due to inconsistent fluorescent labeling during barcode assembly, and the star denotes the convolution operation.

The contributions of the terms in Eq. 5.1 can be evaluated by acquiring auxiliary images. The offset and thermal detector noise are present in a dark image taken when the laser is off, for example. The background media noise and spatially varying illumination become visible in an image taken with the laser on and with media present but with no barcode samples. The final image, of course, has all of these plus DNA barcodes in the media. The voltages recorded in these cases are

\[ V_{\text{dark}}(\mathbf{r}) = V_o(\mathbf{r}) + v_t \] (5.5)
\[ V_{\text{back}}(\mathbf{r}) = V_o(\mathbf{r}) + c \cdot b(\mathbf{r}) + v_t \] (5.6)
\[ V_{\text{fluor}}(\mathbf{r}) = V_o(\mathbf{r}) + c \cdot [f(\mathbf{r}) + b(\mathbf{r})] + v_t \] (5.7)

corresponding to Figure 5.3d, c and a, respectively.

The offset and illumination intensity vary over the length of the image but are constant over the length of a barcode. To characterize the variations while removing rapid noise fluctuations, the dark and background images are smoothed over a length scale large compared to a barcode but small compared to the entire image. These smoothed images are then subtracted and divided to remove the DC offset.
and compensate for the spatially varying illumination, respectively, producing a unitless conditioned image (Figure 5.3b),

\[ U(r) = \frac{V_{\text{fluor}}(r) - \bar{V}_{\text{back}}(r)}{V_{\text{back}}(r) - V_{\text{dark}}(r)}, \tag{5.8} \]

where \( \sim \) denotes smoothing. Substituting Eq. 5.2 gives

\[ U(r) = \frac{c \cdot [f(r) + b(r) - \bar{b}(r)] + v_t}{c \cdot b(r)} \tag{5.9} \]

Note that \( V_0(r) = V_{\text{fluor}}(r) \) and \( \gamma_{\text{ex}}(r) = \gamma_{\text{ex}}(r) \) since both are assumed to be slowly varying. Substituting further, and recalling that the means of the noise terms are zero, gives

\[ U(r) = \frac{c \cdot \gamma_{\text{ex}}(r) q_{f}(r) + v_t}{c \gamma_{\text{ex}}(r) q_{b}} \tag{5.10} \]

or

\[ U(r) = \frac{q_{f}(r)}{q_{b}} + \frac{v_t}{c \gamma_{\text{ex}}(r) q_{b}}. \tag{5.11} \]

The first term is the fundamental fluorophore distribution; the second term is thermal noise scaled by the local intensity of illumination; while the factor \( q_b \) is a constant. This conditioned thermal noise term is zero-mean and Gaussian to reasonable approximation, as will be verified later.

Now that the spatially-varying offset and illumination have been removed, we turn to the problem of barcode identification. Since performing multiple-hypothesis testing on a two-dimensional dataset is computationally intensive, we start with a simple one-dimensional identification problem.

### 5.3.2 One dimension, single channel

In the one-dimensional problem, we assume that there are \( K \) possible one-dimensional reference signals in a system with zero-mean additive Gaussian noise \( n \), such that for any reference \( m_k \), the observed signal \( u = m_k + n \). Collecting each signal into a data vector gives

\[ u = m + n, \tag{5.12} \]
Given a noisy observation, \( u \), we seek the most likely corresponding reference, or model signal \( m_k \).

The inverse probability that the \( k \)th reference signal \( m_k \) is present when the data vector \( u \) is observed is given by Bayes’ theorem

\[
p(m_k|u) = \frac{p(u|m_k)p(m_k)}{p(u)}, \tag{5.13}
\]

where \( p(u|m_k) \) is the forward probability or likelihood of seeing data \( u \) given the presence of model \( m_k \), \( p(m_k) \) is the prior probability that model \( m_k \) is present, and \( p(u) \) is a normalization constant \([77]\). We seek to compute the inverse probability for each possible reference \( m_k \), \( k = 1, 2, 3 \ldots K \) and select the largest, which is the one most likely to fit the observed data.

While testing a particular observed signal \( u \) against all models, the denominator is constant and independent of \( k \). Maximizing \( p(m_k|u) \) is therefore equivalent to finding the model \( k \) that maximizes the product \( p(u|m_k)p(m_k) \). In the present case, where all barcodes are equally probable, \( p(m_k) = 1/K \) and the search simplifies to finding the maximum likelihood

\[
L_k = p(u|m_k). \tag{5.14}
\]

This is termed the maximum likelihood solution.

The probability \( p(u|m_k) \) of observing \( u \) given the reference \( m_k \) is simply the probability that the difference \( u - m_k \) between the signal and the reference is generated by noise. This is given by the multivariate probability density function for the random Gaussian variable \( u - m_k \),

\[
L_k = p(u|m_k) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^N \det |R_n|}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (u - m_k)^T R_n^{-1} (u - m_k) \right] \tag{5.15}
\]

where \( N \) is the length of vector \( u \); \( R_n \) is the noise covariance matrix; \( \det |\cdot| \) is the matrix determinant; and \( T \) denotes the transpose operation \([77,157]\).

For the case of identical independently distributed (IID) Gaussian noise,

\[
R_n = \sigma^2 I \tag{5.16}
\]
where $\mathbf{I}$ is the identity matrix and $\sigma^2$ is the variance of the noise. The probability thus reduces further to

$$L_k = \frac{1}{\sigma^N \sqrt{(2\pi)^N}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{m}_k)^T (\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{m}_k)}{2N\sigma^2} \right].$$

(5.17)

The exponent is simply the energy contained in the sequence $\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{m}_k$ divided by the energy of a sequence of noise of length $N$ and variance $\sigma^2$. We recognize parallels to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of statistical mechanics $]\text{131]}$, whereby high-energy sequences (in this case ones where the model is a poor match to the observed signal) are unlikely to be generated by random noise.

As mentioned, we find the $\mathbf{m}_k$, or rather just the index $k$, that produces the maximum likelihood in equation $]\text{5.17]}$, that is,

$$\max_k \{L_k\} = \max_k \left\{ \frac{1}{\sigma^N \sqrt{(2\pi)^N}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{m}_k)^T (\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{m}_k)}{2N\sigma^2} \right] \right\}.$$  

(5.18)

This equation leads directly to implementation with a classic bank of matched filters that compares observed and reference waveforms $]\text{72,157]}$.

This equation has another interpretation as well. Since $\sigma$ and $N$ are independent of $k$, and since the exponential is a monotonically increasing function of its argument, maximizing the likelihood across $k$ is equivalent to minimizing the energy of the difference between the observation and the reference across $k$

$$\max_k \{p(\mathbf{m}_k|\mathbf{u})\} = \min_k \left\{ (\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{m}_k)^T (\mathbf{u} - \mathbf{m}_k) \right\}.$$  

(5.19)

Note that the Bayesian hypothesis test is equivalent in this case to finding the $k$ that minimizes the mean squared error between observation and reference. This is clear by rewriting this expression explicitly in terms of a sum over the components in the waveform vectors,

$$\max_k \{p(\mathbf{m}_k|\mathbf{u})\} = \min_k \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{N} (u_j - m_{k,j})^2 \right\}.$$  

(5.20)

Thus, for the one-dimensional barcode case, the Bayesian hypothesis test is equivalent to both classic matched filter and least-mean-squared-error (LMSE) detec-
tion strategies. All are strictly optimum strategies for the problem posed here.

5.3.3 One Dimension, Multiple Channels

We now consider a system where each reference \( m_k \) consists of three one-dimensional vectors \( m_{k1} \), \( m_{k2} \) and \( m_{k3} \), each of length \( N \). Each will correspond to the portion of the reference contained in a different channel so that there are still \( K \) references. Analogously, the signal \( u \) also consists of three one-dimensional observations \( u_1 \), \( u_2 \) and \( u_3 \), each in its own channel and each channel has zero-mean additive IID Gaussian noise with variances \( \sigma_1^2 \), \( \sigma_2^2 \) and \( \sigma_3^2 \), respectively. As we will see later, these channels can be thought of as the red, green and blue channels in a one-dimensional composite color image.

Because the three channels are independent, the likelihood that signal \( u \) is observed when \( m_k \) is present simply factors into the product of the individual likelihoods. Namely, it is the likelihood that \( u_1 \) is observed when \( m_{k1} \) is present times the likelihood that \( u_2 \) is observed when \( m_{k2} \) is present times the likelihood that \( u_3 \) is observed when \( m_{k3} \) is present

\[
L_k = p(u|m_k) = p(u_1|m_{k1})p(u_2|m_{k2})p(u_3|m_{k3}).
\] (5.21)

As before, we can factor out and ignore terms that have no \( k \) dependence. Thus, the maximum likelihood model \( k \) corresponds to finding \( k \) that minimizes the

\[
L_k = \frac{1}{(\sigma_1\sigma_2\sigma_3)^N(2\pi)^{3N/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(u - m_{k1})^T(u - m_{k1})}{2N\sigma_1^2} \right. \\
\left. \frac{(u - m_{k2})^T(u - m_{k2})}{2N\sigma_2^2} \right. \\
\left. \frac{(u - m_{k3})^T(u - m_{k3})}{2N\sigma_3^2} \right].
\] (5.22)
quantity on the right below:

\[
\max_k \{L_k\} = \min_k \left\{ \frac{(\mathbf{u}_1 - \mathbf{m}_{k1})^T(\mathbf{u}_1 - \mathbf{m}_{k1})}{\sigma_1^2} + \frac{(\mathbf{u}_2 - \mathbf{m}_{k2})^T(\mathbf{u}_2 - \mathbf{m}_{k2})}{\sigma_2^2} + \frac{(\mathbf{u}_3 - \mathbf{m}_{k3})^T(\mathbf{u}_3 - \mathbf{m}_{k3})}{\sigma_3^2} \right\}
\] (5.23)

As before, this maximum likelihood formalism leads to a classic matched filter bank and is the optimal solution to finding the identity of the barcode.

### 5.4 Implementation

To identify and decode our barcodes, we start with three conditioned images, \(U_1(\mathbf{r}), U_2(\mathbf{r}), U_3(\mathbf{r})\), one each for channels red, green, and blue, respectively. Before we can begin to employ the solution in Eq. (5.23), we must locate the barcodes within our image, normalize the intensities of the barcodes across the three channels and project the barcodes down to a single dimension (See Figure 5.4). Each of these steps requires multiple sequential image manipulations, which are described in detail in the next three sections. At the conclusion of the first, Section 5.4.4, we will have one-dimensional 3-channel projections of our barcodes. Section 5.4.5 describes how the reference signals are generated. Finally, in Section 5.4.6, the barcodes are decoded by comparing the observed signals with the generated references using Eq. (5.23).

#### 5.4.1 Locating the Barcodes

Before we can decode the barcodes, we first must locate them in our image. We locate the barcodes by thresholding away background noise and studying the morphology of the remaining bright image features. Finally, we apply selection criteria to select out only image features that match the shape of a barcode (see Figure 5.5).

To threshold, we generate a smoothed image \(\tilde{U}_i(\mathbf{r})\) for each channel by convolving \(U_i\) with a Gaussian whose width is narrower than that of the point spread func-
Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the implementation. There are multiple image processing steps to prepare the image and locate the barcode before it can be decoded using a Bayesian multiple hypothesis test.
tion in Eq. 5.4. See Figure 5.5b. The user manually selects a threshold \( t_i \) for each of the three channels of the smoothed conditioned image to generate a binary mask,

\[
B_i(r) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } U_i(r) \geq t_i, \\
0 & \text{if } U_i(r) < t_i,
\end{cases} \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, 3
\]  

(5.24)

as in Figure 5.5c. Noise below the threshold is masked out. Recall that unlike the original images, the conditioned images \( U_i \) (Figure 5.5a) have homogeneous zero-mean backgrounds, so a single threshold per channel is sufficient to capture all barcodes. The three channels of binary masks are merged,

\[
B_{\cup} = B_1 \cup B_2 \cup B_3,
\]  

(5.25)

as in Figure 5.5d. \( B_{\cup} \) consists of many small discontiguous islands, here called blobs, against a masked-away zero background. We can locate barcodes by examining the patterns of blobs.

Some barcodes lie entirely within one blob, while others are represented by two or more nearby but distinct blobs—so we must first group together adjacent but distinct blobs. To do this, we dilate the binary mask using standard image processing routines [114] so that closely spaced blobs run together into single larger blobs. We can label the larger blobs and use them to group together their constituent blobs, so that if a barcode is made up of two nearby blobs in \( B_{\cup} \), they both will be labeled together as one blob ensemble.

### Morphological Criteria for Barcode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min Area</td>
<td>24 ( \text{px}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Area</td>
<td>134 ( \text{px}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Length of Major Axis</td>
<td>14 ( \text{px}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Eccentricity</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.2:** Morphological criteria for barcode. Scale: 1 \( \text{px} \approx 71.4 \text{ nm} \).

Each blob ensemble is examined to determine if it represents a barcode. To qualify as a barcode, the area of a blob ensemble must lie in an acceptable range, the major and minor axis of the ellipse that fits its second moment must lie in a range
Figure 5.5 (following page): Image processing steps used to locate barcodes and to normalize the intensity across the three channels. (a) The conditioned image of the barcodes is shown. The three color channels have been merged into a single channel. Color indicates intensity and scale bar is 10 µm long. (b) Each channel of the conditioned image in a has been smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian of width less than that of the average peak width. This decreases noise for thresholding. The three smoothed color channels are shown here merged together, where color indicates intensity. (c) Each channel of the smoothed conditioned image in b is thresholded according to a channel-specific user-specified threshold. The three binary images, one each for channel Red, Green and Blue, are shown in a composite image. By inspecting the thresholded regions in each color channel, the software can measure the mean peak height for each channel. (d) The union of the three binary images in c is shown as a single binary image. Contiguous white patches are called blobs. (e) The binary image in d is dilated. This image is used by the software to group nearby blobs in image d together into blob ensembles. The area and eccentricity of each blob ensemble is inspected, and those that match the criteria of a barcode are flagged as such. Their location and orientation is recorded. (f) The conditioned image normalized by mean peak height in each channel shows uniform fluorescing intensity compared to a. On average the height of peaks in each channel is unity. Here the the three channels are shown merged as one, where color indicates intensity. Dotted lines indicate the location of blob ensembles from d that match the criteria for barcodes.
Figure 5.5: (continued)

a. Conditioned image (merged)

b. Conditioned image + smoothing (merged)

c. Binary thresholded image (composite)

d. Binary thresholded image (merged)

e. Binary thresholded image (merged) + dilation

f. Normalized conditioned image (merged)
consistent with that of a barcode and the ellipse must be sufficiently elongated or eccentric. Table 5.3 lists the pertinent numerical criteria.

The software also records the centroid and the angle of the barcode major axis, which will be used in Section 5.4.4 to rotate the barcode and project it to one dimension.

### 5.4.2 Normalizing Intensity of Each Channel

We continue conditioning the raw image in this section. The average barcode intensity can vary across color channels since it depends on channel-specific characteristics like the fluorophore, illumination wavelength, illumination intensity, and the width of the narrowband filter. These are normalized across channels by dividing the observed intensity in each channel by the mean peak height in that channel, \( \langle g_i \rangle \), where \( i = 1, 2, 3 \) denotes the channel number.

To measure mean peak height, the software first identifies blobs in the binary mask \( B_i \) that have an eccentricity and an area consistent with that of a single peak. It then finds the brightest pixel in each blob that matches the criteria described in Table 5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for Single Peaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Allowed Eccentricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.3:** Criteria for determining if a blob represents a single peak.

The resulting conditioned and normalized image (Figure 5.3f) has barcodes with pixel intensities such that the brightest pixel in an average barcode in any channel will have an intensity of one. Together with information about the locations of the barcodes (Section 5.4.1), this normalized and conditioned image can be used to create one-dimensional barcode intensity profiles (Section 5.4.1) that can then be decoded using the framework described in Section 5.3.3.
5.4.3 Inspecting the Background

The decoding framework described in Section 5.3.3 is designed to operate with zero-mean Gaussian background noise. We verify the nature of the noise by masking away the prospective barcodes using the inverse of the binary mask $B\downarrow$ from Section 5.4.1. The intensity histogram of the background, shown in Figure 5.6, demonstrates that the noise is close to zero mean. The same data plotted on normal probability axes shows that over 90\% of the noise pixels fit a Gaussian distribution. The remainder have lower intensities than expected, so treating them as Gaussian is conservative in the sense that they are unlikely to cause false positives by masquerading as fluorescent markers. The background noise is thus well described by a zero mean Gaussian distribution, and is therefore consistent with the assumptions in our model.

![Figure 5.6](image.png)

Figure 5.6: The background of the normalized and conditioned image is roughly zero mean and Gaussian. (a) A normal probability plot compares the cumulative distribution function of the pixel intensities (blue “+” marks) of the background of the red channel of a normalized condition image containing barcodes with that of a Gaussian (red dashed line.) (b) Histogram shows number of pixels for given intensity ranges. For both a and b the background pixels were collected from the normalized conditioned image by masking away the location of the barcodes and any other bright fluorescent features.
5.4.4 Projecting the Barcode to One Dimension

To decode a barcode using the one-dimensional matched filter described earlier, we need to first project each three-channel barcode image into three one-dimensional intensity profiles \( u_1, u_2, u_3 \). We use the location and orientation of the barcodes found in Section 5.4.1 to rotate the barcode, draw a rectangular bounding box around the barcode and to project it down to a single profile, see Figure 5.7.

For a given barcode, we first rotate each channel of the conditioned image \( U_i(x, y) \) around the barcode’s centroid until the major axis of the barcode lies along the \( x \) axis. We call this rotated image \( U_{\theta,i}(x, y) \). The one-dimensional projection of a barcode in the \( i \)th color channel is then,

\[
u_i = u_i(x) = \frac{1}{2\Delta y \kappa_i} \int_{y_o - \Delta y}^{y_o + \Delta y} U_{\theta,i}(x, y) dy, \tag{5.26}\]

where \( (g)_i \) is the average peak height for this channel described in Section 5.4.2; the rectangular region is centered vertically at \( y_o \) and is \( 2\Delta y \) tall; and \( \kappa \) is a correction factor, the same for all channels, so that the average peak height remains unity even after the projection. \( \kappa \) is the integral of the point spread function \( h \) in the vertical direction

\[
kappa = \int_{-\Delta y}^{\Delta y} h(y) dy \tag{5.27}\]

where \( \Delta y \) is chosen to capture the majority of the energy within \( h \). All rectangular regions have the same height \( \Delta y \). Our analysis models the point-spread function \( h \) as a Gaussian with width \( \sigma_{psf} \),

\[
h(r) = \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{2\sigma_{psf}^2} \right), \tag{5.28}\]

so \( \kappa \) is

\[
\kappa = \frac{\sqrt{2\pi}}{2\Delta y} \text{erf} \left( \frac{\Delta y}{2\sqrt{2}\sigma_{psf}} \right) \tag{5.29}\]

where erf is the error function \[131]\]

\[
erf(z) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^z \exp(-t^2) dt. \tag{5.30}\]
Figure 5.7: Two-dimensional barcode images are projected down to a single dimension. 1 px ≈ 71.4nm. (a) A single barcode is shown. From top to bottom, the Red, Green, Blue and a composite image are shown. These images have already been conditioned and normalized. (b) The one-dimensional projections of the images in a are shown.
Eq. 5.26 provides us with three one-dimensional projections of the barcode intensity with average peak heights of unity and with zero-mean Gaussian noise. These projections are now ready to be compared to a reference to decode the barcode.

5.4.5 Generating References

The last ingredient needed for detection and identification is a bank of reference barcodes to compare against the observed signal. Each reference barcode consists of three one-dimensional traces containing Gaussian peaks of height unity (Eq. 5.28) superposed at the predicted locations of the fluorescent spots.

Although there are only $6^3 = 216$ species of barcodes, the reference bank must be larger to accommodate the many differences in geometry, or microconfigurations, that the barcode can adopt, including:

1. left/right reflections, that is, the small gap can lie to the left or to the right,

2. left/right mis-centering within the rectangular window,

3. variation in the fluorophore spacings arising from the barcode manufacturing process, and

4. bends in the DNA strand resulting in a mild U rather than a linear shape.

These differences are accounted for by varying each barcode reference waveform in half-pixel increments, so that the observed profile $u$ is compared to a bank of references encompassing each possible geometric microconfiguration. Excluding left/right mis-centerings, there are 48 variations that each of the 216 barcode species might adopt, for a total of 10,368 three-channel waveforms in the reference bank. Table 5.4 lists the parameters that are allowed to vary with their ranges.

Left/right translations are handled by a circular convolution operation described in the following section. Note that we are not accounting for differences in fluorescence $a_j$ caused by inefficient labeling during manufacturing, because that would be too computationally intensive. For now, we instead pre-screen barcodes to ensure that they are properly labeled, as discussed in Section 5.7.
Table 5.4: Reference barcode properties. Scale: 1 px ≈ 71.4 nm.

DNA origami manufacturing techniques improve over time, this step will become unnecessary.

Once the bank of references is generated, it is then ready to be used in the multiple hypothesis test to determine the most likely barcode corresponding to a given observed signal, as described below.

5.4.6 Decoding the Barcode

The image processing steps described thus far have prepared the signals for their eventual decoding with a multiple hypothesis test, which is the main task of the software and which we now describe. We test a given observed signal $u$ composed of three one-dimensional traces as in Eq. 5.26, against all 10,368 references, using Eq. 5.23 to identify the most likely one. Expanding this equation for the $i$th channel gives

$$\max_k \{ L_k \} = \max_k \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{2u^T m_{ki} - \|u\|^2 - \|m_{ki}\|^2}{\sigma_i^2} \right\}, \quad (5.31)$$

where $m_{ki}$ is the $k$th reference and $\sigma_i$ the noise, both in the $i$th channel. Note that $\|u\|^2$ is independent of the reference $k$ being used for comparison and can be omitted from the maximization, so that

$$\max_k \{ p(m_k|u) \} = \max_k \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{2u^T m_{ki} - \|m_{ki}\|^2}{\sigma_i^2} \right\}. \quad (5.32)$$
The term $\mathbf{u}^T \mathbf{m}_k$ is a convolution that, by definition, is a matched filter for the $k$th reference waveform. This equation may be interpreted, therefore, as a multi-hypothesis bank of matched filters [72].

Our work would be complete at this point, were it not for possible left/right mis-centering of the barcodes within the rectangular window, as mentioned in Section 5.4.5. Instead of adding additional references to account for all possible translations of all 10,368 references so far, we use the property that translations in the barcode correspond to $x$ offsets or lags in the convolution $\mathbf{u}^T \mathbf{m}_k$ between the reference and signal. Symbolically we write this as

$$
\max_k \{ L_k \} = \max_{k,x} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^3 \frac{2(\mathbf{u} \ast \mathbf{m}_k) - \|\mathbf{m}_k\|^2}{\sigma_i^2} \right\},
$$

(5.33)

where $\ast$ denotes convolution. This is maximized for the best reference $\mathbf{m}_k$ and for the maximum value of convolution, which occurs for the lag that produces the largest result. It is computationally efficient to calculate such a convolution for all values of lag by employing the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The observed one-dimensional profile $\mathbf{u}_i$ is first zero-padded to equal the length of the reference. It and the reference $\mathbf{m}_k$ are then transformed, their spectra multiplied and the product inverse transformed to find the result [122]. Moreover, both $\|\mathbf{m}_k\|^2 / \sigma_i^2$ and the Fourier transform of each reference $\mathbf{m}_k$ can be calculated once in advance, and stored to reduce analysis time. These stored values may then be used to test all barcodes in the image.

### 5.5 Sources of Error

#### 5.5.1 Barcode Defects

DNA origami barcodes are a nascent technology that will surely see rapid improvements in manufacturing robustness, quality and uniformity. The initial protocol for barcode manufacture as described in Chapter 4 produces numerous barcode defects, predominantly of two types. First, we see barcodes that have the wrong number of fluorescent spots, either only two spots or four spots or more. This is likely the result of a barcode that folded improperly or of two barcodes that became conjoined together. The software usually rejects these barcodes based on
their morphology, but occasionally the defect conspires to have roughly the same shape as a regular barcode and thus the algorithm is fooled into decoding them. Secondly, we see a more subtle defect. Frequently, two spots in the same color channel on one barcode will vary dramatically in intensity, by as much as four-fold. Careful inspection by eye reveals a very bright and very dim spot. This is likely caused by poor labeling of the active site. Each site or spot should have six fluorophores, but we suspect that often the number of fluorophores is less. We evaluate the effectiveness of our software both including and excluding these two classes of defects.

5.5.2 Imaging Conditions

Our model does not take into account stage drift that may cause slight misalignment between frames nor sporadic changes in laser intensity on a ~1 min time scale. Changes slower than ~1 min are corrected for by taking new regular background and blank images.

5.6 Software

The software consists of MATLAB scripts used with MATLAB Version 7.11.0.584 (R2010b) [114]. The software calls functions from the following toolboxes: Image Processing Toolbox Version 7.1, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox Version 2.2.12 and Signal Processing Toolbox Version 6.14. The analysis software scripts are released under the GNU General Public License and are available to download from [http://github.com/aleifer/DNAbarcode](http://github.com/aleifer/DNAbarcode).

5.7 Results

To test the system, we compared the software’s identification of a pool of barcodes to that of a human. The human performed the identification and recorded the results before the software so that the human was not influenced by the software’s identifications.

We examined three images containing 189 fluorescently-labeled objects that match the morphological criteria for a barcode shown in Table 5.2. Of those 189,
Figure 5.8: The software decodes barcodes (solid line) by correctly identifying the most likely reference (dashed line). Four representative barcodes are shown. In each case the software correctly decodes them. The barcodes in (a) and (b) are well formed and have consistent fluorescent labeling (peak heights fall between 0.75 and 1.5). The barcodes in (c) and (d) have peaks that vary widely, even within a channel. This is likely caused by poor labeling during the manufacturing process.
we manually selected only those barcodes that were fully formed and evenly labeled. To be fully formed the barcodes must contain three fluorescing spots. To be evenly labeled, all peaks in a given barcode must have a height that falls in a range between 0.7 and 1.5. (Recall that the images have been normalized so that the mean peak height in each channel has intensity of unity.) For example, the barcodes in Figure 5.8a and b have even fluorescent labeling and match the criteria, while the barcodes in Figure 5.8c and d have uneven labeling. Of the 189 putative barcodes in the three images, 28 (15%) fit the criteria for uniform labeling. The computer decoded these 28 barcodes and matched the human expert 27 out of 28 times, giving an accuracy of approximately 96%.

Although it was designed to operate on uniform, well-formed barcodes in a production setting, the software can still handle non-ideal cases. Even in extreme cases when the barcodes contain peak heights that are greater than 1.75 or less than 0.5, the software still succeeds 31% percent of the time (9 out of 29 barcodes, examined in a fourth image).

### 5.8 Discussion

We have presented mathematical theory and software implementation to locate DNA origami barcodes in an image and decode them.

We locate the barcodes based on morphology, reduce the two-dimensional images of the barcodes down to one-dimensional profiles and then use Bayesian multiple hypothesis testing to decode the barcodes. We show that a Bayesian multiple hypothesis test of a bank of matched filters is an optimal method of decoding the barcodes. We also model such real-world imaging conditions as inhomogeneous illumination, camera offset and background fluorescence.

The software works very well at decoding barcodes that have been pre-screened to have uniform fluorescent labeling. While only a small percentage (~15%) of manufactured barcodes currently meet our criteria for uniform labeling, we are confident that the labeling efficiency will increase dramatically in coming years. One promising approaches is to add crosslinkers to the barcodes after they are fluorescently labeled to prevent fluorescent DNA oligos from falling off.
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Neural activity of the Omega Turn

Recently, the change in the neural activity of the C. elegans motor circuit that occurs between the worm's forward and reverse locomotion has been an area of intense study in laboratories around the world [5, 47, 83, 126]. Three groups published work on this area in only the past few months [47, 83, 126]. In the ongoing work presented here, we study the neural activity that underlies the omega turn, which also includes two such transitions between forward and reverse locomotion. We confirm some of the results found by others and use our rich and detailed behavioral readout to probe more deeply at correlations between neural activity and specific subtle behaviors critical for navigation.

6.1 Motivation

Navigation is a goal directed locomotion, common across species, in which an organism moves toward or away from a cue. At the neuronal level, navigation requires the temporal coordination of different motor programs. How does an animal’s nervous system orchestrate the changes in locomotion required for naviga-
tion? The Caenorhabditis elegans escape response provides a platform upon which to investigate how navigation is carried out by a simple nervous system.

Navigation in *C. elegans* is regulated by ventrally or dorsally biased head swings [76] and deep ventral omega turns that reorient the worm in the opposite direction. When the worm is touched on its anterior, it exhibits an escape response by pausing, reversing and turning ventrally in what is often called an omega turn. The neural circuit for this escape response employs cells at all levels of the nervous system: mechanosensory neurons, command neurons, motor neurons, and muscle. The circuit plays an important role in the animal's decision making, the coordination of its motor programs and its turning behavior. The analysis of this stereotyped omega turn provides an opportunity to identify the neuronal mechanisms that the nervous system employs to translate sensory information into navigational behavior.

In this chapter we present ongoing work to explore the neural activity underlying the omega turn. A real-time tracking system was developed to record intracellular calcium transients in single neurons while simultaneously monitoring the macroscopic behavior of a freely moving worm as it undergoes an escape response.

### 6.2 Dual-Magnification Calcium and Behavior Imaging

#### 6.2.1 Background

To study the neural activity of an omega turn requires a system that permits simultaneous observation of neural activity and behavior in freely moving worms. In particular, it is important to be able to correlate individual neural activity to rich details of the worm’s behavior, such as changes in curvature or direction.

Genetically encoded fluorescent calcium indicators such as Cameleon [115] and GCaMP [153] are the primary tools available for optical neurophysiology in *C. elegans*. The fluorescence of these indicators change with the level of intracellular calcium present. Calcium is often a good indicator of neural activity. As a result, the fluorescent levels can be monitored and neural activity can be inferred.

Calcium imaging is often performed at high magnification (20x or more) to resolve individual neurons and with high numerical aperture (NA) objectives to collect large numbers of photons. As a result, calcium imaging had traditionally been
performed on immobilized \[29\] or partially restrained animals \[46\], where it is possible to keep the neurons of interest in a small field of view for an extended period of time.

The Samuel Lab pioneered the first system to perform calcium imaging in a moving worm \[59\]. In that system, the user manually adjusted a joystick to track the neuron AFD in the head of an unrestrained worm on a motorized stage. The worm was imaged with a high NA 20x objective. This system allowed the user to observe calcium transients in a worm as it moved. Because the field of view only included a small portion of the worm, details of the worm’s behavior like its curvature were not visible. Additionally, manual tracking made it difficult to consistently track abrupt changes in the worm’s motion.

Since then, a number of groups have developed manual \[83\] and automated \[47, 126\] tracking systems for calcium imaging in moving worms, using either home built \[3, 83, 126\] or commercial \[47\] systems. These systems vary in the feedback rate, complexity, cost and in their ability to capture behavior data. For example, the systems presented in \[126\] and \[83\] lack the ability to view the entire worm in the field of view.

We have developed a new tracking system that offers unique advantages. The system is built around a spinning disk confocal microscope which cuts down on background fluorescence and increases signal to noise. The system identifies target neurons from the worm’s outline, rather than from their fluorescence which makes it well suited for transgenic animals that exhibit fluorescence in more than one neuron. Most significantly, the system builds on previous experience developing rich behavioral monitors and thus provides high spatiotemporal behavioral data at 30 Hz including the worm’s instantaneous curvature and orientation.

### 6.2.2 The DualMag System

A tracking microscope was built capable of recording calcium transients in a moving worm. The microscope operates at two magnification levels simultaneously, one beam path operates at high-magnification to resolve single neurons, while the other beam path operates at low magnification to view the entire body of the worm. Real-time computer vision software monitors the position of the body of the worm from the low-magnification beam path and adjusts a motorized stage to
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the DualMag setup, permitting simultaneous recording of intracellular calcium transients and behavior in freely moving C. elegans. A transgenic worm, expressing GCaMP3 and mCherry in targeted neurons, crawls freely on a motorized stage under infrared illumination. An inexpensive USB camera images the worm’s motion at low magnification. Real-time computer vision software rapidly analyzes each low magnification image and identifies the location and orientation of the worm and the targeted neuron and adjust the stage to keep the targeted neuron centered beneath a 20x objective used for calcium imaging. Blue and yellow laser light shine through the 20x objective to excite GCaMP3 and mCherry in the targeted neuron. The emitted green and red fluorescence is imaged through a spinning-disk confocal microscope onto two halves of an electron multiplying CCD camera. Comparing the fluorescence in the green and red channel images gives the relative level of calcium in the neuron. Slanted dashed lines indicate dichroic mirrors.
keep targeted neurons in the high-magnification field of view. The entire system is called the DualMag.

The DualMag system is built around an upright microscope body with a spinning disk confocal unit, a motorized stage and an additional low magnification imaging path. See Figure 6.1 and Section 6.7.2 for details.

A transgenic animal expressing GCaMP3 and mCherry in targeted neurons crawls freely on agar in a petri dish on a motorized stage under dark field infrared illumination. The high magnification beam path illuminates targeted neurons with blue (445 nm) and yellow (561 nm) laser light though the spinning-disk confocal system, emitting fluorescence from GCaMP3 in the green and from mCherry in the red. Dichroic mirrors filter out the excitation light and pass only the emitted light to a DualView unit which projects the red and green channels side-by-side onto the sensor of an EMCCD camera. See Figure 6.2c and Section 5.7.2.

A second beam path, beneath the microscope images the infrared light scat-
Figure 6.3: Time-lapse stroboscopic darkfield image of worm behavior from the low magnification beam path is shown. The DualMag system continually adjusts the stage’s velocity to isolate motion in a region of the worm’s head. A 28 ms exposure image was taken every 3 seconds for 1 minute. Scale bar is 1 mm.

tered by the worm at low magnification. An inexpensive USB CCD camera monitors the worm’s position and orientation at 30 fps. See Figure 6.2a. Custom real-time computer vision software written in C identifies the worm’s outline, its head and tail, and the location of targeted neurons (Figure 6.2b and Section 6.7.3) and instructs the motorized stage to adjust its stage velocity to compensate for the worm’s motion and to keep the targeted neuron squarely in the center of the high-magnification field of view. The feedback loop operates at 30 Hz and is sufficient to compensate for the worm’s natural movements. See Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

While similar in principal to prior work [3, 5] this is the first system, to our knowledge, that uses a spinning disk confocal microscope which cuts down on background fluorescence. Second, it uses an inexpensive USB camera to do the tracking and leverages the real-time computer vision software from the CoLBeRT
Figure 6.4: Video of worm escape response is shown. The worm undergoes forward locomotion. At 0 s, an electric toothbrush vibrates the worm’s petri dish and the worm halts forward locomotion and begins a reversal. At 2.7 s the worm ceases reversing and begins a deep ventral bend. At 4.3 s the worm exhibits the omega shape that gives the omega turn its name. At 5.4 s the worm recommences forward locomotion. Scale bar is 100 µm.

system [92] to perform rapid feedback based on the worm's morphology, not individual neuron fluorescence.

6.3 Neural Activity of the Escape Response

The escape response in C. elegans can be elicited by gently touching the anterior of the worm or by vibration. The response is stereotyped: The worm first ceases its forward locomotion and exploratory head movements [3], it then moves backward away from the stimulus [22], comes to a stop, and then bends its head ventrally to execute a deep ventral turn before finally reinitiating forward locomotion. See Figure 6.4. The entire sequence is commonly referred to as an omega turn.

The escape response is initiated by mechanosensory neurons which transduce sensory information through locomotion command neurons to excitatory and in-
hibitory motor neurons that innervate the body wall muscles [22]. Laser ablation and genetic studies have elucidated which neurons are required for which behavior [5, 22]. A wiring diagram representing current thinking in the field is summarized in Figure 5.5. Despite a rich literature describing which neurons are required for which behavior, it is only very recently that researchers have begun to study how neural activity correlates to behavior, and even then only in regards to forward versus backward locomotion [5, 47, 83, 126]. To fully understand the nervous system, one must also investigate the dynamics of neural activity and investigate the precise patterns and sequences of neural activity that drive behavior. As a first part of this ongoing work, the pattern of neural activity in the neurons AVA and AVB are investigated and correlated to the precise pattern of behavior exhibited by the worm during an omega turn.

### 6.4 Results

**6.4.1 AVA**

AVA is a command interneuron involved in backward locomotion. A Prig-3::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3 transgenic worm, expressing mCherry and GCaMP3 in AVA is stimulated to undergo an escape response by transiently vibrating an electric toothbrush against the side of the agar plate containing the worm for approximately a second. As the worm freely crawls on the agar, its behavior and calcium transients are recorded. A representative sequence is shown in Figure 5.6. After vibration, calcium levels in AVA begin to rise as the worm reverses. The worm ceases backward locomotion, and undergoes a deep bend, visible as a large downward spike in the curvature diagram. Its body then forms a symmetric omega-like shape and the worm begins forward locomotion in a new direction, evident by the jump in orientation.

The fluorescence ratio is the ratio of the of intensities, above background, of the pixels of AVA in the green to the red channel. Where presented, fluorescence ratio is plotted as the ratio above a baseline. The baseline is defined as the mean fluorescence ratio during a period from the beginning of a behavior sequence to
Figure 6.5: Circuit diagram showing neurons and their suspected role in the escape response. Information shown here is based on cumulative evidence from laser ablation and genetic studies performed by the community. Adapted from [3] and [127].

Figure 6.6 (following page): Calcium transient of AVA is shown with the worm’s behavior. A Prig-3::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3 transgenic worm, expressing mCherry and GCaMP3 in its AVA interneuron is stimulated at time 0 s by vibrating its agar plate (light green background). The worm ceases locomotion and reverses (light red background) and then forms an omega turn (light blue background) before reinitiating forward locomotion. Changes in velocity, curvature and orientation corresponding to an omega turn are clearly evident. Calcium levels in AVA increase as soon as the worm begins reversing and begin falling after re-initiation of forward locomotion.
Figure 6.6: (continued)
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the application of stimulus. Here, a behavior sequence is a defined as a region of behavior exhibiting only forward locomotion punctuated by exactly one omega turn in response to a stimuli.

Where presented, velocity is the velocity of the worm’s bending waves along its body, in units of worm length. Curvature is the curvature of the worm’s centerline in a region 10 to 80 percent along its centerline from the anterior of the worm. A gap in the fluorescence trace indicates either an instance where the worm moves its head out of plane and the microscope transiently loses focus, or an instance when the tracking software incorrectly segments the worm and the neuron leaves the field of view. A gap in behavior data reflects an instance when the software is unable to correctly identify the worm’s head and tail, as occurs when the worm curls up in the omega shape.

Neural activity and behavior have modest variation across trials and worms, but is overall stereotyped. The calcium transients in AVA of seven runs from four worms are shown in Figure 6.7. The worm’s velocity, curvature and orientation corresponding to these traces are shown in Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10, respectively.

6.4.2 AVB

AVB is a command interneuron suspected to be involved in forward locomotion. Analagously to with AVA above, a Plgc-55::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3 transgenic worm expressing GCaMP3 and mCherry in the neuron AVB is stimulated by brief vibration. The worm undergoes an escape response and its calcium transients and behavior is measured. See Figure 5.11 for a representative trace.

Prior reports [33, 176] have suggested that AVB is active during forward locomotion. In our hands, AVB appears to become active after the worm completes the omega turn and begins forward locomotion. Preliminary results, however, suggest that AVB activity may turn off some length of time (~30 seconds) after stimulus. Certainly in the trace shown here, AVB is inactive significantly before and after stimuli when the worm is undergoing forward locomotion. Perhaps AVB
Figure 6.7: Calcium transients of AVA for seven behavior sequences from four worms. A *Prig-3::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3* transgenic worm, expressing mCherry and GCaMP3 in its AVA interneuron, is stimulated at time 0 s by vibrating its agar plate. The fluorescence ratio is the ratio of the intensities, above background, of the pixels of AVA in the green to the red channel, plotted here as the ratio above baseline. Corresponding velocity, curvature and orientation are shown in Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10, respectively.
Figure 6.8: Velocity traces corresponding to AVA calcium traces shown in Figure 6.7. A Prig-3::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3 transgenic worm, is stimulated at time 0 s by vibrating its agar plate. Sustained negative dips correspond to reversals. Velocity, here, is the velocity at which the bending waves propagate along the worm’s centerline. The worm’s corresponding curvature and orientation are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, respectively.
Figure 6.9: The worm’s curvature, corresponding to AVA calcium traces shown in Figure 6.7. A Prig-3::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3 transgenic worm is stimulated at time 0 s by vibrating its agar plate. A large spike or dip following the end of the worm’s reversal (pink diamond) corresponds to a deep ventral bend. Here, curvature is the mean curvature of the worm’s centerline in a region from 10% to 80% along its centerline. Velocity and orientation corresponding to these traces are shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.10, respectively.
Figure 6.10: The worm’s orientation, corresponding to AVA calcium traces shown in Figure 6.7. A \textit{P}glc-55::\textit{mCherry}::SL2::GCaMP3 transgenic worm is stimulated at time 0 s by vibrating its agar plate. A discontinuous jump around the time of omega-turn (pink circle) corresponds to an abrupt change in direction of motion. Here, orientation is the vector between the worm’s neck and mid-region (5% and 40% along the from worm’s centerlin anterior from its head). Velocity and curvature corresponding to these traces are shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, respectively.
Figure 6.11 (following page): Calcium transients indicating neural activity of AVB is shown with the worm’s behavior. A Plgc-55::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3 transgenic worm, expressing mCherry and GCaMP3 in its AVA interneuron is stimulated at time 0 s by vibrating its agar plate (light green background). The worm ceases locomotion and reverses (light red background) and then forms an omega turn (light blue background) before reinitiating forward locomotion. Changes in velocity, curvature and orientation corresponding to an omega turn are clearly evident. Calcium levels in AVA increase as soon as the worm begins reversing and begin falling after re-initiation of forward locomotion.
Figure 6.11: Calcium Transient in AVB Aligned to Stimulus
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is involved in maintaining a sprint or some other sort of heightened state of activity immediately following reorientation. More traces need to be recorded before any conclusions can be drawn.

6.5 Discussion

Over a decade ago researchers used laser ablation studies to suggest the role that AVA and AVB might play in the motor circuit [176]. This work confirms the results seen by others [5, 47, 83, 126] that AVA is active during reversals. This work also observes AVB activity. Preliminary results suggest that while AVB activity may be active with forward locomotion in response to a stimuli, it may not be persistently active during forward locomotion at all times. However, more recordings need to be performed to draw any conclusions.

This ongoing work also provides a rich quantitative behavioral readout of the behavioral sequence of the escape response and omega turn. Features such as reversals, pauses, bends and reorientations can be precisely quantified by measuring the worm’s velocity, curvature and orientation. When these metrics are recorded simultaneously with calcium transients, it then becomes possible to make correlations between neural activity and behavior.

6.6 Future

This work is ongoing. The instrumentation required to simultaneously monitor calcium activity and behavior is complete and has already been used to probe the command interneurons AVA and AVB, although more trials are needed. In addition to recording more traces from AVB, the authors are also in the process of observing the interneuron RIM, where there is currently controversy about the role it plays during a reversal.

Eventually, this project aims to record calcium transients from all of the different neurons suspected to play a role in the escape response (Figure 6.5) and explore their activity in relation to the worm’s behavior. The goal is to develop a picture of which neurons turn on and off when in the sequence of the escape response. Then a perturbative investigation can be performed, using tools like the CoLBeRT system (Chapter 2) to interrogate the individual contributions that silencing or
stimulating each neuron gives to behavior. This will be a long-term project, but the groundwork has been laid here.

6.7 Methods

6.7.1 Strains

The C. elegans strains used include QW280: zfls12[Prig-3::ChR2::GFP, lin-15(+)], QW625: zfls42[Prig-3::GCaMP3::SL2::mCherry; lin-15(+)], QW663: lin-15(n765ts); zfEx219[Pcex-1::GCaMP3::SL2::mCherry; lin-15(+)], QW666: lin-15(n765ts); zfEx222[Plgc-55::mCherry::SL2::GCaMP3; lin-15(+)]. Transgenic strains were generated by microinjection of plasmid DNA along with the lin-15 rescuing construct pL15EK into the germline of lin-15(n765ts) mutants. ChR2, GCaMP3 and lin-15(+) plasmids were injected at 100 ng/µl, 50 ng/µl and 80 ng/µl respectively. Extrachromosomal arrays were integrated into the genome by X-ray irradiation (120kV) for 10 minutes. Integrated strains were outcrossed four times to N2 wild type.

6.7.2 Calcium Imaging in Moving Worm

Optics

A spinning disk confocal microscope built on a Nikon Eclpse LV 100 upright microscope frame form a foundation for the DualMag calcium imaging system.

The spinning disk system is a CSU22 Confocal Scanning unit from Yokogawa that operates at 5000 rpm. Blue (445 nm) and yellow (561 nm) lasers are fiber-coupled into the spinning disk system. Lasers are housed in an Andor Laser Combiner System 5000, and are controlled by an Andor Precision Control Unit 100 from Andor Technology. Confocal images are passed through a DV2 Dual-View unit (MAG Biosystems) so that the red and green channel images are projected onto an an Andor iXon+ EMCCD camera under the control of Andor iQ 1.1.3 imaging software. Confocal images were captured at 20 fps with an exposure time of 50 ms.

A 20x objective was used for an effective field of view, prior to the Dual-View, of about 300 µm wide. At this magnification each laser provided a maximum power of 20mW/mm² at the sample. In the experiments described here, the blue laser
was run at 3 mW/mm² and the yellow laser was run at 10 mW/mm² to avoid photo-bleaching.

To image behavior, a custom-made illumination ring of 100 850nm LED’s was used to create dark field illumination by shining light perpendicular to the main optical path.

The condenser lens was removed from the bottom of the microscope to make room for a second low-magnification beam path to record the dark field imaging. An infrared prism mirror reflects infrared light into an optical train composed of a telescope and a 750nm long pass filter (Thorlabs, FEL0750). An inexpensive USB CCD camera, DMK 31BU03 from The Imaging Source, was used to monitor the worm’s behavior.

The microscope stage was controlled by a Ludl Bioprecision 2 XY motorized stage and MAC 6000 stage-controller. The worm was kept centered by a feedback loop implemented by the real-time tracking software (see below).

**Real-Time Tracking**

Real-time tracking was performed by monitoring the image of the worm through the low-magnification dark field beam path and adjusting the velocity of a motorized stage. 1024 x 768 px grayscale images were acquired from a USB camera 30 fps. A modified version of the MindControl software (Chapter 2) was used to track the worm and keep targeted neurons centered in the field of view of the high magnification beam path. In brief, the software identifies the outline of the worm, finds the head tail, segments the worm into coordinates, then identifies the targeted neuron within the coordinate system. Finally, the software measures the distance of the targeted neuron from the center of the high magnification field of view and adjusts the stage velocity to glide the worm back towards the center.

The software is essentially the same as in Chapter 2 with the following minor modifications, which were necessary to address poor lighting and the demands for more rapid tracking: When identifying the outline of the worm the software now performs a dilation on the image [16] which can compensate for “holes” that appear in the worm due to lighting limitations. The newer version also allows the outline of the worm to be smoothed directly, whereas the old version only allowed the underlying image be smoothed. Finally the new version of the software
provides finer control of the stage response to the feedback loop.

As before, the MindControl software was written in C using the OpenCV open source computer vision library \([15, 16]\) with the hardware optimized Intel Integrated Performance Primitives.

**VIDEO SYNCHRONIZATION**

The DualMag system records two independent video streams recorded at different frame rates on different computers. The two video streams are synchronized by shining synchronous pulses of LED light at the appropriate wavelength into both cameras. LEDs are controlled independently from the other software mentioned by a custom LabView program interfaced with a LabJack U3-HV digital to analog converter. The flashes of light are identified manually during post processing.

**RATIOMETRIC FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS**

Radiometric fluorescence analysis is performed offline in a quasi-manual process using custom scripts in MATLAB \([114]\). The user selects control points to align the red and green channel images to each other. Scripts then prompt the user to manually click on the neuron of interest for every second frame of fluorescent imaging. The software searches in a local region nearby each mouse click to find the brightest pixel. A circular binary mask containing 50 pixels is drawn centered around the mouse click. This defines the region of interest containing the neuron. The software interpolates to find the location of the neurons for the half of the frames that were not specified manually. For each frame, the software measure the mean intensity of the 20 brightest pixels in the region of interest in the red and green channels and subtracts off local background fluorescence. Background fluorescence is measured manually by finding the mean intensity of non-fluorescing regions of the worm in ImageJ \([130]\).

Fluorescent ratios are calculated as the ratio of the pixel intensities of the red and green regions of interest in each frame above background. When plotted, a baseline is subtracted from the fluorescent ratio.

Fluorescent images are recorded at 20 fps. Time-series traces of the fluorescent ratios were smoothed by linearly interpolating over any gaps and convolution with a Gaussian of \(\sigma=5\) frames (~250 ms) with padding of the end-point values. Finally
Behavioral Analysis

Behavior analysis was performed using a modified version of the MindControl Analysis scripts (Chapter 2), written in MATLAB [114]. Velocity is defined as in Chapter 2. Curvature here, is defined as the mean curvature of the worm’s body as defined in Chapter 2, but averaged over the region of the worm’s centerline from 10% to 80% down from the anterior. Orientation is the arctangent of the vector defined by the points along the worm centerline 5% and 40% along the centerline from the anterior.

Time-series behavioral data was smoothed by linearly interpolating over any gaps and convolution with a Gaussian of $\sigma=5$ frames (~170 ms) with padding of the end-point values. Finally points that had previously been interpolated were removed.

6.8 Manuscript Information

6.8.1 Author Contributions

The work presented here was done by Andrew M. Leifer with Christopher Clark and Mark Alkema of the Alkema Lab. Andrew Leifer built the hardware with Mason Klein. Christopher Clark and Andrew Leifer together performed all of the experiments. Christopher generated all worm strains. Andrew wrote all software and analyzed the data. Laura Freeman built the video synchronization LED system.

Both Andrew and Christopher wrote the manuscript. Mark Alkema contributed Figure 6.5.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES can drive scientific discovery when carefully applied. In this thesis, I developed a new instrument to non-invasively manipulate neural activity with single-neuron specificity in an intact freely moving worm. At the time of its creation, this was the first instrument of its kind. I also developed a second instrument to record calcium transients from a moving worm while simultaneously recording the worm’s behavior. I used these tools to gain a better understanding of how the nervous system of the nematode *C. elegans* propagates bending waves and how it transitions from forward to reverse locomotion.

Both of the tools presented here rely on advances in the fields of optogenetics and computer vision. In particular, the recent accessibility of powerful computer vision libraries has broad applications to quantitative biology. In this thesis, I also applied computer vision techniques toward the automatic identification of DNA origami nano-bar codes. DNA nano-bar codes are a promising platform for developing next generation DNA microarray and on-chip tools. The software I developed to automatically identify and decode barcodes supplies a critical ingredient
for future developments in this platform.

Both computer vision and optogenetics are technologies undergoing rapid development. For computer vision, Moore’s Law has provided ever increasing computational power at decreasing cost. Computational power alone will immediately improve both the spatial and temporal resolution of the two C. elegans instruments presented here. Similarly, recent trends like augmented reality for consumers and faster data connectivity standards like Intel’s Thunderbolt standard, will make the low-latency high frame-rate video acquisition required for the work presented here more affordable and accessible.

In the realm of of optogenetics, the underlying technology is still nascent. The coming years will likely see the creation of a more diverse and robust optical toolkit that includes optogenetic proteins operating at new wavelengths, with greater sensitivity and narrower spectra.

Genetically encoded reporters for neural activity are also undergoing rapid development. GCaMP5, a successor to the GCaMP3 calcium indicator used here, is rumored to have better contrast, greater sensitivity and better expression levels [73]. Moreover, other labs are already racing to develop true voltage sensing proteins that can be deployed in eukaryotes [88]. This would allow researchers to visualize neural activity directly instead of inferring activity through calcium transients.

Optical neurophysiology is on its way to becoming a mainstay of neuroscience and will likely remain so for the foreseeable future. As a result, instrumentation of the sort developed here will be increasingly vital.

**Where to go from here?**

With the tools presented here, it is now possible to create quantitative datasets linking neural activity to behavior in C. elegans.

The next step will be to use these datasets to build data-driven mathematical models of neural circuits. The approach taken to study the vertebrate retina offers inspiration. The retina neuroscience community utilized decades of experimental data to build testable quantitative models of microcircuits within the retina that account for individual computations like motion detection and background motion suppression [7, 56]. In those cases, it was possible to treat collections of
neurons as linear filters with quantifiable impulse response functions. The models of the individual components could, when combined, accurately predict the larger behavior of the neural circuit.

The tools, techniques and data presented here are a first step toward toward bringing this data-driven modeling approach to *C. elegans*. 
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